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are being rolled out daily, yet they are struggling to deliver on the promise of
seamless cross-organisational collaboration. Poor adoption. Confusion. Change
stress. Uncertainty. These are just some of the challenges that come with the
proliferation of social collaboration tools and their expansive feature sets.
To find answers we need to look past the tools. We need to understand that tools
don’t switch on collaboration, people do. We need to change the conversation
from ‘collaboration tools’ to collaborative people.
Based on fifteen years’ hands on experience, Designing Collaboration sets out
a framework of seven elements designed to evolve and build the behaviours
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Collaboration is being talked about everywhere. Social collaboration tools

necessary for people to become great collaborators in the digital workplace.

occurs when the tools are used by collaborative people.
Designing Collaboration puts people and collaborative behaviours back at the
centre of the discussion, where they should be.

‘Designing Collaboration should be on the bookshelf of every
professional where information is a competitive advantage.’
Vanessa DiMauro, CEO, Leader Networks

‘Alister and Andrew present clear methods and models to
upgrade your organization to the digital age.’
Mike Fraietta, Product Manager – Collaboration, BNY Mellon
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Who should read this book, and why

Those in intranet and knowledge management roles
Intranet Managers and Knowledge Managers are deeply invested in building a
collaboration culture, embedding knowledge sharing behaviours, and driving employee adoption
of collaboration or information-sharing tools.
This book provides a dip in/dip out resource for building and maintaining collaborative
behaviours, both for local teams and more broadly across the organisation.
It can also be used to produce a cohesive and comprehensive collaboration strategy, outlined in a
later chapter.

Newer digital workplace roles
We’re seeing an increasing number of roles with titles like Collaboration Manager,
Community Manager, Adoption Specialist and Employee Experience Manager being
created, often on the fly, to handle the new technology environments being rolled out across
organisations.
Accountability for the success of new technology can present a confronting, even overwhelming
challenge. The book lays out clear steps to break the challenge down into simple, do-able tactics.

Middle managers and team leaders
Closer to the shop floor, middle managers and team leaders represent the everyday face
of collaboration, setting expectations and embodying the required behaviours. No matter where
in an organisation this role sits, you are vital to the building and sustaining of a collaboration
culture.
There are very few step-by-step, hands-on guides on how to embed great collaborative
behaviours (not just tools) at the team and workgroup level. This was a significant motivator for
us in producing this book.

Executives
Collaboration accountabilities are increasingly entering the ambit of senior executives. Across
Human Resources, Communications, Information Technology and other key organisational areas,
collaboration needs to be understood and actioned.
There are many simple and highly effective levers that can be pulled at the executive level. This
book outlines in detail what they are, their importance, and how to apply them.
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Change Managers
The introduction and adoption of collaboration tools, and the development of collaborative
behaviours, involves significant workplace culture change.
Those in Change Management roles will benefit from the breakdown of good collaborative
culture into clearly defined elements, each of which contain a raft of everyday ‘how-to’ tactics.

Information Technology (I.T.) leaders / Collaboration platform
owners
We’ll talk more about what ‘collaboration platform’ means in a moment, but in this context we
mean roles that carry an accountability for the provision and support of collaboration tools and
the technology platforms they run on.
For these roles the book provides a world of insight into how ‘the business’ (meaning, the nonI.T. part of an organisation) goes about applying the tools to their processes and workflows to
produce the greatest possible benefit to the organisation.
Some of the greatest ‘a-ha!’ moments in our workshops come from I.T. participants who are
introduced to the depth, complexity, and importance of collaborative behaviours in a business
context.

Industry sectors and vertical markets
Public and Private sectors
Not-for-profit sector
All vertical markets
Government agencies
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About the authors

Alister Webb
My lightbulb moment came in May of the year 2000. I was a systems
lead on an I.T. project in a large telecommunications company. With
no experience of managing complex projects through the maze of
development, testing, pre-production and production environments
in I.T., I found myself faced every day with platform owners frowning
at me for not knowing the process and then pointing me towards
documents that were either unfathomable or well and truly out of date.
I couldn’t believe, with all the projects that had gone before me, that
there was no trail of knowledge. That I was relying on someone who
knew someone who knew someone else who might just be able to
help. Collaboration? Not. Happening.
That experience prompted me to apply for a Knowledge Management role in the
same organisation. As the 2000s rolled on and technology ramped up exponentially,
my KM role morphed into something called ‘Collaboration Manager’. I was lucky
enough to always be at the forefront of the technology wave, but more importantly,
was also involved in the first real conversations about a collaboration culture. How
were people adopting these tools? How were they applying them to their everyday
jobs? Where were the change pain points? What behaviours did they need to change?
These were questions I grappled with as I worked with ordinary workers trying to
adapt to the new world.
It’s a passion I’ve taken with me into my consulting work since leaving the company
several years ago and co-founding Innosis, working with organisations across several
different industry verticals: Finance, Government, Start-ups, and Science. Always
with the same intention: closing the gap between the promise of technology and the
practice of using it.
My other passion is story-telling, a hangover from an earlier career writing and
editing scripts for Australian television. It’s well known that story-telling is one of the
most effective ways of sharing knowledge. Collectively, the seven elements of good
collaboration design published in this book tell a complete story. A story we would
like you to hear and, I hope, gain great benefit from.
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Andrew Pope
My passion is creating workplace environments that stimulate
innovation through a combination of employee experience,
highly effective collaboration, and innovation techniques.
Some years ago, as an innovation manager for technology in
a global engineering firm, I was given the brief to ‘make us be
more innovative’. And that was it. Except that there wasn’t any
budget or infrastructure. And so there began my approach to
working on the behaviours rather than the tools – let the people
drive the change. It’s more effective, sustainable and brings the
best out of both people and the tools.
Earlier roles as an environmental scientist and commercial manager, where I had
oversight of several millions of dollars of environmental and engineering projects,
gave me a fantastic insight into client needs, business process, and how teams and
individuals work in complex organisations. In more recent years this led to internal
IT projects, driving new tool roll-outs to global regions affecting thousands
of people. The commercial savviness and people-centric approach gained in
those early years were equally instrumental in ensuring these new collaboration
tools were designed around the people that used them, building collaborative
communities focused on real business and client needs. This was followed by a
global community management framework for an investment bank, integrating
offshore teams and significantly increasing their productivity.
More recently at Innosis, I have been working with some amazing companies,
facilitating ideation, running workshops to build a culture of trust in collaborative
environments, and designing innovative workplaces around existing social
collaboration tools.
Outside of work, I am passionate about the outdoors, whether through cycling,
hiking, photography or just quietly appreciating it with my hands wrapped around
a warm cup of coffee.
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Preface: How to use this book

Some very good books by very good thinkers have been written about
collaboration.
But a decade and a half ago, when I started working as a knowledge
management and collaboration specialist, what I really needed was some
step-by-step, real-world hand holding. Think of when you arrive in a city
for the first time. You pick up a booklet about the transportation system.
Yes, it gives you a great overview and deeper understanding of how it
all works, but how much better is it to have someone to tap you on the
shoulder, show you how to use the ticket machine, point to the platform,
and explain to you how to read the signs. A way to get you started
with everyday know-how and tips that break down a large, somewhat
daunting challenge into simple steps.
This was the motivation for writing Designing Collaboration. To make 15
years’ experience available to those who today find themselves facing
an increasingly complex operating environment without a guide at their
side. Not just any guide, but a hands-on, practical guide. On tap, right
there when you need it to help navigate through the challenges of today’s
digital workplace and all the expectations that come with it.
As you work through the book, you’ll see that collaboration is not
a single, massive challenge that requires a single, massive response.
Especially not a technology-first response. You’ll see that a collaboration
culture – the general adoption of cooperative, collaborative
behaviours – can be designed and built with easily-understood, hands-on
tactics that can be applied in ways that fit with where your organisation
happens to be on its collaboration journey, whether just starting out or
already some way down the track.

Changing the conversation from
‘collaboration tools’ to collaborative people
All too often, collaboration strategies are led by discussions about
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tools. Feature sets, capabilities, new technologies – usually based on an
assumption that the tools being rolled out will somehow, of themselves,
produce great collaboration. They don’t.
Great collaboration is not, and never has been, about tools. The focus
in this book is to bring people back to the centre of the conversation.
How to build great collaborative behaviours and weave them into the
DNA of an organisation – your organisation. Ways to make people feel
safe collaborating, giving them a clear vision as to why collaboration is so
important, understanding the connection to their everyday jobs. And by
doing so, maximising the value of the tools you make available to them.
Andrew and I won’t be providing a set of ‘how to’ guides or lessons
explaining what button to push on what tool when. Or even tool
recommendations. Others with a deeper knowledge of individual products
can do that. It may influence your future tool choices, and we hope it
does.

Like any business
initiative, collaboration
requires good design:
to build it and to fit it
to the organisation.

We will be providing a trove of simple and easy ways to form, release and
evolve collaborative behaviours that will drive the use and effectiveness of
those tools.
Great collaborative behaviours will turn your tools from ‘just another
thing to learn’ into a game changer that will more than reward the
investment and play a vital role in your organisation’s success. Connecting
people, vastly improving workflows, releasing creativity, propelling your
organisation forward.

Why are we publishing this book?
We want to:
change the perception of ‘collaboration’ from a set of tools you buy
to a way of working that can be designed and built;
provide you with ways to empower your staff to work in the open
with confidence, motivated by a clear purpose;
enable conversations and knowledge to flow unhindered across
your organisation, not out of sight in silos, lost in emails or
dismissed as unimportant for business;
ensure that no matter how much the tools and technologies
change, your vision for collaboration, its linkage to work and to the
end customer, won’t.
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We want your organisation to be able to say, with
full confidence, that collaboration is your most
valuable business tool.

Structure
This is a handbook, and like other handbooks it has a well-defined, easy
to follow structure. It can be used as a dip in/dip out resource. Keep it
handy!
You can of course skip the introductory chapters, though we highly
recommend you take the time to read them. They provide a short but
important conceptual perspective and set the context for what follows.
The core of the book is the Collaboration Designer, seven very different
design elements that form the basis of a well-designed collaboration
environment. Each element is laid out with clearly defined headings:
Overview – why it’s important
How to do it – a step by step guide, including how and where to
start
Who is involved – roles, accountabilities*
What it looks like when it’s working – including some case studies
Any ongoing maintenance required to sustain it

Your short term goals versus longer term goals
Over the course of the book, you will be exposed to all of the design
elements that together comprise a holistic collaborative environment.
In the short term you will be able to selectively choose and apply design
elements that fit your particular organisation, at your current level of
collaboration maturity. Things you can do right now, today. Throughout
the pages you will also find various sidebar tips and additional comments
to spark your thinking and help you with your short term objectives.

* We provide a collation
of the ‘Who is involved’
sections, sorted by
role, as a quick lookup resource in the
Appendices.

Your longer term goal, however, should be to adopt all of the elements,
end to end, to create the kind of highly functioning, robust collaborative
culture that will not only rapidly lift your organisation towards its
objectives but also tap into your people’s innovation potential. The
connection between collaboration and innovation is a fundamental one,
and is the subject of the book’s closing chapter.
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Common terms

This book will

There are a few terms that are used throughout the book in very specific
ways.

not focus on any
specific or preferred
collaboration

Collaboration platform
This term is shorthand for whatever toolset your organisation provides
for the express purpose of collaborating.
Sounds simple, but it can become blurry, given the many so-called
‘knowledge tools’ out there. Content creation apps with built-in
collaboration features. Collaboration apps with built-in content
creation tools. Where does one end and the other begin? How do
we view all-encompassing suites like Microsoft Office 365, Jive, Igloo,
IBM Connections, Jostle, Mumba Cloud or Socialtext against more
specialised apps like Slack, Microsoft Teams, Confluence, Webex,
Dropbox and Workplace by Facebook*, tools which can either stand
alone or be strung together and integrated to form an end-to-end
collaboration solution? Isn’t each one a platform?

tools. Our focus is
on collaborative
behaviours,
irrespective of the
actual toolset or
collaboration platform
used.

Technically, any of the products we’re talking about could be called
a platform. But let’s, in the spirit of this book, reduce the word
‘platform’ to something very simple so we don’t waste time on
needless classification.
For our purposes, ‘collaboration platform’ is a container that describes
whatever range of digital tools your organisation has placed at your
disposal specifically to enable you and your colleagues to collaborate.
It might be a single product, a collection or combination of many, or
somewhere in between. It doesn’t matter. We view collaboration as a
single business function. A single ‘platform’.

Social collaboration platform, social platform, Enterprise
Social Network (ESN)
We occasionally use these terms to group together the ‘social’ aspects
of a collaboration platform. Those features designed to generate
conversations and facilitate connections.

Digital workplace
There are of course dozens of articles written about this topic every
day, many of them with differing views of what a digital workplace
actually is.
To us it’s very simple. It’s an aggregation of business software and
the devices that are used to run it on. A collaboration platform and

* The product names
mentioned here are
just examples, we don’t
directly endorse any
particular product. It’s not
an exhaustive list, there
are many more to choose
from.
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individual collaboration tools form a subset of the digital workplace.
The two are not the same.

Intranet
The line between an organised, structured intranet and less structured
collaboration platforms has become fuzzy. Rather than spend time
debating where one ends and the other begins, our use of ‘intranet’
refers specifically to the established internal, content-managed
portal used to make structured information widely available to the
organisation.

Groups
Throughout the book we use groups in two very distinct ways.
Groups, with a lower case ‘g’, is the generic use of the word. A group
of people, a group of documents, a group of different apps.
Groups with an upper case ‘G’ is very specific to collaboration
software. Virtually every modern collaboration tool allows everyday
staff and/or administrators to create Groups. These are public or
private collaboration spaces specifically designed for conversations
around a topic, a business function, or a role.
The intention of Groups is two-fold: to move conversations that don’t
need to be shared with the entire organisation off to one side to
reduce the level of noise for non-participants, though in most cases
anyone can join the conversation if they have something to contribute.
The second purpose of Groups is to provide a place for a community
of interested parties to have focused discussions and allow individual
voices and ideas to be heard by an appropriate audience.

C-suite
This is fairly common terminology for members of an organisation’s
senior leadership team who are the Chief of something. CEO (Chief
Executive Officer), COO (Chief Operations Officer), CIO (Chief
Information Officer), CFO (Chief Financial Officer), and so on.
Most of the time, though, we use the term ‘Senior leaders’, which
incorporates both the C-suite and the next rung of executives.

Users, end users
We deliberately avoid these terms. Instead, we use terms like staff,
employees, or people. ‘Users’ implies a functional dependence on
tools. It puts us behind the tools, not in front of them. It starts the
discussion in the wrong place.
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Australian/UK spelling
English is a complex language, and this extends to different Englishspeaking countries having different spelling conventions for certain words
or word types. Organisation versus organization. Colour versus color.
Analogue versus analog. Just some examples.
We operate out of the UK and Australia, which share a common
convention, so we have opted to be true to our roots and retain those
spellings.

Enjoy!
Andrew and I are thrilled to be able to bring you Designing Collaboration:
An Essential Handbook for Todays Digital Workplace.
We hope it provides you with what you need to design the best, most
highly functioning collaborative workplace possible for your organisation.
We’re confident you will find the business of designing collaboration a
rewarding and immersive experience, just as we do every day.

Alister Webb, Co-founder, Innosis
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Chapter 1

Introduction: Collaboration
in the digital workplace
N

o matter whether you’re a CEO or you work on the shop floor,
everyone is equal when it comes to using social apps in our personal lives.
We stay in touch with family and friends, we share photos, we indulge
in hobbies and outside interests, we buy goods online. For many of us,
across all age groups, it’s now second nature, part of our lives. We’re
comfortable with it, it has purpose.
At work, the story is different. Porting the social app experience to the
workplace as a vehicle for collaboration has been anything but seamless.
What is second nature at home is not second nature at work. The
meteoric take-up of social apps is not being replicated in the workplace.
Not that there isn’t plenty of upbeat rhetoric and excitement about.
Every week vendors push out newer and better collaboration tools. On
the other side, organisations of all sizes and across all sectors agree that
digital workplace collaboration is now critical to their success. For good
reason. People intuitively understand that collaboration greases the
wheels of knowledge. Teams, projects, business processes, they all stand
to benefit as knowledge speeds more quickly across an organisation,
potentially turbo-charging work practices and executing existing business
strategies faster and more effectively.
We also expect these tools to provide workers the ability to go ahead
and create knowledge collaboratively, to release the latent creativity we
know lies within any given workforce.* Organisations are throwing large
sums of money at collaboration. Or, more specifically, collaboration tools.
But as the case studies begin to stack up, the news from the front is
sobering. Organisations are realising that ‘switching on’ collaboration is
not as simple as just rolling out a set of collaboration tools that roughly
mimic those in our personal lives. Fulfilling the promise is harder than at
first thought. Fundamental errors are being made. For example, we can
now be fairly certain that attempts to implement a new, across-the-board

* Keith Sawyer: ‘Group
Genius. The Creative Power
of Collaboration’, 2007,
Basic Books.
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collaborative way of working is doomed to fail when initiated in the
following ways:
A top-down initiative, when senior management
announce a tool deployment and mandate
a change in how people work. All too often
accompanied by a lack of behaviour modelling, and
little guidance. ‘We’ve given you some great new
tools. Now we expect you to collaborate!’
A groundswell, bottom-up initiative. Local

Tool A

enthusiasm by individual teams adopting a tool,

Tool B

or range of tools, to get a job done. Typically
this is not coordinated or strategic, and results in
headaches for I.T.

There are no searing insights here. What they point to is a disconnect
between the rhetoric of collaboration and putting it into practice.
To start to understand collaboration in the digital workplace, let’s go back
to first principles and ask ourselves a fundamental question:

What exactly is collaboration?
According to just about every dictionary and business manual, it’s this:

Working jointly with others in pursuit of a common goal
… or words to that effect.
This carries an assumption that collaboration is a single thing controlled
by an On/Off switch. We either collaborate or we don’t. As though all
we have to do to create a culture of collaboration is find the magical On
switch. And the most common place people look for that is the tools.
This book presents a different view.
Collaboration in the modern digital workplace is not a single thing.
It has different facets. It can range from improved cooperation and
knowledge-sharing between teams, to actively building the intellectual
capital of an organisation. It’s less about a suite of fancy new tools than
the collaborative behaviours of the people who use them. Rather than be
magically switched on like a light, these behaviours need to be developed
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and eased tactically into a business environment, then nurtured and
supported so they don’t fall away.
When we talk about a collaboration strategy in this book, we’re not
talking about the planned rollout of platforms or tools. A collaboration
strategy is the blueprint we design for building employee connections and
relationships, growing knowledge, breaking down the walls of hierarchies
and silos, fitting collaboration tools to business processes (and not vice
versa), and ensuring the sustainability of it. All the while circling back to
check that it’s improving the experience of the end customer.
A level of improved workforce cooperation is only a part of it.
Collaboration design, in its totality, seeks to create an environment in
which employees feel free to exercise their natural inclination towards
working together. Where collaboration starts with business needs and a
desire to collaborate, not the rollout of new technologies.
Collaboration is a complex, multi-layered process, very different from just
switching on the light or handing over the keys to a new set of tools.
As we progress through the chapters you’ll see that there are many levers
that can be pulled or pushed to design sustainable collaboration and
embed it into your digital workplace. Some are strategic, and may take
some time. Mostly, though, they are things you can do today using the
tools you already have.
Section by section we will introduce them in small, manageable steps.
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Chapter 2

What is stopping you
collaborating today?
Let’s take a moment to reflect on the rapid evolution of the digital
workplace.
Twenty years ago the focus was on digitising content. Through the 2000s
we got smarter with content management and built bigger and better
intranets. In the 2010s the focus has been on tapping into consumer
trends (smartphones, social apps) and seeking to bring them into our
organisations for the specific purpose of collaborating. The demand for
functionality is showing no signs of abating (Figure 1).
The line between intranets and these new collaboration tools has grown
increasingly blurred. Rather than log into a single web-based portal,
today we exist in a swirl of apps. Hence the coining of the term ‘digital
workplace’ – a single, convenient term used to describe the full set of
digital tools and apps an employee has at their disposal (Figure 2).

And yet…
And yet as we saw in the last chapter, for all this amazing evolution of
tools and technology, we haven’t seen the same adoption, the same
impulse to use this great new technology at work as we’ve seen outside
of work.
It’s a mismatch that leaves many in senior management, especially in I.T.
circles, scratching their heads and asking: ‘We’ve rolled out all these great
new social tools, why aren’t our people collaborating?’
In due course we’ll uncover many of these reasons. For now, let’s just say
that people don’t automatically become more collaborative just because
they’re handed a suite of collaboration tools similar to the apps they use
for an entirely different purpose outside of work.

Looking for the collaboration blockers
Each organisation is different and faces different hurdles to collaboration.
But from working with many organisations over many years we know
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Figure 1. From content management to collaboration.

digital workplace
What we expect of the intranet

Exchange & share the right information
with the right people at the right time.
• Exchange & share ideas, not just
information.
• Work on content collaboratively.
• Team sites and collaboration spaces.
• Cloud-based, access from anywhere.
• Mobile friendly.
• Work with apps.
• Virtual conversations.
• Social networking and instant messaging.
• Provide comments and feedback on
anything.
• Online meeting spaces.
• Searchable.
• Automation and workflows.
• Pull together data from multiple systems
into a single output.
• Run surveys.
• YouTube-style videos.
• Etc etc.
•

Publish content without knowing HTML.
Manage content in database, use of
forms to collect data.
• Web interfaces to IT systems.
• Online training.
• Access information and knowledge in a
single, central location with a clear
information architecture.
•
•

Publish content online.
Code in HTML.
• Educate staff in use of a
‘browser’.
•
•

1995

2000s

TODAY

Figure 2. Today’s digital workplace, a swirl of apps.
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what some of the most common blockers are (Figure 3).
Chances are you will relate to one or more of them. The important thing,
though, is to understand the blockers that are impeding collaboration in
your organisation. Those that apply to you, to your unique situation.

Figure 3. The most common collaboration blockers.
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Survey: 60 respondents across 40 organisations.
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Can't talk,
am back-toback, blah
blah blah

Chapter 3

3 ways to help you understand
your collaboration blockers
Y

ou probably have some ideas about what your collaboration blockers
are, but it’s a good idea to apply some basic analysis to it.
Try this one-off exercise, in three parts. Each one starts with a question.
For the first two, jot down your answers on a sheet of paper.

1. What is stopping me collaborating?
To help answer it, break the question down into chunks. These questions
are not tool-specific, they relate to whatever tool(s) your organisation
currently offers as a social collaboration platform.
• What will stop you posting a question to your team or the broader
organisation?
• What will stop you responding to someone else’s question?
• What will stop you having a spontaneous conversation with someone
outside the team?
• What will stop you writing a short blog post about a work-related
idea you have come across outside of work hours?
• What will stop you raising a work issue that is affecting your team or
an end customer?

Add any others especially relevant to your particular situation.

2. What is stopping my team collaborating?
Break it down into the same components as the first question, but this
time about your team or workgroup.
What do you think your colleagues are fearful of? What are their levels of
trust that being honest, open and candid won’t adversely affect their job
or their confidence?
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What is stopping my organisation collaborating?
This one is optional, depending on how widely you can reach out within
the organisation. It involves surveying the views of others.
To gather data at this level, we break the question down into the same
components as above. But because it isn’t possible for a single person to
make judgements at this level, it should be asked either by a published
survey to the widest range of staff possible, or at the very least via
conversations and/or interviews across multiple workgroups.
If you’re able to run a survey, you can include some multiple choice
options for each question. But be sure to always leave a free-form text
option for people to add comments in their own words. This can provide
rich and often surprising information.

The value of what you collect
Understanding (rather than assuming) why people are resistant to
collaborating is a vital part of any collaboration design. Not only does
it give you objective insights, it also gives you a baseline to work
from – unique to your organisation – when you begin designing
collaboration elements and developing the tactics to embed them.
For now, compile all of the above information and keep it safe. We’ll
come back to it towards the end of the book.
You might also consider communicating the results to those in more
senior management positions, or who have a vested interest in your
organisation’s collaborative capability. Understanding what’s blocking your
people from collaborating is a huge leg up when designing collaboration
that will best fit your particular organisation.
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Chapter 4

Collaborating in the
analogue domain
We’ll be spending a lot of time over the course of this book talking
about the digital world, but a great place to start the discussion is to ask:
what do we currently do in the analogue world? What are the natural
human behaviours that we’re porting across to the digital domain?
So let’s unpack a real-life
collaborative event. The meeting
room. Here we’re talking about a
good meeting – not one of those
time wasters where we take turns
making up what we know will
sound good. This is a meeting that
actually achieves something, that
solves a problem, builds knowledge,
takes the team forward.

We feel we can
be honest and open
and not judged
Always work
towards a
shared objective

Equal speaking
and listening

Remove the
work face

Recognise to the room
the contribution of others

When we collaborate well in
a meeting room, a number of
different human interactions typically occur to make it work. These are
shown here in Figure 4. Let’s break them down.

Bring outside ideas
into the room

Figure 4. Collaborating in
a room.

We feel we can be honest and open and not judged
Most of us have experienced it. That fear of speaking openly and honestly
about the team’s activities lest we be judged in some way or it feels like
a bad career move. Motivations in such a room are dominated by selfinterest and harm-avoidance, a toxic environment for collaboration. We
say what is expected of us, not what actually is needed to be said.
In a good meeting room, where the eyes on us are not judging but
instead showing a keen interest in what we say, good or bad, we feel
safe and are motivated to collaborate. We focus on candidly raising and
solving problems rather than justifying our existence. Our instinct turns to
revealing knowledge, not hiding it.
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Equal speaking and listening
Equal speaking and listening sounds self-evident, but isn’t. Predefined
agenda slots for reporting back to the team is not collaboration. (Like me,
you may have been in meetings which start with the team leader placing
a watch on the table to manage the agenda slots.)
In a collaborative meeting, a general discussion is allowed to ebb and
flow depending on the content, and participants make a point of listening
as much as speaking. This way, dominant personalities don’t hijack
discussions and those who are less confident quickly develop the courage
to contribute.
Effective collaboration occurs when listening is rated as just as highly as
talking.

Remove the work face
It’s curious how we change who we are when we begin work each day.
We strap on the work face and become a role, careful not to reveal too
much of ourselves. Paradoxically, it’s been shown that empathy and
human understanding are a hallmark of highly functioning teams*.
Removing the workface doesn’t mean revealing one’s innermost secrets.
It just means starting the day as the person you are. Bringing with you the
same understanding and leeway that you bring to those outside of work.
Not seeing them as a ‘role’.
No one can collaborate effectively with people they perceive as a
cardboard cut-out. Removing the workface, being human, connects us
more closely with the others in the meeting room.

Bring outside ideas into the room
Meetings with the same input from the same people is unlikely to
produce surprising, forward-thinking results. Whereas meetings that inject
new perspectives, fresh thinking, bring in outside speakers and reference
conversations from outside the group, kick us forward and increase the
chances of prompting something new.
* Charles Duhigg: ‘Google:
High Performing Teams:
What Google Learned
From Its Quest to Build the
Perfect Team’, New York
Times, February 25, 2016

There is no better way to spark new approaches than learning something
new and applying it to the challenges and opportunities at hand.
Bringing outside ideas into the room is what keeps the focus on getting
better.
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Recognise, to the room, the contribution of others
Like participants in any activity, good collaborators are energised by
recognition of their contribution. Not necessarily by being given a
prize (which is usually counter-productive) or even recognition by
management, but by their peers in the room acknowledging the value of
the contribution. Anything that leads a conversation in a new direction is
valuable, and should be affirmed as it happens.
Recognising the value of contributions keeps collaboration levels high. We
all like a pat on the back.

Always work towards a shared objective
As we’ve discussed, a good collaborative meeting doesn’t waste time on
formal round-robin speaking slots. People are there to focus on a problem
to solve, to explore ideas. They implicitly trust their colleagues not to be
judgemental. They respect one another’s contributions and are keen to
bring in outside thinking.
When all of the above occurs around a single point – the team’s objective
and vision – the conversation is intuitively aligned to purpose. Why we’re
doing it. There is no confusion. Collaboration isn’t just easy, it feels like
the most natural way forward.

• • •

This is collaboration in the analogue domain. The (good) meeting room.
Think of some good (or not so good) collaborative meetings you’ve
experienced yourself. Which of the above elements were or weren’t
present? Were there other elements?
Now we’ll compare this to what happens in the digital domain.
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Chapter 5

Collaborating in
the digital domain
Collaboration in the digital domain typically starts in a very different
place, and with a much narrower focus: the rollout of collaboration tools.
All too often the script resembles what we see here in Figure 5.

A

B

C

$$
A need for greater
collaboration is perceived.
A business case is
produced based on
technology cost.

Figure 5. A common
collaboration rollout script.

Collaboration

The I.T. department
evaluate vendors and
decide on the tool(s).

A communications
program announces the
deployment of a suite of
collaboration tools.

'Go ahead and collaborate!'
Staff are prompted to use the
tools to be more productive.
Collaboration rolled out – tick.

How collaboration is commonly 'rolled out'
It assumes that somehow, by osmosis, employees will as one apply
the new toolset smoothly and efficiently to the business activities they
undertake every day. After all, the tools are similar to the social media
apps most people use at home (hence the term ‘social collaboration’), so
why not?
There is an accompanying expectation from senior leaders that the rollout
will of itself make collaboration part of the fabric of the organisation. That
by simply having the tools people will find ways to collaborate.
They’re encouraged to use the new collaboration tools to:
seek answers to work questions;
supply answers for work questions;
tap into the existing knowledge pool to complete tasks more
effectively.
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The intent is good – make sure the right knowledge gets to the right
people at the right time. With conversations occurring out in the open*,
knowledge will spread virally and be available to others who might benefit
from it. Staff are encouraged to transition to this new way of working in
preference to phone calls and emails, where knowledge transactions are
locked away in closed channels and invisible to others.
To help initiate conversations, staff are also invited to blog about their
outside interests and, well, anything else they want to blog about. But
with no context or guidance, and fear of being the first to do so, that part
of the communication is a much harder sell.
I have a question...
Overall, though, it’s positive. People understand,
intellectually at least, that the new tools have the
potential to increase knowledge velocity, i.e. the rate at
which knowledge moves across the organisation. They
understand the potential to flatten the organisation’s
hierarchical rigidity, and reduce the difficulty of geographical dispersion.

I have an answer...

People’s interest levels, early on at least, tend to be fairly high. Not
surprising, given the promise of tools that will help them do their jobs
more effectively and give them a way to tap into colleague networks.
A way to speed up their current work practices and enable them to get
quick answers when they need them.
But let’s think back to our analogue meeting room for a moment and ask
a question: how effectively would the people in the room be collaborating
if all we asked them to do was:
seek answers to work questions;
supply answers for work questions;
use the meeting to tap into the existing knowledge in the room just
to complete their tasks more effectively?

This wouldn’t be considered a good collaborative meeting. It would
demonstrate a very narrow understanding of what collaboration is.
In the analogue meeting room many more interactions occur. Briefly go
back to the previous chapter to remind yourself what these high value
interactions are. An emphasis on listening, a focus on the richness of the
conversations rather than the formal mechanics of the meeting, a drive
towards bringing in new and lateral thinking. Building on and extending
the knowledge we already have, applying it to problems.

* A concept expanded by
John Stepper in his book
‘Working Out Loud’, Ikigai
Press 2015
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For collaboration in the digital domain to be a game changer, it must
enable us to bring the behaviours and values that make us great
collaborators in the analogue meeting room across to the digital world.
We need to aim higher than the narrow ambition of collaborating solely
to do our jobs faster.
Great collaboration involves a broader ambition: introducing new
knowledge, enhancing and extending existing knowledge, collectively
assembling smart solutions to business needs. Discovering solutions we
might not know we even had. Questioning our current work practices
rather than passively accepting them.
Just as we do in the (good) analogue meeting room.
To better understand the difference, let’s put these two modes of
collaborating side by side.
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Chapter 6

The two faces of collaboration

In the previous chapter we talked about two very different modes of
collaborating:
• Pulling existing knowledge from our colleague network in order
to complete a task. We know the information is somewhere in the
organisation, all we have to do is access it.
• Connecting and interacting with our colleague network to work
out solutions where previously there weren’t any. Introducing new
knowledge, enhancing and extending the knowledge we have.

Let’s give these two modes, or faces, of collaboration a name, and expand
on them. They both feed into a digital workplace collaboration strategy,
but in very different ways. This chapter provides a broad context. More
detail will come in a later chapter.

Passive collaboration*
Passive collaboration is the name we at Innosis give to the first of these
two faces – task-focused collaboration. Looking up x to achieve y. Using
the tools to help us get a job done faster, based on an assumption that
the knowledge we need already exists somewhere out there in the
organisation and the digital toolset is how we access and re-use it.
We call it passive because, although valuable in its own right, it stays
within the box of existing work practices. It doesn’t challenge or change
them.
An example. Let’s say Kailee is working on a task that involves producing
some content. She needs knowledge on a particular topic, fast. She’s
sure someone must have it, but doesn’t want to spend hours searching
the intranet, emailing, or making phone calls. She has the ability, thanks
to the new tools, to take her question to the wider workforce where she
can quickly find the right expert or be directed to a knowledge repository

* Throughout this book we
use the capitalised versions
of the labels Passive and
Active collaboration to
distinguish the terms from
the more generic use of
the words.
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for a relevant document, thereby completing her task and meeting the
deadline.

’The right information
to the right people
at the right time’ has
always been the catchcry of knowledge
management. Today
it’s a reality, we have
the tools to do it.

This is an effective use of the tools. I’ve seen some brilliant examples of
answers arriving within minutes of a question being asked. The right
information to the right people at the right time.
Similarly, Kailee might make her own knowledge accessible to others
so they can tap into her expertise. Or she might want to work on a
document in real time with a colleague. Many tools today give us
the ability to co-author written artefacts, add comments, or actively
contribute to an approvals process. These are all forms of Passive
collaboration.
Passive collaboration is transactional, like a bank account. We either
withdraw knowledge from our colleague network, or deposit it. Use cases
for collaboration tools are often based around these sorts of transactional
models (Figure 6).

Can anyone show me how to....?
Does anyone know where to find...?

I know the answer

Simple round-trip transaction

Here's a link to
the page

Great, thanks!

Improved productivity
Re-use of existing knowledge
Figure 6. Collaboration as
a transaction.

It carries a very distinct ‘me’ focus. The expertise and input I need to get
my job done, to close the loop. To undertake my normal practice. Sure,
we encourage employees to use the tools to connect to colleagues via
common interest groups, often as a means of gaining familiarity and
confidence with the technology. But the underlying purpose remains
narrow: improve productivity, complete tasks faster.
It has business value, no argument there. And with these knowledge
transactions taking place in the open, via posts and responses, there is
always the potential for that content to reach and benefit others.
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But it raises the question: what happens when we need more than just
finding an expert or a fast answer? What happens when we want to
develop new and better work practices rather than just streamline existing
ones? Where the answers we seek just don’t exist (yet).

Active collaboration
Active collaboration typically starts with a question or statement which
opens the door to a conversation. And, by extension, to new and
fresh thinking. It’s very different from asking a question just to plug a
knowledge gap.
Expressing a business need, big or small, is a powerful way to tease out
lateral and creative thinking. It puts out a call for new solutions rather
than for an expert to show us the standard approach. It releases us from
the constraints of ‘this is how we always
This is what I'm trying
do it around here’, it invites creativity and
to achieve. Looking for
fresh thinking.
help and insights...
Its focus is not ‘me’, but us. The best
result for the team and, by extension, the
organisation.
We call it Active collaboration because it
actively encourages rich conversations. It actively produces longer-lasting,
deeper connections than simple round-trip knowledge transactions. It
encourages creativity, the open tendering of ideas and left-field solutions.
It actively opens the organisation up to smarter work practices by doing
what every senior manager wants from their collaboration platform:
exploiting the collective intellectual property of their people. (Which in this
context is a good thing.)
Active collaboration is not about swapping or accessing knowledge. It’s
about creating, extending and growing it (Figure 7).
How do we do that? Well, that’s the great thing about recent advances
in digital workplace tools. We now have very effective ways to network
with others across an organisation, new ways to connect and initiate
conversations and collaborate on challenges, big and small.
For example, we can @mention individuals anywhere across the
organisation, no matter who they are or what their role is. Imagine a
few years ago, a production line worker with an interest in Artificial
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Intelligence who comes across a great article on the topic. She knows
the organisation is interested in developing a robotics capability. How on
earth would she be able to put her article in front of a senior manager? A
phone call? Email? Set up a meeting?
She probably just wouldn’t bother. But today she can @mention a senior
manager, provide a link, add her own commentary or observations to
it. She can share to a specific group and generate a conversation. That
conversation is likely to build new relationships between colleagues from
all parts of the organisation, no matter where they reside, colleagues

Here's a link to
an outside article...

We have a similar issue

We did it this way

I'll a mention
someone in I.T.
We can adjust
our process to fit

This is what I'm trying
to achieve. Looking for
help and insights...

Great discussion!
I'll pass this on
to my team

Actively initiating an open-ended a conversation...

Figure 7. Encouraging rich
conversations.

Improved/changed/new work practices
Discovering solutions we didn't know we had
Creating knowledge
Innovation

with an interest in the topic who would never otherwise encounter one
another. Colleagues who might later interact on entirely different matters
now they’ve connected.
In today’s digital workplace there are a host of ways to engage with
others and generate new, multi-input solutions to a business need.
Building a smarter organisation, end-to-end.

Passive as the default
Passive collaboration is where organisations start. The default. We all
have a job to do, and that job involves access to existing knowledge to
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complete tasks. So any help we can get from a digital toolset in finding
answers and contacting an expert is of high value to us.
But the heavy lifting, where we need to put in our biggest effort over the
long haul, is in the transition from Passive to Active. To be the smartest
organisation possible, we need Active collaboration to be the default.
We provide a raft of ways to accomplish this in a later chapter.

They are not mutually
exclusive. Passive
collaboration has
its own standalone
business value, but
Active collaboration
is where the real
transformation starts.
See the Appendix
titled ‘The Active/
Passive collaboration
matrix’.
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Chapter 7

Introducing the
seven #elements of
collaboration design
A

s I hope we’ve begun to show you, collaboration has many moving
parts. So where does good collaboration design begin? How do we even
start to pull such a complex thing together and connect it to what the
organisation does every day? Where do we turn the first clump of earth?
As with any business problem, we break it down into its
constituent parts. In this case, the seven #elements of
good collaboration design which we collectively term the
Collaboration Designer. They will get us to our end game
of a multi-layered, mature, collaborative culture.
They represent clusters of behaviours which, over the
years, we’ve observed to be the most effective and
essential for a highly functioning collaborative ecosystem.

#elemen

ts

1 2

3

4

We will tackle each element with common sense, not
much budget, and clear lines of action. We will cover
what to do to get it going, and what to do to keep it
9
7 8
5 6
going. Each element is a vital part of the whole, but you
have the freedom (with one qualification we’ll cover
presently) to tackle any part of any element at any time,
the dip in/dip out approach we mentioned earlier. We
encourage you to work at first with those elements and tactics that you
feel you can achieve today in your organisation.

Collaboration Designer

The seven elements are not designed as steps that follow one another in
a particular order. However, the first few represent the foundations on
which others need to be built in order to make the changes sustainable,
even in the medium term.
Let’s take a quick, high level look at the seven #elements of the
Collaboration Designer before we dive into each one more deeply, in the
chapters to come.
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#1 Granting permission to collaborate
Collaboration can only exist in an environment where people feel absolutely safe
contributing, trusting that their participation won’t negatively rebound on them,
trusting that their voice will be heard. We need to overtly grant them permission.
It’s a fundamental requirement, a bulwark, of successful collaboration.

#1

#2 Vision
Why a vision for collaboration is crucial, and how to arrive at one
no matter where you are within an organisation.

#2

#3 Get people talking
Collaboration is powered by conversations. What motivates and initiates a
workspace conversation? Do we need to adjust our view of what a ‘business
conversation’ actually is? This chapter will look at conversations from many
angles and provide ways you can get your people talking.

#4 Aligning with work – understand your collaboration
touchpoints, and then map the tools
Let’s flip the logic. Instead of scratching our heads about how to apply the tools to
our work, let’s figure out who we need to be collaborating with and, once we get
that right, look at how the tools can help us achieve that.

#3

#4

#5 Guidance – avoiding tool confusion
The most common question for staff in the digital workplace is ‘What should I use
when?’. It’s a fair question in what can be a very complex digital landscape. We
address this question by transforming a traditional governance approach into one
of guidance – ways that people can be guided through the complexity.

#6 Taking collaboration to the next level
– Active collaboration
We’ve already touched on the differences between Passive and Active
collaboration, and the higher business value of the latter. This chapter
focuses on ways to generate high levels of Active collaboration.

#7 Managing ongoing progress
– making the design sustainable
Tracking progress on your collaboration journey is important. Usage stats, no
matter how detailed, do not measure the progress of collaborative behaviours.
In this chapter we present ways that you can.

#5

#6

#7
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Chapter 8

Granting permission
to collaborate
• Why it’s important
• How to do it
• Who is involved
• What it looks like when it’s working
• Ongoing maintenance required to sustain it

1.1 Why it’s important
Let’s be blunt: this is the foundation of successful collaboration. It
creates an environment of trust. Trust that we can participate without
repercussion or risk. Without that trust, your collaboration initiative will
never gain traction. Can’t be any clearer than that.
When people are given tools but not also given permission to interact
openly, honestly and candidly when using those tools, all that’s achieved
is a slightly improved but otherwise unchanged workplace. New tools,
old habits. The best we can hope for is an uplift in Passive collaboration,
whereas our ultimate goal (as we will see in a later chapter) is a workforce
of Active collaborators.

Figure 8. The predominance
of fear.

We all have instincts towards collaborating, but they are very easily
undermined in the workplace. Largely through fear (Figure 8).

We fear, consciously or subconsciously, that honesty and candour expose
us to risk. Anything from fear of
looking stupid to the much deeper
Afraid to
Shut
down
or
fears of damage to our reputation,
say something
hide our normal
our job prospects, our confidence.
negative
selves
Especially when what we have to
say is negative, or conveys bad
news. And so we shut down our
FEAR of having an
natural collaborative instincts. The
FEAR of being
open, honest and
arrival of shiny new collaboration
judged, punished
candid conversation
tools doesn’t remove this risk.
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In fact it can exacerbate it by opening up more opportunities to expose
ourselves to risk.

#1

Nor are middle managers and team leaders immune to fear. Their fears
are different but no less real. Fear of not meeting targets, fear of their
staff wasting time, fear of being seen by their managers as being slack,
ineffective or simply not focusing solely on their duties. Sometimes these
fears are imagined, based on expectations of how we think we should be
working. But this makes them no less present.
To counter these fears, we need to give clear and overt permission to be
open, honest and candid – three of the most important behaviours in
a successful collaboration environment. We need to acknowledge that
doing so may well expose organisational weaknesses and stress points,
but that this is what our leaders want. A good leadership team is just as
interested in what needs improving as what’s going well, if not more so.
Tacit or implied permission (‘Surely they realise they can do that already!’)
is not enough. Permission must be clearly voiced, highly visible, and carry
appropriate authority.

Attraction v Fear*
There are two very strong emotions that drive our attitude to work
participation: attraction (to an idea, an objective, a leader), and fear (of
damage to career or confidence). For great collaboration, we need the
first to be the stronger. The reality is that the second, fear, will prevail and
drive our behaviours whenever risk is present.
The visible and overt granting of permission to collaborate is how
we remove fear from the act of collaborating. It’s how we make the
workplace feel like a safe place to open up and be candid. A place
employees feel they can be authentic and contribute fearlessly, without
risk. Where their attraction to the vision and purpose is unthreatened by a
fear of participating.

1.2 How to do it
We can give permission in different ways, which we will outline. The aim
should always be to have it led from the top, at the C-suite level (CEO,
CIO, COO, etc). Permission to collaborate should be granted from as high
up the food chain as possible.
We know first-hand that this is not always achievable or realistic. In the
absence of senior leadership, permission to collaborate can still be granted
by middle managers in isolated business areas, workgroups or teams.

* David Rock: ‘SCARF:
A brain-based model
for collaborating with
and influencing others’,
NeuroLeadership Journal,
Issue One, 2008.
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Just bear in mind that the smaller the footprint, the lower the impact on
organisational culture.

Clear and strong statements from leaders
– a communications strategy
The starting point for this step is a clear Communications Plan built
around the strategic objective of Granting Permission. It involves clear
statements from senior leaders covering the points we list below.
These messages must – yes, must – be accompanied by
action, by clear and conspicuous behaviour modelling.
conveyed in plain language with no
Walking the talk. Announcing to your workforce you’re
corporate-speak. Scepticism will kick
supporting and sponsoring the change isn’t enough. To
in at the first suggestion of anything
gain most impact and set an example for the behaviours
that lacks authenticity. Employees take
you want to see in your organisation, as a senior leader
great pride in ignoring anything that
you should present yourself as a participant in the change.
sounds like typical management guff.
It powerfully underlines its importance. Otherwise, the
message comes across as ‘Here is something new that we
are doing to you.’ Never a great starting point for deep change.
Statements should be cliché-free and

Taking this into account, here are the key elements to build into a
Communications Plan for a collaboration platform rollout or refresh:
A clear explanation of the business context – why collaborating is
highly valued, what it means to existing practices, what it means to
the future success of the organisation.
The announcement of, and a link to, the Collaboration Constitution
(see below)
A strong statement that this is how the leadership team now
* ‘Digital native’: a younger
person who has grown up
with digital technology,
as opposed to those who
have had to learn how to
use it as an adult. Although
coined earlier, it gained
currency following the
publication in October
2001 of an article by
education consultant Marc
Prensky: ‘Digital Natives,
Digital Immigrants’ (On the
Horizon, MCB University
Press, Vol. 9 No. 5).

expects the organisation to work, for the organisation’s future
success
A strong closing statement that the leadership team themselves will
be, or already are, working in this way.
Consider a light-hearted admission from the sender (the senior leader
whose name is on the communication) that he/she is definitely not
a digital native* and will, like everyone else, be learning to adapt
to the new way of working. This suggests camaraderie with the
workforce and a shared breaking down of walls.

Follow-up messages
Reinforcement of these initial messages with follow-up messaging is
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essential. At every opportunity (without becoming repetitive!) you should
find ways to:

#1

Reiterate that the messenger won’t be shot – that candour and
honesty are highly valued.
Tell stories, share examples of how the new way of working is
benefiting the organisation. If these stories come from the senior
leadership team, have the CEO highlight them in his or her own
words.
Share a link to the organisation’s Collaboration Constitution to
keep it visible – more on this in a moment.

While the initial communication must come from as high up as possible,
reinforcement can actually be more powerful when it comes from middle
managers and team leaders, those who work more closely with staff. Like
the leadership team, they need to lead by example and be noisy advocates.

Ways to deliver the Communications Plan
Your organisation already has many established ways of communicating
and cascading messages. Use them. Use whatever channels you have at
your disposal to make sure these highly important messages reach into
the furthest corners of the organisation. Cascading emails, the intranet
home page, Town Hall sessions, leadership roadshows, just some of the
many traditional ways available for reiterating the message that leadership
are serious about collaboration and walking the talk.
You can of course use your collaboration platform as one of these. It
demonstrates, through action, a willingness by leaders to adopt the new
mode of working. And by allowing comments and discussion, it can
potentially address any common questions very quickly. Just don’t use
it exclusively. If people aren’t using the platform in the first place, the
messages won’t get very far.

This is a good time to
go back and review
the collaboration
blockers you identified
in the earlier chapter.
See if they might
influence the way
the messages are
framed up, adding
relevance by touching
on important issues
you know to be in
people’s minds. This
can add significant
weight and impact to

Game changer: The Collaboration Constitution
No matter how effective your messages may be, they are still only words.
Something needs to sit behind them. Something that tells staff that
senior management are committed to ensuring that people feel safe
collaborating, that it won’t come back to bite them despite all the nice
words coming down the line.

the messages pushed
out to staff.

That something is the Collaboration Constitution. A statement of the
organisation’s values around collaboration, written down in the form of a
simple constitution.
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The Collaboration Constitution is there to back up the words with guarantees,
guarantees designed to remove the fears we talked about earlier. A set of
protections, if you like. Done well, it’s a culture game changer.
It should be brief and include statements like these:
1. Everyone’s opinion has equal value.
2. Criticism of a business activity is how we improve.
3. What we learn, find useful or thought provoking is not idle chatter. It
needs to be shared.
4. No matter how crazy an idea might be, give it a chance to be heard.
5. Everything we do is open to change.
6. Connections drive the relationships that power our organisation.

To reiterate, their primary purpose is a set of guarantees and protections,
just like any constitution. So when drafting your own set, focus on
statements that, in your organisation, will do the most to reduce people’s
fear of collaborating.
With the above in mind, let’s talk about another, even more effective way
to grant employees that all-important permission to be open, honest and
candid.

A token
A token is a token is a token. Not a token gesture, but an actual, physical
token.
Before you dismiss this as just another short term gimmick, let’s look at it
more closely.
In its simplest form, ‘token’ means a tangible object that represents
something of higher value. If you give someone a token, what you’re
really giving them isn’t just an object, it’s the full value of what lies behind
it. And by implication, encouraging them to take advantage of it.
In our case, the token represents the Collaboration Constitution and the
guarantees and protections it affords. It symbolically grants the receiver
permission to be open, honest and candid based on the values in the
Constitution. It encourages receivers to speak up.
The token can take any form – a coffee mug, a desk plaque, a mascot,
a virtual badge or icon, an actual plastic token. Anything which in your
particular organisation will have impact, is workplace-consistent, and is
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seen every day as a constant incentive. A simple yet highly visible one is
a ‘SAFE’ shield icon which can be printed on a card, mug, or poster, and
works well as an icon.

#1

One organisation, tying it to an innovation drive, gave it the form of a
physical paper light bulb, deftly connecting the ideas of speaking up and
innovation in one move.
It should be issued at the team level. Don’t look for economy by issuing
it to large work groups. The larger the group, the more diminished the
token’s value. It’s value is highest when issued at the local team level. It
feels more personal that way.
You can give the token a name, an easy-to-remember label, one that’s
relevant and pertinent to your organisation. For the purposes of this book,
we’ll call it the SAFE token.

S
A
F
E

Conferring the token
Conferring of the token should be built into the mix of the
Communications Plan we talked about earlier. An initial, staged
distribution of tokens (over a relatively short period of time, say a few
weeks) will keep people talking about it and what it represents, and give
it time to reach all corners of the organisation.
Consider adding these points into your Communications Plan:
A reference to the token, how it will arrive, where it should be
displayed. Keep this part of the communication fun, just be wary of
having it look like a lame management gimmick.
Its connection to the Collaboration Constitution. Convey very clearly
that senior leadership take the constitution seriously, and that the
token is its everyday representation.

I’ve seen the token work effectively when piggy-backing on some other
planned initiative. In one case it was tied to a structural reorganisation.
Management saw an opportunity for positive cultural change as part of
the general organisational shakeup.
Although it can be undertaken as a short term initiative with things like
T-shirts, giveaways or temporarily rolling out a red ‘collaboration carpet’
at the workplace entrance, a token should be thought of as a longer
term tactic for embedding collaboration as a way of working. A constant
prompt to speak up. A reminder of the values and protections that lie
behind it.
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Who confers the token?
Ideally, the senior leadership team, prominently led by the CEO, should
be all over this initiative – that’s if you want your workforce to share the
belief that collaboration is that important to the entire organisation. The
token should be cascaded down through the various levels of leadership.

Middle managers

As a middle manager or people leader, it is incumbent on you to pass the
token through to your team(s) without any qualifications or conditions like
‘It’s a nice-to-have’, ‘We also have operational targets to meet’, or ‘We’ll
think about it after the project’. These are just other ways of saying ‘This
doesn’t apply to us’. It can stop a collaboration initiative dead in its tracks.

and team leaders can

Leadership follow-through

issue their own tokens
in the absence of a
broader C-suite-led
initiative. Canvass the
idea with your line
manager first so that
a) with their influence
it may be possible to
start the initiative at a

A one-off issue of tokens won’t grant permission in perpetuity. Leadership
follow-through is crucial.
A good start is a recurring communications program (every 6–9 months,
say) involving your middle managers and team leaders to ensure the
values embodied in the token are being reinforced.
These kinds of follow-up programs will differ between organisations, and
even within them, but should include:

higher level, or b) you

A reminder of the high value of collaborative working and its

avoid cross-over or

significant role in making the organisation successful;

confusion with similar
initiatives which you
may be able to join
with, or leverage.

Reiteration that the messenger won’t be shot, that senior leaders
want and value openness, honesty and candour even when it’s bad
news. Especially when it’s bad news;
Checking that the actual token is located somewhere visible,
whether a physical workplace item or a digital icon;
A link to the Collaboration Constitution.

Follow-through can also be built into traditional communications events
like those we mentioned earlier – Town Hall meetings and leadership
roadshows – where two things happen: the collaboration blockers are
acknowledged, and permission to collaborate is emphasised. These should
be looked on as an opportunity for leaders to seek ideas from staff on
how best to tokenise or otherwise manifest the granting of permission.
Finally, be sure to create a public Group on your collaboration platform
specifically around tokens, inviting Q&A threads, photos of where/
how people display them, and a prominent link to the Collaboration
Constitution. Senior managers, including the CEO, should occasionally
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(and I don’t mean annually!) pop by and ‘like’ or comment on people’s
posts.

#1

How to visualise it
Think of the token as a talisman that a person in a meeting room might
hold up during the meeting when they feel their opinions are not
being heard, something that will shield them from the risk of criticism
or judgement when bringing up bad news or a contrary argument.
Something which invokes the Collaboration Constitution and gives them
the delegated right to be honest, open and candid without fear.
In a genuinely collaborative organisation, everyone has the opportunity to
play the SAFE card.

1.3 Who is involved

S
A
F
E

Senior leadership
Granting permission is essentially a top-down activity. It
should come from the highest level possible. It’s the senior
leaders, ideally the CEO, who should be putting their names
to the initial communications.
The first affirmative action a senior leader can take is to learn.
Learn about the power of a networked organisation; the
immense opportunity that collaboration presents to leverage the
knowledge of the workforce, to reduce the need for external
consultants; learn how tapping into the natural inclination of
their employees to share and collaborate openly and honestly
brings with it, at the very least, significant gains in productivity
and efficiencies. Understand the value of opening up workforce
communication channels and giving air time to the naysayers, no
matter how confronting it might be at times – more on this when
we discuss dealing with naysayers in a later chapter.
Senior leaders who take the time to educate themselves
and embrace the above will have no problem writing the
necessary communications and signing off on the Collaboration
Constitution. They will present as genuine advocates.
They must also be seen to be participants in the change. Changing
the way they themselves work, not just talking about it. Even just
setting up a private Group for leadership executives and making
sure the rest of the organisation knows about it. The message it
sends is: ‘We have skin in the game too.’
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Senior leaders should not see this as a one-off commitment. They
need to regularly monitor levels of collaboration and be prepared
to dive in again with follow-up communications if necessary, to
support their middle managers and team leaders.

Middle managers and team leaders
As the face of change, middle managers and team
leaders are the ones who ultimately grant their
team(s) permission to collaborate. They must
make sure the communications from the top are
distributed and discussed, and then later ensure that physical SAFE
tokens, as daily reminders, are adopted in their area.
They must make ‘permission to collaborate’ real at the local
level. Abrogating this responsibility, treating it superficially, will
guarantee the continuation of low levels of collaboration.
They must keep a finger on the pulse, and are largely responsible
(though not solely – see above) for ongoing management followthrough.
They are important front line behaviour-modellers.
They are also the front line guardians of the Collaboration
Constitution. This means calling out any behaviour by staff that
flies in the face of the Constitution. Not by public shaming or a
dressing down, but via a quiet word on the side to understand
why it occurred, and to reiterate why the Constitution is there.

Human Resources team
HR can influence the adjustment of Key Performance
Indicators for middle managers and team leaders
to include accountabilities for time allocated to
collaboration-focused activities.
And while it gets a mention here, the involvement of HR in fact
falls across all of the collaboration design elements. We’ll talk
about it again specifically when we talk about ongoing measures
of success in a later chapter.

Internal Communications and Marketing
Generally it’s the role of the internal communications
teams to shape the Communications Plan messages
signed off by senior leaders.
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Similarly, marketing personnel would typically devise the
promotional initiatives around the SAFE tokens.

Community Manager

#1

Assuming you have one (and it’s a role you absolutely
should have*), they play an important backroom role
in understanding, reinforcing and amplifying employee
participation.
They provide regular reports on the above.

1.4 What it looks like when it’s working
When it’s working, a small number of ardent adopters, typically
responsible for about 80 percent of all posts and comments, will quickly
swell to a broader, more even spread of contributors.
Issues that have only been talked about in corridors, over coffee or within
isolated teams will begin to break out into the open and come to the
attention of responsible managers.
Conversations about work issues change from whispered cynicism to
open discussion of ideas for solving them.
Customer complaints that were once halted in their tracks because they
brought bad news are now fully aired, pushing the customer’s voice
deeper into the organisation.
If it’s going really well, senior managers will regularly pop up in
conversations seeking clarification, @mentioning relevant department
heads, praising contributors for bringing topics to their attention, and
referencing conversation threads as a normal part of their day to day
interactions.

Example
In a large company of about 40,000 staff there was a reasonably healthy
groundswell of usage of a social collaboration platform which no one
could remember who initially set up – some anonymous tech guy in I.T.,
no doubt. About 2,000 of those staff were plugging away with it and it
was proving to be of some benefit in a few local work areas.
Then the CEO got behind it, announcing in a well-publicised email to all
staff that social collaboration was how he wanted people to work and
that his dozen-strong senior leadership team were already using it for
asynchronous conversations to speed up and streamline decision-making
processes. It encouraged people to follow suit without demanding it.

* See Appendix 4 for a
detailed discussion of
the role of Community
Manager
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As part of the announcement, a Community Manager role was
established and a news item about it given high priority on the intranet
home page. Within weeks usage had risen to over 20,000
staff. The CEO’s strong desire for this change was near
the top of the agenda of a ‘Senior Managers Town Hall’
event held not long after, with a statement that all middle
managers were expected to amplify the message, and lead by doing.
An internal marketing campaign was designed around a collaboration
T-shirt giveaway for selected team members who showed strong early
enthusiasm and led the way for others. The latter wasn’t the best use of
a token, but it was a good early visual, a manifestation of the fact that
permission had been granted.
For me personally, in my collaboration role, the push-back I’d previously
received when advocating collaboration – ‘It’s a waste of my time’, ‘It’s all
noise’ – completely died away. Who was going to argue with the CEO?
It’s because of examples like this that we work with senior leaders at every
opportunity.
Even without the T-shirt, the CEO’s broadcast email was a form of token
in itself. Something that people could point to if ever they felt at risk of
being judged when collaborating openly and candidly.

1.5 Ongoing maintenance required to sustain it
The good news is, once trust is established via a token it shouldn’t require
heavy duty maintenance. Unlike collaboration generally, trust is more like
an On/Off switch. It either exists or it doesn’t. Once it’s switched on, it
takes a significant shift to switch it off and allow the old fears to return.
Having said that, none of the collaboration design elements are ‘set and
forget’. Regular informal surveys or other forms of opinion-gathering
should be undertaken as a health check. Do people still feel safe? Is
anything stopping them collaborating? Keep checking that the blockers
are not creeping back in. Refer to the later chapter (design element #7) on
how to measure ongoing progress.

Leadership follow-through
As outlined above, follow-through (as opposed to the initial messages) is
most effective when it comes from middle managers and team leaders.
These are the people at the coalface, they need to embody the values of
openness, honesty and candour.
A Community Manager has a major role here (which is why you need the
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role). Discussions that generate significant wins or solve organisational
problems should regularly be reflected back into the broader community.
Participation numbers and the diverse range of contributors needs to
be regularly reinforced. Gaps in team participation (people or teams
intractably opposed to the change) need to be clearly understood and
tactics formed to bring them along on the journey.

#1

If you’re fortunate enough to have the benefit of a highly specialised
social network analysis tool, participation patterns can be recognised in
much greater detail, allowing for highly targeted messages and programs
based on the seven design elements to be developed.
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Chapter 9

Vision – the reason we do it

• Why it’s important
• How to do it
• Who is involved
• What it looks like when it’s working
• Ongoing maintenance required to sustain it

2.1 Why it’s important
‘Why do we even need one? Let’s just dive right in! We know
collaboration is good.’
’Culture is what
people do when noone is looking.’
That gem from Herb
Kelleher, the former
CEO of Southwest
Airlines, is very
relevant here. It
directly links vision to
work culture.
What we want is the
vision to be the thing
that drives the actions
of people when noone’s looking.

This is the reaction we often get when we start talking about a vision
for collaboration. Or this one: ‘We already have a vision – to collaborate
better. We just need to drive employee engagement.’
Let’s just pause there and revisit a moment from May 1961. President
John F Kennedy, in his now famous speech to the US Congress,
announces: ‘I believe that this nation should commit itself to achieving
the goal, before this decade is out, of landing a man on the moon and
returning him safely to the Earth.’
What he didn’t say was ‘We have some great world-leading technology.
This nation needs to get using it and see what we can achieve over the
rest of this decade.’
The point? Merely getting better at something is never going to generate
motivation. Kennedy stated a clear stretch objective that everyone could
understand and visualise. A finite, unifying goal which people would rally
their efforts around. It’s a famous and inspiring moment and often used
to demonstrate the power of a clear vision.
Clearly we can’t reproduce such memorable moments in our everyday
workplace. Nor do we have the cash! But what we can do is learn from
it and question the traditional logic that comes with the arrival of new
technology. In our case, collaboration tools.
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This is how the logic generally flows:

"Here are some great collaboration tools"
"Here are some great collaboration tools"
We'll drive adoption and engagement
We'll drive adoption and engagement
...which in turn will generate energy around the tools
...which in turn will generate energy around the tools
...which will help us to find ways to give
...which
will help
us to find ways to give
them
a business
purpose.
them a business purpose.

#2

When we flip it, it runs more like this:

"We'll give collaboration a business purpose, a clear vision"
"We'll give collaboration a business purpose, a clear vision"

This will give employees greater motivation to use the tools
This will give employees greater motivation to use the tools
...which in turn will generate collaborative energy,
...which point
in turn will generate collaborative energy,
a rallying
a rallying point
...which in turn will stimulate tool adoption
in turn
will stimulate
adoption
and...which
employee
engagement
as theytoolfocus
and
employee
engagement
as
they
focus
on delivering the purpose and vision.
on delivering the purpose and vision.

In this version we put purpose and vision at the start of the
equation – where it should be – and not at the end as an outcome.
There is nothing unusual about this. Without a clear and strong purpose,
any business initiative will struggle. Knowing why we do things is one of
the best ways to drive participation and reduce resistance to change.
A vision or goal for collaboration as loose as ‘to collaborate better’, or
even ‘to transform the digital workplace’ does not articulate a purpose.
It doesn’t directly guide or drive people’s actions. It articulates an ideal.
It sounds nice, but it’s never going to prompt a surge in the uptake of
collaboration tools. Worse still, it makes it appear as if collaboration itself
is the end goal. Collaboration is never the end point. Collaboration is an
enabler to help us get to an end point.
So for this element of collaboration design, we need to start by asking a
single fundamental question:

What is the primary compelling reason we should change
the way we work?
Yes, change the way we work. In italics. We aren’t just asking employees
to start using a set of new collaboration tools. We’re asking them to
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A strong way to
communicate a
vision is a simple
image or picture.
John F Kennedy gave
us the image of a
man in a space suit
walking on the moon.
Non-Government
Organisations
and Not For Profit
organisations are
good at conveying the
human experiences
they are working to
improve by showing us
what we ignore when

fundamentally change the way they work. To disrupt the patterns, habits
and behaviours that have worked for them in the past. We’re asking them to
embrace the tools as the new default pathway to everyday work.
To facilitate such a fundamental change, we need that reason, that business
purpose, to be explicit and clearly understood. It needs to be much more
compelling than ‘to collaborate better’.

2.2 How to do it
Every organisation has goals. They come from the top and, for most workers,
simply serve as a set of background ideals. To have bite at the local, everyday
level, to provide something to push towards, they have to be given meaning.
A more practical relevance.
Teams and workgroups typically translate them into goals that can be
connected to the specific work they do, while still relating it back in some way
to the high level goal and end customer. In Figure 9 we show some examples
of how common organisational goals can translate to local work groups.

we do nothing.

Figure 9. Translating goals at the local level.

Whatever level your

'Improve customer Net Promoter Score'

vision is targeted
for, ask: can it be
expressed via an

'Reduce complexity'

comes from the Latin

Constantly re-evaluate my team's processes
Redesign accountabilities

image or picture? The
word vision, after all,

Never allow a customer enquiry to go cold
Learn from war stories and adjust processes

'Sell innovative products'

A smarter customer feedback loop
Run internal innovation campaigns

videre, meaning ‘to
see’.

Collaboration is no different. To give it energy and drive, we need to set a
high level goal which can in turn be translated into meaningful goals at the
local level.

How to set a vision for collaboration
AT THE EXECUTIVE LEVEL
Much of what we talk about in this book involves senior leaders. They have
a significant role in any collaboration design. A vision for collaboration (as
distinct from the broader organisational vision) is no exception.
A global vision for collaboration sets the standard, defines a direction, and
demonstrates a vested interest by senior leaders in collaboration becoming a
pillar of organisational success.
At the executive level the vision doesn’t need to be detailed, but it does
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need to satisfy the business relevance test. Why are we making such a big
deal about collaboration? Why are we spending all this money on tools?
How is this evolution in the way we work going to help us deliver our
organisational goals and aspirations?
Senior leaders must not only have answers to these questions, they need
to articulate them to the broader workforce in a simple and clear way.
Something like this:
"Our organisation needs to be highly collaborative in order to

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "

#2

Terms like ‘be more successful’, ‘win in the marketplace’, and ‘drive
higher revenues’ are too general and won’t have any real impact. ‘Move
knowledge faster across our colleague networks’, ‘move decision-making
into the open’, ‘stimulate new thinking and ideas that will give us an
edge’ are much closer to the mark, or even a more tangible vision like
‘design and make the world’s most useful and affordable widgets’.
Like many things at the senior leadership level, the primary value is setting
a tone and establishing importance. Recognising the magnitude of the
very big change we are asking our people to make. Showing that leaders,
too, have some skin in the game.
AT THE WORKGROUP LEVEL
1. Fill in the blanks
As a starting point, we can use the same incomplete statement we
used above:
"We need to use collaboration as a means of

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "

The difference is that while the global vision sets the tone, a vision for
collaboration at the local or workgroup level needs direct connection
to the tasks and activities that lie in front of people every day.
The questions it should answer are a little different. What have we
been tasked to do? What are we being asked to deliver or play
our part in? What do we most need to collaborate on, where will
collaboration have the most impact or shine the clearest light? What
other teams rely on us?
The answers to these questions provide a statement of purpose, an
everyday reason for using the tools.
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If that still feels too general, here is a variation which is adapted from
the Agile methodology’s User Stories template:
"As the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (your team's function)
we need to collaborate with . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (people, roles)
in order that . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ."

Workshopping as a team what to enter into the blank spaces,
especially the final one, is a powerful way to gain a shared
understanding of how collaborating will benefit you right now. How it
will help your team best carry out its business function.
Don’t allow the question of which tools to use to even enter the
conversation. This part of our design is about gaining a shared vision.
Tool discussions take the conversation in the wrong direction. We’ll
address all that in a later chapter.
What not to do: talk
about collaboration
as a goal in itself. It
isn’t. It’s a vehicle
for reaching a team,
workgroup, or
organisational goal.

2. Brainstorming your longer term goals
Another very simple and flexible way to arrive at a vision for
collaboration is brainstorming. It’s a mini version of standard business
vision workshops.
Start with a question: Where do we want to be in five years?
Or, at a pinch, 2-3 years if people feel that five years in the modern
business environment is too far ahead. Not just one year, though. All
that does is extrapolate current practices.
The conversation shouldn’t be framed around specific processes or
work issues that the team is trying to fix today, it should be framed at
a higher level. What’s our (reasonable) aspiration? What sort of team
do we want to be? How do we as a team want to operate in order for
the organisation to be competitive and grow?
The secret is to follow the energy, tap into people’s natural desire to
want to succeed. Find the goal or goals that will motivate them. Have
a discussion around the importance of collaboration in achieving that
goal or goals.
Ultimately, what people in brainstorming discussions come up with
as a vision will be what allows them to accept change. A primary,
compelling reason for them to change the way they work. A vision
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which, by virtue of their involvement in the discussions, they feel some
ownership of.
3. The 5 Whys
Traditionally used as a root cause analysis
tool*, the 5 Whys technique can be
applied very effectively to a visioning
exercise. The intention is to drill down
through the generalisations to find the
primary motivation, or purpose.

Why?
Why?

Why?

Why?

W hy?

#2

Start with a statement from the manager/leader that answers the
question, ‘Why is collaborating important to us?’. Typically the answer
will be fairly high level, aligning with senior leadership goals.
Then ask collectively, as a team, ‘Why is that important?’. For each
response, ask the same question, fearlessly, up to a maximum of 5
times. In most cases, two or three times is enough to produce clarity
around why great collaboration is integral to the team’s ongoing
success and continual improvement.
4. Link collaboration tools to everyday innovation and creativity
An over-arching objective of most organisations in the modern era
is to become more innovative. To get their people thinking more
creatively about what they do instead of silently continuing to do what
they’ve always done.
Since our end game is the use of collaboration to reach business goals,
then if one of those goals is innovation, we can position collaboration
as a means of getting there.
It’s not a big stretch. I’ve run many workshops in which the
participants concluded that the natural end game of collaboration
was innovation, whether macro (new products or business models)
or micro (disrupting outdated process steps, smarter ways to make
workflows more efficient). In many cases micro innovation was
deemed to be more important than macro.
Professor John Bessant, Innovation Professor at the University of
Exeter, once described collaboration as the ‘fuzzy front end’ of
innovation**. This is a term I particularly like, and we’ll talk more
about it in a later chapter. The key here is that innovation is a well
understood reference point, a light on the hill, a potential motivator

* For a general overview
of the 5 Whys technique
and its purpose, see the
Wikipedia entry: http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/5_
Whys
** Professor John
Bessant, Exeter University,
United Kingdom:
‘Creating the physical
space for innovation’,
blog post September
07, 2016. https://blog.
hypeinnovation.com/
creating-spaces-forinnovation
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for adopting this new way of working.
Figure 10. Innovation goals
at the local level.

For it to be meaningful and achieve what we want, we still need this broad
goal of innovation to be translated to the workgroup or team level (Figure 10).

To become more innovative
Turn customer complaints into new ideas for products and services
Break down hierarchical structures to enable the free-flowing
exchange of ideas and learnings
Provide the means for people to challenge poor practices and
suggest alternatives.

The strength of the link between collaboration and innovation will vary
from organisation to organisation, or even team to team. Only use it
as a vision if it’s highly relevant to the work being done.
And be sure to gain your team or workgroup’s buy-in. Does it work
for them? Will it give them motivation to collaborate? To significantly
change the way they work?
We have more on collaboration and innovation in the closing chapter, The
link to innovation.

To reiterate…
A vision is crucial because it gives collaboration a life force, an energy, a
strong and ever-present purpose.
It has the power to change how we think about collaborating, to turn
negative views about the tools (difficult to harness, time-wasting,
complex, confusing, interfering with the status quo) into positive views
(empowering, necessary, worth spending time with).
Use the techniques above to find your vision. A survey which asks employees
a question like ‘Why do you think we should be collaborating?’ is not
helpful. It has no context, is too general and is likely to throw up a hundred
different, nice-sounding, but ultimately non-actionable fluffy statements.

2.3 Who is involved
Senior leadership
The broad vision for collaboration, the direction-setting for
such a big change, comes from the top. It sets the tone and
establishes the importance.
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Middle managers and team leaders
Typically, the most relevant and motivating vision
for collaboration is determined in the middle of
the organisation, shaped by the business context of
each workgroup or team and expressed in terms the
target audience understands. Middle managers and team leaders
should lead this exercise.

Individual team members
Ultimately a relevant and meaningful vision for
collaboration must be owned by the people it is

#2

designed to motivate. Their involvement in the
discussion is fundamental. A vision designed by
others in terms that are not relevant to everyday work is rarely
motivating for the folks at the coalface.

Community Manager
A Community Manager can play a role by ensuring that a
vision for collaboration is kept front of mind across their
communities.
This can be done by surfacing good examples of teams
collaborating to a clear business end. For example, short
interviews (text, or preferably video) with key team members to
showcase their seamless collaborative behaviours and techniques
when solving a problem or succeeding in an activity.
The Community Manager will also be expected to report on usage
of various tools by specific teams and workgroups, to see if their
adoption of a vision is being matched by employee uptake of the
tools.

2.4 What it looks like when it’s working
People begin their day or work session by looking at notifications in
their collaboration channel rather than email inbox. (You might consider
adopting something like ‘We use email as a communication of last resort’
as a short term vision for workgroup level collaboration.)
Default mechanisms for day-to-day process interactions are shifted to
collaboration tools from email.
Collaboration rates soar, and the Community Manager requests an
assistant due to the volume of work!
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Quality of posts and comment trails rises significantly.
Employees want to use the collaboration toolset because it’s a no-brainer
to get to their business goals faster.
As a result, process steps become smoother, interactions between teams
more aligned and productive.
Post-project reviews identify the adoption and use of collaboration tools
as a significant contributor to a project’s success.

Product team: ‘To always get key product information to
our customers and our marketing team in the least time
possible.’
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Some good examples of a vision

I.T. Provisioning team: ‘To be in a constant state of readiness and
agility – to be ‘knowledged-up’ – so that our external customers will never
have disruption of service.’
HR team: ‘To always think of ourselves as part of a single entity that
provides many functions, all linked by our constantly evolving knowledge
of people and processes.’

Some not-so-good examples
‘To respond to requests faster.’
‘To transfer knowledge more effectively.’
‘To become smarter and deliver better services.’

2.5 Ongoing maintenance required to sustain it
I was only half joking when I made the comment above about a
Community Manager requesting an assistant. As people are weaned off
closed channels like email, not everyone will use the collaboration tools
well. This is the paradox: the more effective you are at creating a vision
for collaborating and encouraging employees to take up the toolset, the
greater will be the need for community oversight and potential lighttouch intervention. We’ll talk more about this in a later chapter dealing
with Governance and Guidance.
Middle managers and team leaders need to diarise a review of their
local vision for collaboration every 12 months or so. An organisational
restructure should also prompt a review. This might include a re-run of
filling in the blanks, or undertaking a fresh brainstorming or 5 Whys
exercise.
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A useful test for effectiveness of the vision, whether as part of the review,
in ad hoc informal discussions, or even a 60-second survey, is to ask staff,
‘What is your go-to collaboration tool, and 3 reasons why?’. There is
no right or wrong answer, of course, and people shouldn’t be punished
for telling you it’s email! It’s an opportunity to understand why this is
occurring, and possibly revisiting the vision.

#2
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Chapter 10

Get people talking
– initiating conversations,
harnessing naysayers
• Why it’s important
• How to do it
• Who is involved
• What it looks like when it’s working
• Ongoing maintenance required to sustain it

3.1 Why it’s important
Conversations connect people. They release knowledge, they move it
about, they produce ideas. They forge and grease relationships. They
break down hierarchical structures and open the door to important
intrinsic motivators like autonomy (having more control over what I do),
mastery (getting better at something that matters), and the need to
belong.
Conversations – open, honest, candid – are the lifeblood of an effective
collaboration environment. Fundamental to our collaboration design. You
need to get your people talking.
What does a business
conversation look
like? Like any other
conversation!
Conversations are
as much to do with
the building and
strengthening of
connections as the
actual content being
exchanged.

We’re fortunate that today we have the tools to do it. Messaging, posting
and commenting, Group spaces, blog sites, they’re all effective modes of
transport for conversations. It’s where ‘social collaboration’ gets its name.
They take place in the open, exposed to as many people as possible,
people who might benefit by osmosis even if they’re not involved directly
in the conversation.
But the presence of tools doesn’t automatically generate conversations.
Conversations are generated when people want to talk. Unfortunately,
established behaviours going back a century or more – top-down
command-control leadership, negative attitudes to management, selfpreservation – are all lined up against it. Too often conversations that need
to be in the open take place in the shadows – corridors, phones, email,
quiet corners in coffee shops. All closed channels.
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Our task in this chapter is to bring people’s natural desire to converse into
the open. To find ways to generate conversations so that more people
connect, exchange knowledge, and present ideas.

3.2 How to do it
The big challenge – harnessing the naysayers
Let’s dispel the myth right now that the only good conversation is a
positive conversation.
More often than not, conversations are spawned by negativity. Employees
taking a shot at poor business practices; moaning about flawed processes;
making their frustrations known about the failings they see all around
them. Conversations which, as we said above, take place in private. Safely
away from scrutiny and risk.
The truth is, we all like to vent. We need to vent. Look at the examples
here in Figure 11. Recognise any?
The communication
on this project is
a joke!

#3

This is a total waste of time!
Can't they see the process is
broken?

The red tape for
approvals is driving
me crazy.

No-one's ever going
to listen, so why
say anything?

Figure 11. The need
to vent.

Negative emotions (excluding blaming and name-calling) are healthy. They
are flashing neon signs that point to underlying issues. We ignore them at
our peril. And they are much more likely to start a productive, creative
conversation than a Group space that’s been set up for chatting about
pets or bicycle riding. Not to say there isn’t any value in the latter, which
we’ll talk about presently, but our focus should be on the
former – harnessing the naysayers. Using the power of negativity to get
people talking openly, saying what needs to be said.
And in doing so, tackle the issues they expose and the opportunities they
present.
Just another reason why it’s so important to give people permission to
collaborate and make it feel safe to contribute. Without it, the whingers
and whiners will never move out of the shadows and have their say.
Openly, without fear.
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Here are some simple tactics to generate conversations that will harness
your naysayers.

Give them a place to whinge
Create a Group around key business processes and projects dedicated to
the raising of issues within those activities. Call it something like ‘What
cheeses me off’, to give it an attitude which suggests honesty.
Checklist:
• Make the Group public. Don’t make it private unless confidentiality
demands it.
• Have the process or project lead kick off the Group by posting
something provocative of their own, establishing the norm and the
tone.
• Make sure senior executives associated with the activity (sponsor,
accountable exec) are invited into the Group. Consider having them
contribute the first whinge, establishing camaraderie, underlining the
fact it’s a safe place to be open and honest.
• Resist requests to report summaries of the issues raised in the Group
to accountable executives. In the modern workplace, an executive has
the opportunity to observe for themselves the tone and flavour of the
conversations.
• Ensure that every issue is acknowledged and responded to in a timely
manner.
• Have a SAFE icon clearly visible in the Group’s workspace. If several
members of the Group are co-located, place a physical token
conspicuously in their workplace.

Allow whinge-time
Give naysayers air. Provide an environment where they can say something
rather than keep it to themselves and stew over it. Here are a few basic
guidelines:
• Make sure the SAFE token is visible (if there isn’t one, create one for
your workgroup now)
• Focus on ‘burning platforms’. What sucks?
• Adopt and subtly enforce a road rule that everyone has equal
speaking and listening rights at all times. This in conjunction with the
SAFE token will open the door to anyone harbouring gripes to air
them.
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The whinge hashtag
Create a hashtag, something like #whatcheesesmeoff or #gripecentral,
and expose it to the whole organisation.
Don’t be scared of rogue employees abusing it, this rarely if ever happens.
Employees are covered by an organisational Code of Conduct, everyone
knows their job will be at risk if they contravene it.
In our experience, employees want to fix problems, not create havoc.

Other ways to generate conversations
‘YamJams’
A ‘YamJam’ (so-called because it originated in Yammer, but isn’t unique
to it) is really a pow-wow, a get-together around a predetermined topic.
A time is set aside, usually a couple of hours, where a senior leader posts
a topic and invites commentary and opinion from anyone. Two hours of
freeform, free-wheeling discussion around the topic.

#3

It’s a unique opportunity for senior management to listen to, not drive,
the conversation.
Be sure to reiterate at the outset that people have permission to speak
openly and candidly – the SAFE token in action. It’s also crucial, for
ongoing trust, that there are follow-up announcements not just thanking
employees for participating, but identifying suggestions that have, as a
direct result of the conversation, been incorporated into strategic planning.
It’s simple. Get people talking in their own voice, from their own
perspective, and make sure they know they’re being listened to.
Hackathon
A hackathon is a longer event, typically 24 hours, in which employees are
invited to come up with a solution to a specific business problem. ‘Here’s
a business need, here’s a space to brainstorm, go ahead and apply your
collective minds to it’.
Hackathons will always create a spike in engagement, it’s a very fertile
and creative environment for people to participate in without fear or risk.
Although often run in a physical venue, with people crowded around
tables and desks, with the right promotion and buzz an online hackathon
can be just as effective.
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You’ll get far more out of a hackathon than just business ideas. It gives
people first-hand experience of spontaneous online collaboration in
action. The forming of ad hoc solution teams, suggestions being posted,
commented on, liked (or not), files shared, exposure to the full range of
what’s possible on the platform. A hackathon is a chance for participants
to get a sense of what energised online conversations feel and sound like.
The success of your first one or two hackathons should be measured
on these criteria, rather than how many squillion-dollar ideas were
developed.
As with YamJams, follow-through can spell the difference between
the success and failure of hackathons as a conversation builder. Don’t
just thank everyone for their contribution and take the results away,
never to be spoken of again. Make a big fuss over the results. Highlight
great conversations that occurred. Report back to participants on any
ideas that have progressed. Give exposure to any compelling stories of
how an ingenious solution was arrived at. If you notice a particularly
effective group of participants forming in the hackathon, contact them
after the event and suggest that they keep the conversation going.
Don’t rely on this to happen by itself, organically. It needs mentoring
and leadership.
There are many things you can do to leverage the spike in engagement
instigated by a hackathon.
On the flip side, a poorly run hackathon with no follow-through will kill
enthusiasm for subsequent hackathons. It’s much harder to win people
back if their initial experience was poor. Once bitten, twice shy. That’s how
important follow-through is.

Senior leaders getting in on the act

@

The term we use for this is ‘trickle down leadership’. Tiny trickles of
contributions, rather than dominating the airwaves, from senior leaders
who understand that while their key role in the analogue world might
be to talk, their role in the digital domain is to listen. To only speak when
they can enrich a conversation, and certainly never steer it from a position
of authority.
The term ‘digital leadership’ is beginning to enter the collaboration
lexicon. Trickle down leadership is an example of good digital leadership.
It demonstrates an awareness and understanding of where and how the
digital domain differs from the analogue domain.
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Here are some examples of trickle down leadership:
• @mentioning a relevant senior manager to help with a business issue
raised;
• Asking a poster for more information about a business failing instead
of being defensive;
• Liking a post in which someone criticises a process;
• Publicly thanking someone for bringing an issue to the organisation’s
attention.

No one expects a senior leader to spend hours poring over discussion
threads. All it takes is a small amount of time, set aside in the diary, to
scan some threads and chip in with an authentic contribution, something
helpful and positive, demonstrating they’re listening and that the
conversation is valued.

#3

Even just a few simple passing ‘likes’. A ‘like’ is a smallish deal when
coming from peers and colleague, but coming from a senior leader it’s
much more powerful. It represents participation in the new world, in the
new way of working.
10-15 minutes a day, a couple of hours a week. Perhaps one short post
every couple of weeks. It’s a small investment in digital leadership that will
have a very large impact on the success of your collaboration design.
Done well, trickle down leadership is highly visible and will give people the
confidence they need to generate and participate in their own conversations.

Encouraging outsiders and experts to enter a conversation
and broaden it
Every workforce contains groups of people, communities, with specialised
knowledge around certain topics.
The natural place in the digital domain for these communities to gather
around their specialisations is a Group. Project managers, engineers,
software coders, accounting specialists, the list goes on. (For our purposes
we’ll leave out domestic areas of interest like kids, kayaking or pets.)
Because people quickly get to know each other around these topics and
disciplines, conversations can become predictable and even drop off.
One of the best ways to reinvigorate conversations is to inject new
thinking. To break up the predictability. To disrupt and send conversations
in new directions.
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Cast around for outside experts and invite them to post in your Group, or
set up a webinar. They don’t need to be directly related to your topic or
discipline. The sole requirement is that they bring in new thinking which
adds a fresh perspective to the topic and breaks up standard, predictable
patterns of thinking.
At the team level, set a guiding principle that everyone take a few
seconds before hitting the Submit button on a post or comment to
include someone outside the immediate team or workgroup who might
either benefit from or contribute to the conversation.

Get people posting and commenting the same way they
speak
Sometimes something as simple as tone can make a difference.
In the digital world, where we ‘talk’ by looking at a screen and typing
on a keyboard rather than looking at a face, where we communicate via
text which carries very little tone or feeling, it becomes more and more
important to focus on how we converse.
How would we express ourselves if this was a conversation in the
analogue meeting room? How would you make your point to the person
sitting on the other side of the table? Certainly not with formality or
abruptness. More likely with empathy, mindful of how they are receiving it
as much as our own delivery. We look for signals, especially if we haven’t
met before. Will someone be easy or difficult to work with, will they
express how they feel, will they be open to other views, are they highly
interested in the subject, or not?

Figure 12. Which one is
more engaging?

Manager A : The process is not delivering

the expected customer outcome.
It requires re-evaluation and
analysis. The attached report
outlines the issue. Please
forward any proposals to
rectify.
2

Manager B : Folks, we need to see what's

broken with the process. The
customer's not happy. I've
uploaded the CSS's notes. Take
a look, get back to me with
ideas, let's work this out and
fix it.
29
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It can never be the same experience in the digital world, with just
our screen and keyboard. But we all still intuitively look for tone and
expression in the way text is written. Others will be doing likewise with
ours.
So encourage people to imagine the conversation as it would take
place in an analogue room. To write in the same way as they would say
something to the person sitting across the table from them in the room.
Quiz: Figure 12 shows two posts. Which one of them sounds more like an
analogue conversation? Not a hard question to answer.

Leverage and showcase existing Communities of Practice
Whether they’re called Communities of Practice, Special Interest Groups
or anything else, many organisations have well established professional
communities who have been meeting and sharing knowledge successfully
and robustly since well before social platforms came along, usually with
little more than email, calendars and conference phones.

#3

Your Community Manager (yes, that very important role) can both help
transition and build the value of these groups in several ways.
Work with them to migrate existing conversations across to
the social platform, without compromising or undermining the
conversational energy.
Understand what has kept their conversations flowing. Where does
the energy and continuity spring from? What is the underlying and
original purpose of the Community of Practice?
Use this knowledge to generate tactics and messages which can be
applied to other communities to generate conversations.
Run a webinar featuring a member of a Community of Practice
talking about their secrets of success. Film the session and make it
available as a video to all employees.

There are many ways to capitalise on the success of pre-existing, highly
conversant communities and keep them invigorated in the new world.

What looks like trivial chatter might not be
Let’s talk about trivia.
Earlier in this chapter we touched on Groups that have been set up for
conversations around things like kids, pets, and bicycle riding. It’s easy to
assume that lightweight, trivial conversations like these are a waste of
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time. “They are not taking us towards our deliverables and objectives!”
True, they are not immediately taking us towards our goals. But let’s think
about the longer term.
Conversations are not just about content. They have three other very
important functions.
The first is that it’s a safe way to give people who are not digital natives*
confidence using the new tools and technology. A low-risk way of giving
it a test drive and becoming more familiar with it.
The second is relationship building. The development of connection and
trust between employees who might otherwise never encounter one
another.
What appears to be trivial, superficial chatter about pets or sport, or a
hobby or child care, can in fact be the forming of new and useful
relationships. The widening and deepening of
our colleague network. So that later, when it
really matters and we have to reach out to the
broader organisation for some help or a fresh
perspective, we have a much broader set of
relationships we can tap into.

Store manager

Last but not least, non-work social Groups
are good for breaking down rigid hierarchical
boundaries. Status boundaries. Roles
become irrelevant when talking about dog breeds, or the best way to
mend a puncture. Those same shared interests can also lead to social
activities outside of work hours, further strengthening and forging new
connections across organisational boundaries, irrespective of role or
status.

Senior strategist

It’s a balancing act. Some employees will waste time in non-work Groups
(as they probably would in the analogue world), some won’t. But don’t let
the fear of your people wasting time override the long-term net benefit of
relationship building. Trust them. Encourage them to connect with people
in other business areas in whatever way they like. Explain why building
those relationships is important. Turn trivial chat into a positive for the
organisation.
* There is an explanation
of the term ‘digital native’
in the chapter Granting
permission to collaborate

The megaphone complex
A social collaboration platform is not a one-way communications channel,
a megaphone available to managers to broadcast announcements to their
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staff. By nature it exists to facilitate conversations – which is why it’s called
‘social’!
Unless you’re prepared to test people’s responses and accommodate
debate, put the big one-way megaphone-type announcements on
the formal intranet, or on a home page.* Maintain a clear separation
between announcements and conversations. Broadcasts down
conversation channels muddy the purpose of the channel. People start
to feel sceptical about its real purpose, which in turn decreases their
willingness to participate.

Patience
Don’t expect an explosion of conversations overnight, even with careful
mentoring, guidance and content-seeding. Be patient. The conversations
will grow organically. People will start to talk as you reduce the barriers
and they become more confident. Allow for a little testing of the water
before they let their natural collaborative instincts out.

* Caveat: pushing
out controversial or
unpopular management
announcements via the
intranet and turning off
comments (and with
it your one means of
answering legitimate
questions) is not a good
idea when you’re trying
to foster a culture of
openness and honesty.
It can be perceived as
heavy-handed, stifling
conversation, setting a
poor example. ‘Do as I
say, not as I do.’

#3

Think of it like any other social gathering. People need to explore their
own comfort and confidence levels, to check out the landscape, before
they feel ready to interact with complete freedom.

Weaving conversations into everyday work
A common question people ask is, “How many hours a day/week should I
spend on the platform, how much should I post and comment?”
The answer is that there is no answer. Conversational tools – posting,
commenting, liking, @mentioning, etc – need to be woven into the fabric of
everyday work, just as phones and email are. It’s there when you need it.
How exactly we weave it into everyday work is the subject of the next
chapter.

3.3 Who is involved
Community Manager
The Community Manager should be all over this one. It
is a core component of their role – the development of a
strategy to get people talking, and the selection of tactics
that will drive it. No person is better positioned. Not to
put too fine a point on it, it’s the heart of the Community
Manager’s role.
For more on the Community Manager’s role in this design
element, see the Ongoing Maintenance section below.
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Senior leadership
The role of senior leaders – ‘trickle down leadership’ – is a
critical success factor in developing conversations. Some
senior leaders may need to be mentored in the use of
technology in order to do this well. The best mentors in the
use of tools are young employees, a strategy that’s been very
successful in some organisations.
There is no better voice to harness naysayers than a senior leader
who listens to criticism and, far from shooting the messenger,
thanks them and turns the criticism into positive action that
addresses the issue.
It is also important that senior leaders instigate and are genuinely
engaged in leadership-sponsored events like YamJams and
Hackathons.

Human Resources team
HR comes into play if senior leaders are uncomfortable
with the technology or, more crucially, the listening
aspect of trickle down leadership. It’s not uncommon
for senior managers to need coaching in the difference between
the analogue and digital domains.

Middle managers and team leaders
Their contribution is always important. Here it can be
summarised as:
• creating a team environment where naysayers are encouraged
to be open and air their gripes;
• understanding the importance of conversations as a relationship
building channel, and giving appropriate latitude to their
people as a result;
• modelling the tone for digital conversations, setting the bar;
• bringing in outside experts to extend and diversify conversations
and give them new energy;
• Developing themselves as good T-shaped managers – more on
this in section 3.5.
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An ear for conversations
Earlier on we touched on the importance of
equal listening and talking when it came to
conversations.
Here’s a musical analogy. Several musicians are
gathered in the same room to jam, to experiment
with different musical ideas with the express
purpose of pulling together a piece of music they can
later play to an audience. All of them are expert at their individual instruments.
If each musician was to try to dominate the others with their individual talent and
skill they would never slot into a well-balanced groove. It would just be a bunch of
individuals, well, showing off. Trying to make a point, gain attention.
The way good musicians pull music together is by listening. Sensing. Jamming isn’t
about everyone trying to dominate, it’s about understanding what others are playing
and fitting one’s expertise and ideas into the overall groove, everyone contributing
their part to the final result.

#3

That’s why they talk about ‘the musician’s ear’. Getting to the best possible outcome
through listening as much as leading.

3.4 What it looks like when it’s working
In team meetings, it becomes the norm for a significant chunk of time to be
set aside for addressing gripes and turning them into solutions and actions.
Conversations that are initiated during events like YamJams and
Hackathons continue well past the event and become an ongoing
conversation.
Staff share stories about the time the CEO commented on and liked one
of their posts.

Example
An employee at our client’s organisation had encouraged
her next door neighbour to purchase their company’s
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In time, the Net Promoter Score rises as it becomes common for customer
problems to be aired and solved in open internal discussions.
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product. The installation went badly, and she was, naturally, very upset
about it.
She posted to the organisation’s All Company thread with details of the
botched support situation. She described, objectively, the sequence of
what went wrong, painting a grim picture of a failed support process.
Several naysayers couldn’t help themselves and jumped in quickly with
sarcastic comments along the lines of ‘Here we go again’ and ‘Why am I
not surprised’ (using their permission to be open and honest to simply get
their cynicism off their chests).
Then the CEO chimed in, first with a ‘like’ on the original post and then
with a comment which @mentioned a senior Operations manager:
“@xxxx, can you please look into this, both to fix the situation and also
find out why we didn’t respond appropriately.”
The CEO’s response took no offence at the naysayers’ comments (tacitly
acknowledging their right to have an opinion) and solely focused on the
problem at hand. It instantly changed the discussion from naysaying to a
unified effort aimed at solving the issue and future prevention. One of the
naysayers became actively involved in the solution.
Along the way, another senior leader @mentioned the original poster:
“Well done for showing courage to share this story. Whilst a very sad
and embarrassing story, it is great to see people at all levels joining your
cause…collaboration at its best :)”
The conversation demonstrated many aspects of a successful conversation.
Permission to raise difficult issues
Harnessing the naysayers
People speaking in plain language and being honest, open and
candid
A sound display of digital leadership – senior leaders who listened
to the conversation and responded only when they could add
something substantial and positive to the conversation
As a bonus, a number of different views and novel solutions to the
problem were tabled from diverse parts of the organisation
Later on, the Community Manager reflected the success of this
conversation back into the organisation in a separate post.
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My own contribution was a simple comment towards the end:
“You won’t see many better examples of social collab in action, folks!
Thanks to everyone involved.”

3.5 Ongoing maintenance required to sustain it
It is vital the Community Manager (how many more reasons do you
need to recruit one!) monitors community conversations and checks the
energy levels and breadth of contributions. Intelligent network analysis
tools are a good investment in converting raw usage data into something
genuinely strategic, but there is no substitute for spending time watching
conversations, looking for indications that energy levels are dropping off.
Highlighting successes back to staff (as the Community Manager did in
the above example) will also keep energy levels up.

#3

Community Managers should always scout for opportunities to bring
low- or non-contributors into the frame, making comments like ‘That
was a great insight, we’d love to know more’ and ‘You should talk to
so-and-so who’s working on something similar’. Or if they learn through
other channels about some important work or business success from a
particular team, invite someone from the team to post about it.
They must also look for any drop-off in leadership participation. Your
Community Manager needs to have access, direct or indirect, to senior
leaders in order to bring this to their attention and offer to assist them.
On the flip side, they should send complimentary notes to senior leaders
whose comments have generated positive reactions. Send them a
verbatim snippet of the best feedback, because they might not have
had an opportunity to get back to the conversation. Once in a while
@mention them when responding to a particularly good or useful
comment from an employee.
Unlike the analogue world, everyone has the ability to message senior
leaders directly. Encourage them to do so, albeit in moderation. Everyone
loves a compliment, all the way up to the CEO.

The high value of T-shaped middle managers and team
leaders
Developing so-called T-shaped leadership skills* is a less direct, longer
term, but highly valuable component of a conversation-rich culture.
First articulated at the Harvard Business School back in 2001, it’s basis
is the complementary balancing of a leader’s deep vertical skills and

* Morten T. Hansen and
Bolko Von Oetinger:
’Introducing T-Shaped
Managers: Knowledge
Management’s Next
Generation’, Harvard
Business Review, March
2001, Vol 79 No. 4.
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subject knowledge with – importantly for this discussion – horizontal
collaboration-centric qualities: ‘disposition for collaboration, for
teamwork, having the right attitude, and being able to work with
others.’*
This kind of leadership culture naturally produces open, honest and candid
conversations across teams and, more broadly, across organisations.

* Harvard Business
Review: ‘The Right Way to
Collaborate (If You Must)’.
Interview with Morton T
Hansen, March 2010 (hbr.
org/ideacast/2010/03/theright-way-to-collaborate-i)
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Chapter 11

Aligning with work:
understand your
collaboration touchpoints,
and then map the tools
• Why it’s important
• How to do it
• Who is involved
• What it looks like when it’s working
• Ongoing maintenance required to sustain it

4.1 Why it’s important
Every organisation, small, medium or large, relies on processes to function
effectively and grow.
So it follows that the stakeholders who sign off on collaboration tools
want to see those tools supporting business processes. The most common
message they push out at the time they roll out a collaboration platform
is ‘Here are some great tools, now let’s put them to work!’. Meaning, on
your everyday processes.

#4

Unfortunately, there are as many different ways to put these featureheavy tools to work as there are people using them. Before you think
that’s a good thing, consider this: dumping tools in people’s laps and
assuming they will intuitively understand how to use them effectively
is a great way to decrease efficiency rather than increase it. It causes
confusion, resistance, and, worst case scenario, can result in changes to
processes to accommodate the tools. A slippery slope indeed.
Aligning a collaboration toolset to business processes isn’t about
enthusiastically throwing tools at them. It’s about getting the logic
in the right order. First looking at what we’re already doing, how we
collaborate today as part of our business processes, and then – and only
then – ‘smart-fitting’ the tools.
Get this right and the collaboration tools will give you the uplift you’re
looking for. Miss the opportunity, and the tools can actually slow you down.
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4.2 How to do it
There is a short term way to start, and a longer term way. Most of our
attention in this chapter will be directed towards the latter.

The short term way
The short term way to introduce collaboration tools into business
processes is a migration program. Migrate simple things like phone calls,
emails, meeting agendas etc across to your collaboration platform. Get
people using it that way.

How's the collaboration
program going?

55 teams are now running
team meetings online in
their own Groups.

It’s a common starting point for
organisations keen to see their social
platforms put to work quickly, an
approach with low barriers and
easily reportable progress.

The down side is that it ignores the importance of developing good
collaborative behaviours that make collaboration sustainable over time.
It’s just a way of, well, putting the platform to work and looking for short
term gains without a longer term strategic view.

The long term sustainable way
Instead of looking at how we encourage people to adopt the tools and
put them to work, we’ll start at an entirely different place – a simple,
common sense statement.
No one produces anything in isolation.
Everyone is part of a collaborative entity, a team.
Hard to contradict. It might not be called a ‘team’, it might just as easily be
called a project, or a business-as-usual workgroup. Some employees work
individually as specialists, but even they, ultimately, belong to a team.*

* Teams, not individuals,
are now considered the
fundamental unit of
organisation. Charles
Duhigg: ‘Google: High
Performing Teams: What
Google Learned From Its
Quest to Build the Perfect
Team’, New York Times,
February 25, 2016.

Those teams need to interact with each other in order to deliver the
processes that power organisations and enable them to produce products
and services viably.
Typically the interactions between the teams delivering these processes
involve the movement of knowledge, information, and documents.
So far, nothing we don’t already know. Let’s dive more deeply into the
interactions by posing some questions.
1. What’s the entity that I belong to?

You might think this is a redundant, even foolish question to start off
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with. But it’s not always obvious.

COLLABORATION TOUCHPOINT:

Which process (or processes) is your team a part of? What is
your function in that process, what are you expected to deliver,
and why? What is your raison d’être, your primary business
purpose?
This question helps to define your collaboration boundaries.
The perimeter. The extent of your part in a process and how
widely or not you need to connect with other teams. This sets
the scene for the next question.

An interaction between your team
and another team (whether as
individuals or collectively) required
for completion of a shared process
or business activity. It usually
involves the production, processing,
sharing and/or transferring of
knowledge, both formally and
informally. It can be simple as an

2. Who do we need to collaborate with?

approval, or as complex as a multi-

Here you begin to identify and list your collaboration
touchpoints. The other teams or entities that you interact with.

party project.

At this stage we’re only interested in listing who they are, for the moment
ignoring the nature of the interactions. It doesn’t have to be a long
list. Focus on the significant ones. For example, don’t include ancillary
functions like I.T. Support and Human Resources if they’re not part of your
core process workflow.

Ways to identify the ‘who’ of your collaboration touchpoints

#4

The newbie diagram.
Imagine you’re onboarding a new member of the team. What diagram
would you draw for them to illustrate who the team collaborates
with? What’s the incoming traffic, what are our outputs? It might look
something like Figure 13.

Incoming
Network planning
(contact: Jose)
Outage & faults team
(contact: Rene)
Vendor management
(contact: Masina)
Product Development team
(contact: Ashish)

We are
Network
engineering

Approvals
Technical architect: Bram
Legals: Zhang
Operations: Jakob

Figure 13. The new
starters diagram.

Outgoing
Leadership team
(weekly outage and fault report)
Outage & faults team
(contact: Rene)
Intranet publishing team
(fault updates)
Customer account management
(customer communications)
Sales & Marketing
(go-to-market strategy)
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Fill in the blanks.
You can reprise the template we used when developing a vision in
an earlier chapter. Ask everyone in the team to complete it, and then
collate the answers.

As a(n) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (your role)

I need to collaborate with . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (people, roles)

in order to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (for what outcome?)
The domino theory.
If your team was to stop doing what you’re doing, what is the first
domino to fall? Which team would experience the greatest impact?
Then look at the next domino. Go through and list any and all
dominoes that would fall as a direct result of withholding your team’s
services.
You may have a better way of collecting a list of collaboration
touchpoints. A Venn diagram is one option. Where do the overlaps
occur? Or a mind map.
However you do it, don’t overcomplicate it. At this stage it isn’t about
unpacking each interaction in detail, it’s just about understanding
who you need to collaborate with in order for the shared process or
business activity to work seamlessly.
It’s a simple exercise, and you should elicit input from across your
team. Here are some reasons why:
You will get a more thorough and realistic touchpoint
breakdown;
As part of the analytical process, your team will understand the
reasoning behind it, why you’re even asking the question;
They won’t feel that the final tool choices that fall out of it are
being made by someone else and foist upon them.

Keep a representative number of people from that group involved in
the next question.

3. What is the profile of each collaboration touchpoint?
Let’s say you’ve developed a mind map of your most important
touchpoints. It might look something like the example in Figure 14.
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Weekly meeting

Jose C.

Network planning

Leadership team

Rene H.

Weekly fault report

Outage updates

Intranet publishing team

Outage & faults team

Masina A.
Contract Mgmt.

Figure 14. Example of a
touchpoint mind map.

Weekly outage and
fault summary

Ad hoc questions

Network
engineering

Vendor management

Sales & Marketing
Weekly meeting

Vendor meetings

Product Development team
Technical architect

Ashish M.

Bram D.

Customer account management
Legals

Product updates

Change approvals
Planning approval

Contract approvals
Industry trends

Zhang X.

This is an example of a particularly detailed one. In most cases they’ll be
simpler.

#4

Our next step is to profile the touchpoints at the end of each branch. I.e.
identifying what knowledge and artefacts need to be processed as part of
the interaction.
Use these common sense questions as the basis for creating a touchpoint
profile:
• What knowledge/information needs to be gathered, created,
processed, transferred, documented, or stored as part of the
interaction? (Cross out whichever doesn’t apply)
• Is the knowledge/information conversational or documented?
• How often does the interaction need to happen?
• How much control do we need over privacy?
• Who else in the organisation might benefit from being exposed to

Defining your
collaboration
touchpoints is
nothing more than
simple business and
workflow analytics,
and can be reused

this knowledge?
• Where do we go if we have questions about this interaction or this
part of the process?

for other purposes
such as resourcing or
identifying areas of

• Importantly: what currently slows us down?

process improvement.
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Wherever possible,
involve someone from
the I.T. team in the
profiling. Give them
a window into what
your world is like so
that it becomes part
of their decisionmaking process
when evaluating
new technology. And
when they inevitably
go into technology
solution mode – which
they will, it’s in their
DNA, that’s why we
love them! – bring
the conversation
back to the tool-

Feel free to adjust these questions to fit to your particular organisation. It’s
the intention that’s important: to break down the interaction into layers,
formal/informal, private/public, and set criteria for how the interaction
should occur. It’s about understanding the nature of the collaboration that
we want the tools to support.
Profiling of a team’s touchpoints can be done in many ways. It’s hard
to go past face-to-face or video team discussions, but moving the
discussion online using Groups and co-authored documents to collect the
information is a useful way of introducing slow adopters into the social
collaboration experience as well as actually producing the touchpoints.
The profile for each touchpoint should look something like Figure 15.
Figure 15. The touchpoint profile.
WHO the collaboration is with

Touchpoint profile

WHAT content and/or
knowledge is to be
gathered
created
processed
documented
transferred
stored

HOW it should be handled
Formal or informal?
Frequency of interaction
Public or private?
What slows it down?

free discussion of
touchpoints.

With the touchpoints determined, we can update the mind map, which
evolves from being a loose map of who we collaborate with to an
authoritative record of our collaboration environment. A touchpoint map,
like the one shown in Figure 16.
Now that we have the touchpoint map, along with all the information it
contains, the final question can be asked:

Network planning

Leadership team

Touchpoint profile
Touchpoint profile

Figure 16. Completed
touchpoint map.

Intranet publishing team

Outage & faults team

Touchpoint profile

Touchpoint profile

Sales & Marketing

Vendor management

Network
engineering

Touchpoint profile

Product Development team

Touchpoint profile

Customer account management

Touchpoint profile

Touchpoint profile

Technical architect

Legals

Touchpoint profile
Touchpoint profile
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4. What is the best-fit collaboration
toolset to service our touchpoints?

Inner and outer loop collaboration

We call this ‘smart-fitting’. For each collaboration
touchpoint, select the appropriate collaboration toolset
that will fit the business need, based on the information
gathered. Take a moment to read that sentence again. Select
the toolset that will best service each touchpoint, based on
our known (and now documented) collaboration needs.
Toolset in this context means either a) a set of separate tools,
or b) specific features built into tools you already use that
especially fit the needs of that particular touchpoint.*

The terms inner loop and outer loop
collaboration (sometimes called
inner circle and outer circle) have
been coined to differentiate narrow
from broad collaboration as a way of
selecting tools that are better suited to
one or the other. It can be helpful, but
be wary of adjusting your touchpoints
to fit the inner/outer categories purely
to make tool selection easier.

This is the point we’ve been heading towards – choosing the
tools that will service the touchpoints, fitting them to the business need.
It’s one of the most critical elements of your collaboration design.
No one is pretending it’s ever going to be a simple process – we’ll do a
reality check on that in a moment. But it brings a structured approach
to tool and tool-feature selection, and is magnitudes less chaotic than a
laissez-faire approach (“use the tools as you see fit”) commonly adopted
in organisations. Discussions around best-fit tools will always be a lot
more informed with a touchpoint map in front of everyone.

#4

Reality check
Why did I cross out ‘choose’ and replace it
with ‘negotiate’ in Figure 17? No one tool
will ever perfectly fit different needs, and
it’s impractical to apply a different tool to
every touchpoint or layer. There will always
be compromises, there will be frustration
and gnashing of teeth because certain tools
won’t do what we want them to do and
workarounds will need to be found.

Touchpoint profile

Negotiate
Choose the right tool for the job

But the important thing is that the logic is
in the right order. First, the collaboration
needs have been clearly identified. Then – and only then – a tool or tools
negotiated as the best fit for the purpose. Aligned to business processes.

In summary
Know your part in the process
Know your collaboration touchpoints, i.e. who you need to
collaborate with to deliver the process

Figure 17. Some
negotiation is always
necessary.

* Trying to keep up with
the new features being
rolled out by highly
competitive tool vendors
is well-nigh impossible.
However, knowing your
collaboration needs up
front means you can
wade into new feature
discussions only when you
need to.
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Know what layers of collaboration are required for each touchpoint
Fit the tools to those touchpoints, as required
Involve staff in the analysis

Cross-team agreement on tools – avoiding the brick wall effect

Tool A

I once encountered a situation where one team in an organisation had
adopted the new social collaboration platform while another, the team
they needed to collaborate with, steadfastly
refused, sticking with email. Email, the lowest
common denominator, won out, at a cost to the
organisation. We call this the brick wall effect.
Where collaboration hits a brick wall due to the
choice of incompatible tools by teams who need
to work with one another.

Tool B

So to avoid this, where should the final decisions on best-fit tools and tool
features be negotiated, and by who?
When making
decisions about tools
or features to select,
try using the 1-in,
2-out (or one-in, oneout) rule:
‘By adopting this tool
for our process/project,
which two (or one)
tools should we STOP
using?’
– Rolf Mistelbacher,
freshvanroot.com,
January 31, 2017

* In the next chapter we
introduce the concept of
the ‘What to use when’
Group. This is an ideal
forum for cross-team
conversations and decisionmaking around tools.

Tool negotiations are typically undertaken by middle managers and/
or team leaders who share an accountability for delivering the business
process. Since their teams share collaboration touchpoints, they need
to negotiate the tools best aligned with the unique needs of those
touchpoints.*
This assumes they’ve analysed the touchpoints across their remit (or been
well briefed) and have a working knowledge of the technology landscape
they’re working in. Without this knowledge the decision may become
arbitrary – the worst kind of decision when selecting tools.
Alternatively, negotiations can occur across pairs or clusters of teams who
likewise share collaboration touchpoints but might not be linked to a
specific process. Cross-functional teams, for example.
Agreement on tools and tool features can be negotiated at the process
owner level, though typically this doesn’t take into account the nuances
of individual teams and technology landscapes. This level is great for
guidance and general policy, but ultimate decision-making on specific
tools or features should occur at the workgroup or cross-team level.
Tool selection is not a unilateral process. Decisions should not be made
by individual teams without reference to the teams with whom they have
collaboration touchpoints. This is what led to the situation I described above.
Finally, before final decisions are made, pending tool choices should be
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circulated across other teams not necessarily
involved in the touchpoints but still involved
in the process, to tease out any unforeseen
hiccups or conflicts. This is just good business
practice. It also allows for fresh or different
thinking to enter the frame, provided it’s the
business need that remains paramount to any
final decisions.

Negotiating decisions around best-fit tools is closely
linked to the chapter that follows, on Guidance.
In the current chapter we talk about specific
tool decisions, based on business need. In
the next chapter we talk about providing tool
recommendations rather than hard decisions.
While this may seem contradictory, it isn’t. There is
no single, magic answer that will fit all situations.

Operating Charter

Charter

Sometimes formalising tool
decisions, or even things as
simple as which features to
focus on, can help embed
them in people’s minds. You
can publish an Operating Charter, signed off
by the relevant team leaders. An Operating
Charter can lend tool decisions some extra
gravitas.

Selection and use of tools will always be a balance of
hard, negotiated decisions and softer touch guidance,
depending on the circumstances.
Both chapters have a common theme running
through them – basing tool selection on need,
and giving people a clear and unambiguous
understanding of why those tools have been selected.

Creating a Charter can also provide an opportunity to engage formally
with Information Technology and request training directed towards those
features or tools identified as critical to your collaboration touchpoints.

#4

4.3 Who is involved
Middle managers and team leaders
The crunch players in aligning tools to business
processes.
Every process has one or more middle managers
overseeing it. Or sections of it. They represent the process owner
at ground level, and are therefore responsible for ensuring that
their teams go through the touchpoint profiling exercise.
They are the ones who get their people around the table or
online, ask the actual touchpoint questions, and collate the results.
It is also their responsibility to ensure they convey the context of
the exercise to their people to avoid the trap of people feeling
that decisions are being made for them, not with them.
Because they share an accountability in the success of the process,
they must be highly proactive in any tool selection negotiations
that are needed across co-dependent teams.
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Process owners
Process owners have a vested interest in knowing that the
teams and workgroups who deliver their processes need to
be working smoothly and adopting new tools effectively (as
opposed to chaotically or haphazardly). As such, they need
to ensure their people go through the exercise outlined in this
chapter to understand and profile their collaboration touchpoints.
They should ensure a Community Manager role is created to
establish a Group or Groups for discussions around tool choices,
generally monitor conversation topics and themes, and ensure
queries are followed up.
Ideally they will be open to adjusting their process settings should
the exercise turn up unexpected results. For example, important
collaboration activities that take place outside the formal process
workflow but which have become vital to its success.
They also need to ensure the touchpoints are reviewed at regular
intervals, say, every 12 months or so.

Community Manager
The Community Manager, whether full time or drafted into
a process-specific Community Manager role, is responsible
for creating and facilitating a Group or Groups dedicated to
discussions around tool selection.
They should also ensure that all queries and posts in the Group are
responded to and resolved in some way. No question should be
left dangling – this will undermine trust in using Groups for these
important discussions and return them to corridor conversations.

Information Technology team
I.T. have an important role as advisor at the last step
of tool selection, after all the touchpoints have been
documented. It’s up to the main players (process
owners, middle managers, team leaders) to invite
I.T.’s participation and follow up on attendance.
Whether separately or as part of this, the I.T. team should maintain
a low-key presence in any tool selection Groups as technical
platform owner and expert, purely in an advisory capacity.
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4.4 What it looks like when it’s working
Collaboration brick walls are broken down, collaboration touchpoints
operate more smoothly with lower levels of frustration.
Collaboration across business processes not only works more smoothly,
but because of the shared negotiation and co-ownership of the decision,
there is a greater motivation to collaborate more freely.
Teams and team members have a clear understanding of which tools to
use under which circumstances, and why. They are therefore less likely to
go outside them and use other tools. Teams that deploy localised, underthe-radar collaboration tools risk the brick wall effect when collaborating
with teams who use other tools.

Ex
am
pl
e

As new tools are rolled out or offered, teams automatically test the
changes against their current collaboration touchpoints and will only go
ahead with the change if it demonstrably improves those touchpoints.

Examples
PRODUCT TEAM

A social intranet (i.e. built around a social collaboration platform rather
than a content management system) was rolled out in a mid-size financial
organisation with offices in several countries. The brief to all departments was,
to paraphrase, ‘Here’s a solution, use it in whatever ways are most effective.’

#4

Motivated by this, a particular product owner encouraged her team to
use the new platform to replace the previous mechanism they’d used
(emails with a document attached) for distributing the latest product
information to specific groups across the company, and for processing any
feedback. She assumed her team would use the built-in capability of the
new platform to improve the distribution and the way each team member
interacted with their individual contacts outside the team.
In fact, different members of her team used the functions in ways he or
she assumed would be most effective. These included:
• Instant messages to members of a Group a team member had created,
with a document attached.
• A post to an entirely different Group created by someone else (but
with many members overlapping), with a copy of the same document
uploaded to that Group.
• A post to a third Group that yet another person had created, again with
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similar membership, and again with the same document uploaded.
• A wiki-style document containing text copied and pasted from the
original product document, made accessible to relevant stakeholders.
• And, as a fall-back, an email sent to the existing email list with a copy
of the document attached.

The product owner, realising the solution was about to become worse
than the original problem, hit the pause button and pulled her team
together into a workshop. Collaboration touchpoints were nutted
out, exposing numerous overlaps and inefficiencies in the way they’d
previously operated. Once the touchpoints were established and agreed,
an I.T. person was invited into the room to be briefed on the team’s
touchpoint map and advise on tool capabilities.
The team nominated an admin person and set up a public Group with the
product changes list front and centre, the most recent updates at the top,
with a link to wiki page documentation for each. The launch of the Group
site was posted on the Product Division’s intranet site and featured in a
post by the Division Head in their weekly Friday Wrap blog. In a one-off
activity, all relevant stakeholders were emailed and asked to subscribe to
the reworked Group page.

SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY

Ex
am
pl
e

Everything subsequently settled down into a normal operating rhythm.
Crisis averted.

Not every example starts with an existing team.
An industrial client employed a number of highly regarded scientists.
These scientists were each working alone, specialising in their unique
field. However it was recognised by the organisation’s knowledge
manager that the scientists were not operating as a collaborative
community, that the knowledge developed in each field of study was
not being shared across the group. Although each scientist had at times
proposed new ideas within their own field, there was no cross-pollination
occurring, the type of cross-pollination that might significantly increase
the level of innovation.
Instead of evaluating each individual scientist’s potential touchpoints,
we invited them into the same room and had them, as a group, reach
their own conclusion that they were in fact part of a team. And that as
members of a team, they could explore the collaborative touchpoints that
would allow them to interact with each other across their separate fields
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and develop new threads of cross-disciplinary thinking.
The crucial part of the session was brainstorming the sorts of
conversations and regular meetings they felt would first build, and then
sustain, this collaborative activity. Or, to put it bluntly, figure out how to
become a team rather than a group of disparate experts. And why this
was important to the organisation.
Only when they had a clear vision on how they wanted it to work did
anyone talk about the tools that would best facilitate the conversations
and meetings. Selection of those tools, based on what was already
available within the organisation or what the organisation needed to
acquire, was the easiest part of the discussion.
The bottom line is, it doesn’t matter how you identify your collaboration
touchpoints, whether it’s getting people in a room, initiating an online
conversation, or in some other way collating them. Once you have that
knowledge, you can ‘smart-fit’ collaboration tools to enable the necessary
interactions to occur.
It turns an eeny-meeny-miney-mo tools dilemma into a relatively straight
forward task, dictated by the business need.

4.5 Ongoing maintenance required to sustain it

#4

The collaboration touchpoint exercise should be revisited every 12
months or so. Not so much because the tools might have changed, but
more importantly, the touchpoints. A program to review collaboration
touchpoints right across a process should be undertaken, initiated by
either the process owner or their key managers at the coalface.
A collaboration Group should be set up for each business process with
access given to everyone in that process, plus any stakeholders, experts
or other individuals whose roles are related (specialists, experts) but
exist outside it – don’t just limit the Group to those directly involved in
the process. A representative of I.T., as the platform’s ‘technical owner’,
should also be invited in.
A part-time Community Manager, someone with knowledge of the
process (ideally, who participates in it), should be nominated to monitor
the Group. A key part of that role is to ensure grievances or questions
raised in the Group do not lapse, referring them on to relevant managers
or even the process owner. Unaddressed grievances or questions quickly
undermine trust in any Group as a place to go for answers – which is
what we want them to be.
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Chapter 12

Guidance – avoiding
tool confusion
• Why it’s important
• How to do it
• Who is involved
• What it looks like when it’s working
• Ongoing maintenance required to sustain it

5.1 Why it’s important
We love the digital workplace, with all the capability and potential it
offers. So many tools, so many options.
But this plethora of options brings with it a dark side. Let’s call it Digital
Workplace Chaos. Many of these tools claim to free us from complexity
and constraint by mimicking the simple social media apps we use outside
of work. But if workplace collaboration tools were as intuitive and easy to
use as the vendors claim, this chapter would not need to be written.

Instant chat Team spaces
Video
Groups
Email
Etc.
File storage
Blogs File sharing
Figure 18. The complexity
of today’s digital workplace.

The sheer complexity and spray of tools in the modern
digital workplace can become self-sabotaging, a daily
challenge, a distraction (Figure 18). Learning to use
them, confounded by them, trying to relate them to
the tools we’ve previously worked with, trying to fit
them into our established ways of working. They force
us down technology rabbit holes, eating up valuable
time that should be spent doing our jobs. A lack of
empathy with tools and interfaces can suck the oxygen
out of the most enthusiastic person’s willingness to collaborate. It’s not
uncommon for calls to collaborate more to be met with frustration and
resistance – another impost rather than the promised liberation.
And that’s before we get to that most frequently asked question in
today’s digital workplace: ‘What should I use when?’ If I have a choice
of two, three or four tools which can all do the same thing, which one
do I choose? Groups, workspaces, different flavours of messaging, file
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storage vs wiki-style documents, blogs, profile pages, so many new ways
of sharing content and proliferating knowledge.

What should I
use when?

Later, when information needs to be chased down, was it in a post, a
comment, an email, a Group conversation, a team chat?
You get the gist.
Collaboration platform vendors are racing each other to push out
more and more features, tools and apps, compounding the clutter and
uncertainty. And then there is the whole new world of BYOD (Bring Your
Own Device). A tidal wave of new technology. So many ways of doing
things, and things to do them on. That’s today’s reality.

Governance?
Scenarios like this usually have people clamouring for the G-word:
Governance. The go-to method for dealing with chaos. The application of
rules and structures to mitigate disorderly conduct.
But let’s think about that.
Governance was developed for platform capability and stability, and, later,
content management — standards and policies, audits, review processes,
steering committees, allowable file types, size of libraries, all underscored
by compliance. It’s theme has always been prevention. Preventing people
abusing systems and causing chaos, a way of maintaining order so that
organisations can function effectively.
Things have evolved. On the technical side, today’s tools and systems are
relatively idiot-proof. Incorrect file types and rogue coding are not the
issues they used to be and don’t require much governance – the tools
themselves handle most of that.

#5

Prevention of chaos, though, remains relevant. How do we deal with
it in today’s digital workplace? Do we just throw ever more layers of
governance at it because that’s the way we’ve always responded?

The other G-word
We prefer a different G-word: Guidance. Help and support for
people who face the constant, vexed question of what to use when.
The daily dilemma of tool confusion. Let’s not pussy-foot around.
This is a source of great stress for many people, trying to figure
out the ‘right’ way to use the tools, with nowhere to go to get any
guidance. While always under pressure to use the tools to do their
jobs faster and more efficiently.

Governance

GUIDANCE
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But wait, there’s
more…
Good guidance
brings two great side
benefits. One is that
you can target your
training efforts with
more precision once
you know what tools
are being preferred
where.
The other is that it will
reduce the tendency
of people to take the
shortest path possible
(i.e. the first tool that
comes to hand) to get
a job done, without
regard to the flow-on
effects to others.

This is the gap we need to fill. Giving people guidance rather than
directives about which tool to use when. Removing tool confusion,
reducing the maze of tool options to a manageable level suited to local
business needs. Allowing teams and workgroups to focus on their work,
not on the tech.
In the modern, complex digital workplace, it’s not layers of governance
we should be throwing at the problem, it’s layers of guidance.

5.2 How to do it
Actually, let’s start with how not to do it.
The wrong way is the one that on the surface might seem the most
logical: when the tools are rolled out, announce a program of tool
training and a detailed matrix of what tools are appropriate for what
types of tasks.
Will this switch the light on? No. The training will be useful, but only
so much of it will stick – people tend to fix on only those features and
functions that support their current work practices and ignore the rest.
And the what-to-use-when matrix will, because of its general nature, look
so complicated and prompt so many exceptions it will be largely ignored
or circumvented.
Tools-first approaches like these do not shine a magic light on what to use
when.
Much better is a people-centric approach that does the following:
• Gets people comfortable with the idea that the tools universe is
actually comprehensible and manageable;
• Makes them feel that help is always handy, that they’re not alone;
• Gives them ways to navigate to sensible choices which balance a need
for some global standardisation against the specific needs of the
troops on the ground;
• And supports those choices with relevant training.

The Two Golden Rules of Guidance
1. Guidance should never be issued as a set of rules, or directives. ‘Thou shalt do it this way’. It should
always be issued as advice.
2. Don’t swamp people with in-your-face guidance the moment the tools are turned on. Instead, make
support readily available for when the first questions start being asked. Think of it as roadside assistance,
easy to reach, just a click away.
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Our starting point is actually two starting points: A Starter’s Guide, along
with a related ‘What to use when’ Group (Figure 19). Let’s look at each in
detail.

'W hat to use when' Group

Starter's Guide

Figure 19. Two-pronged
approach.

+
High level set of guidelines that
set the tone for guidance

Collect and manage the myriad of
questions that will inevitably arise

The Starter’s Guide
A Starter’s Guide (or whatever name you choose to call it) is an
uncomplicated but highly important statement. It’s a simple list
of guidelines – not directives – which will seem to everyone in the
organisation to be a no-brainer, just plain common sense.
It should be issued from the top, ideally the Chief Operating Officer. It
shouldn’t come from the Chief Technical Officer, or any other senior I.T.
leader.* It can be issued lower down, but like any top-down activity, the
lower down it occurs, the smaller the impact on organisational culture.
Its purpose is not to lay down a set of rigid, you-must-follow-these rules.
Or even to give that impression. It’s primary purpose is not
really the guidelines at all. Its purpose is to set the scene.
The tone. A tone of light touch guidance rather than heavyhanded governance.

Starter's Guide

It shouldn’t be a long document. The shorter the better.
Don’t get sucked into a prevention frame of mind and start
thinking of all the things people might do wrong. Keep the guidelines
broad and general. Just those things that are patently obvious.
The language should be ‘soft’. Suggestions rather than a directive. An
offer of help.
A Starter’s Guide might include statements like this:
• Think about using email only for formal correspondence or discussions
which require an audit trail.
• Feel free to post to the broad, all-company stream on anything not
strictly related to your team activities.

#5

* No offence to CTOs or
other I.T. leaders, but the
initiative can’t be seen to
be tool-centric – which
it will be if the message
comes from I.T. leadership.
The Starter’s Guide must be
patently business-centric,
about everyday working
and behaviour. A fine line,
but a very important one.
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You might also
add a link to the
Collaboration
Constitution we
discussed in design
element #1. It reminds
people of the values
that sit behind
this activity called
collaboration.

• Team messaging is the best place for conversations that are only
relevant to team members.
• Groups should be set as ‘open’ (i.e. not private) unless there is a
specific need for confidentiality.
• If the apps your team is using have mobile versions, make sure they’re
installed on your mobile devices.
• It’s important to the organisation that the primary way we continue
to store and find documents is the document management system.
• Nothing should stay on your hard drive. Most things increase their
value by sharing.
• Let’s give I.T. a break, let’s stick to available tools and platforms. If
something’s not working for you, let us know.

Terms of Use
A Starter’s Guide is
not the place to focus
on policies regarding
the use of the tools.
How people conduct
themselves in the
digital workplace is
covered by the same
code of conduct
that governs their
behaviour in the
analogue workplace.
And except for rare
situations, there is
no anonymity in the
digital workplace,
everyone is
accountable for their
actions.
In our view, Terms of
Use specific to social
collaboration tools are
largely redundant.

And that might be it, just half a dozen or so line items, guidelines that
you know will be understood across your entire organisation. Statements
which are unlikely to be disputed because they’re little more than
common sense. It’s a stake in the ground. A starting point for reducing
the tools universe to something comprehensible and manageable.
One of the goals of the Starter’s Guide is to get people inside the
‘collaboration room’, prepared to participate at some level, not outside
looking in. Collaboration, particularly in the early stages, is about critical
mass. Breaking down the barriers to entry and getting people involved and
participating. Offering a plain language, no-brainer Starter’s Guide, one
which sets a tone rather than dictates a set of rules, is a good way to do it.
How to utilise it:
Make the Starter’s Guide a key part of the internal awareness and
marketing campaign you run when rolling out or reinvigorating a
collaboration platform.
Make a link to it visible and conspicuous on the intranet home page or
other common spaces. A subtle but constant reminder to people that
it exists, that the door to guidance is open and that the tool dilemma
is understood by management.
Don’t be afraid to use the Starter’s Guide as the frontispiece of a
standalone campaign to get people thinking about how they use
collaboration tools. Remember, its purpose is not enabling people to
solve specific day-to-day problems there and then, but to give them an
avenue, a vehicle, to do so.
This last point brings us to the final – and most important – item that
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should be added to the Starter’s Guide: a link to its companion piece, the
‘What to use when’ Group.

The ‘What to use when’ Group (WUW)
The Starter’s Guide is intentionally high level and general. It doesn’t cover
specific situations. It will raise more questions than it answers.
Which is why, when you publish your Starter’s Guide, you should
simultaneously create and co-announce its companion piece: the ‘What to
use when’ Group, open to the entire organisation.
Its purpose is to draw people into an active discussion about the vexed
Figure 20. A safe place to
talk about tools.
question embedded in the Group’s title, not just passively react to advice.
To give them a place to talk: to
"Need help setting up
peers, to colleagues, to managers.
chat for my team. . . . "
To respond to the Starter’s Guide, to
air questions and gripes, to discuss
their own circumstances in detail.
"We use Groups this way. . ."
From a management perspective, it’s
a way of absorbing cynicism about
collaboration tools and turning it
into a constructive conversation.
Harnessing naysayers.

"What's the best app
to store docs?"

Rather than have people roll their eyes and vent to colleagues, we want
them to say it out loud in a place where it’s safe to do so (the SAFE token
will help to ensure that). We want them, through these discussions,
to feel empowered to talk about their own specific circumstances, to
see how others have tackled the problem, to get other perspectives
(Figure 20). In public, in the open. Not in the shadows, and certainly
not hiding away and deploying whatever other tools they can get their
hands on simply because the tools matrix doesn’t accommodate their
circumstances.

#5

So encourage contributions. Let the conversations run. Monitor them,
learn from them. Harness the naysayers by acknowledging their points,
suggest options, and at the very least, listen.
Think of a ‘What to use when’ Group as crowd support. People helping
colleagues. Peer-to-peer discussions (which managers can join in as peers,
not with a dominant voice) to help each other through the confusion
and dilemmas of tool choices. A place that officially recognises that it is a
dilemma and exists to address it.

Generally staff want to
use tools well, they’re
just not armed with
enough information
about why they should.
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Pre-populating the WUW Group
What follows are some tips for pre-populating the WUW Group with
content that is both useful and reinforces the purpose of the Group.
Be careful not to sideline those who are only there to vent or whinge.
Encourage them to explain what they’re really venting or whinging about.
It might not actually be about the tools at all but about some underlying
factor, like a management issue or a flawed process. If it is about the
tools, then listen.

• Write a clear rationale around each tool.
Not as a set of rules, but as a frame of
reference. What each tool has been designed
to do.
• Create a simple Recommended Tools page,
published as a wiki, with examples of smart
(as opposed to right or wrong) usage. A
Recommended Tools page is a great way for
staff to understand how various tools are
being used by others.
• Try allowing people to edit
the Recommended Tools page
to add their own stories, or add
knowledge and embellishments to
others.
• Related to the point above, publish simple
guidance for relatively common scenarios,
with the ability for people to comment
on how it did or didn’t work for them.
Examples: posting something publicly where
others can see it versus sending an email
message, and why; the best way to post
project updates; where to post out-of-thebox ideas, or a stimulating reference article
(something we touch on in more detail in the
next chapter).
• Ask people to contribute to a simple
diagnostic to help colleagues decide

which information is better stored in a
managed document repository, which
information is okay for wikis, and which
information is short term and can be shared
in conversations. This will help everyone
understand that there are indeed different
types of information and knowledge – short
term, longer term, formal, informal. Don’t
assume they know this already.
• Create a wiki page of tips on finding
(as opposed to storing) content. The
intention of this is to remind people
that information storage is more about
someone later retrieving it than it is
finding a place to put it.
• Conspicuously show links to tool training.
Warning: It’s not a good idea to post
generic guidance videos (typically around
common business process scenarios)
produced by product vendors. These
undermine credibility and most people will
struggle to find the relevance to their own
work. It can leave them more confused or
frustrated than before. Instead, show people
how to upload their own short videos of
how they achieved something handy or
time-saving.
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Recognise publicly the candour and
honesty of contributors and publish good
suggestions or case studies to a high traffic
area like the intranet home page. The more
visible the process is, the more likely people
will be to engage with it. Give it exposure.

Make a point of inviting I.T. stakeholders to participate
in the Group so they see first-hand how people are
operating in the collaboration environment. What their
blockers are, what novel uses the tools are being put to,
gaps in knowledge about the capabilities of the tools.

Conversation spin-offs

All topics

Detailed discussions about tools for a highly
specialised process or business activity can
be spun off into separate threads, still under
the WUW Group umbrella. As more of these
occur, you’ll know the Group is doing its job.
Ultimately, you want actual tool choices to be
made via these kinds of focused, real world
discussions. A series of well-informed WUW
solutions, properly discussed and thought through, are gold in the digital
workplace (Figure 21).

Spin-off topic 1
Spin-off topic 2

Figure 21. Spin-off
conversations are gold.

Watch that these spin-off discussions don’t become unnecessarily private,
occurring behind walls, visible to only those involved in the particular
process or activity. As a policy, they should be kept open and public,
allowing opportunities for sideways thinking to enter the conversation.
This is something we’ll talk about in more detail in the next chapter.
Guidance is a big deal and people need effective ways to reduce
complexity and confusion. Don’t approach a ‘What to use when’ Group
half-heartedly. It’s crucial to any social collaboration strategy.

#5

Localised guidance – catering for exceptions
Research, Sales, Partner Management, Product Development,
Accounts – all are examples of business areas that operate very differently
from each other. Some of these may need to interact with external
parties, complicating things even more.

For example, as part of a recent engagement we
worked with a CRM team who were uncertain whether
to use the in-built messaging function that came with
the CRM application to run their conversations, or the
central enterprise messaging tool.
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e

There will always be a need to provide guidance variations at the local
level, to cater for exceptions. This is why a one-size-fits-all tool matrix is
likely to fail. It has little or no tolerance for exceptions.

If it’s important that
you to settle on a
specific tool as part
of an interaction or
touchpoint, refer
back to the previous
chapter.
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This kind of local guidance needs to balance three specific needs:
the immediate need of the team in question, to meet their
objectives;
the needs of the teams they interact with (via collaboration
touchpoints);
the need of the broader organisation to be able to manage tool
proliferation, and possibly even security.

In the above case, opinions were sought and guidance was issued that
all conversations would take place via the enterprise messaging channels
that had already been agreed on for the collaboration touchpoints, with
a rider that no customer information was to be included. The CRM’s inbuilt messaging service was switched off. On balance, the argument for
reduced complexity versus slightly less functionality won out.
That’s what worked for that team at that particular time. Local guidance
can always be revisited and recalibrated if necessary.
The risk of creating
local versions of a

Effective local guidance requires:

‘What to use when’

a common understanding by affected parties that tool choices

Group is proliferation.

(within the available toolset) will always be driven ultimately by the

If too many of these

business need;

Groups start popping
up, people will be
confused about where
to go for guidance,
lose faith in it as a
support mechanism,
and probably ignore
them all.
Only create a local
‘What to use when’
Group if you’re certain
the global one doesn’t
meet the need.

the organisation’s goals and vision to always be paramount, so that
discussions don’t spin off into local territorial issues or a control tugof-war.

In a well-functioning organisation, these two criteria shouldn’t be difficult
to meet.
Local guidance does not grant a licence to include tools outside the
sanctioned set provided by the I.T. department. Or to mutiny against
the sanctioned set. If the sanctioned set doesn’t meet the need, use the
‘What to use when’ Group to air the issue and generate a discussion
around it. @mention the relevant I.T. manager. You might even find that
someone in another part of the organisation has encountered a similar
issue and developed a novel solution or workaround.
Tool decisions always involve some sort of practical negotiation around
1) cost effectiveness, and 2) fit with the existing I.T. support and
infrastructure. Have these discussions out in the open. Transparency
around tool negotiations is in itself a form of guidance.
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Localised ‘What to use when’ Groups
Depending on the size of the organisation or the complexity of business
processes, a localised ‘What to use when’ Group can be an option at
the workgroup and team level. It should be targeted at unique local
conditions and not conflict with the global ‘What to use when’ Group.

Local tool champions
Sometimes a better option to a localised ‘What to use when’ Group
is to highlight how the experts in your business area, your champions,
your standout collaborators, are applying the tools. Give them exposure,
recognise them publicly.
Leveraging champions is a standard Change Management practice, and
for good reason. It works. The behaviour modelling it provides is very
powerful.
Draft a list of these champions. Gain agreement with them (and their line
managers) to act as an occasional support person or advisor for anyone
with what-to-use-when questions. Reward them for their efforts with
recognition in their performance reviews. (Never offer money or prizes.)

Despite what vendors
would have you think,
applying the tools to
your specific work
is rarely intuitive.
That’s what makes
champions – and
Guidance generally
– so important.

Peer support from knowledgeable colleagues who are in the same boat,
so to speak, is a highly effective form of guidance.

Micro-videos
A localised ‘What to use when’ Group is a great place to post 60-second
micro-videos, created by staff, which demonstrate the use of certain tools
in their local business context. Simple, wobbly, hand-made smartphone
videos, unsophisticated but highly authentic. Post them with comments
turned on, so people can comment underneath or even upload
alternatives.

#5

At the global ‘What to use when’ level, encourage people to create
and embed similar videos into Recommended Tools pages. Or even just
generic micro-videos about simple everyday tool functions, like how to
insert a carriage return character in a comment box without sending
it. Create and post a micro-video to show them how to create a useful
micro-video for their own business area.
It’s as much about humanising and demystifying the tools, and their
application work, as it is training people on new features.
As I mentioned earlier, avoid any generic vendor videos. They can actually
increase people’s apprehension, not reduce it. ‘But this is not how we
work!’ They might also be interpreted as the organisation taking the easy
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Always keep an
I.T. representative

way out, not being bothered or committed enough to produce something
more relevant.

involved in local

The need for good leadership

guidance discussions.

Guidance requires leadership. Middle managers and team leaders need
to be visible contributors (though not the loudest voices) in guidance
discussions. Listening as much as speaking, giving all voices equal weight.
At the local level, they are the ones who both issue the guidance and
embody its practice.

It’s important they
understand the world
of non-I.T. employees,
not just the I.T.
landscape. Equally, it
can help discussions
by having access to
technical input when
needed. Bridging the
business-technology
gap at any time is a
significant advance.

Poor behaviour modelling – such as sending a communication via email
when the guidance is to use instant messaging – will undo a lot of good
work in very quick time. Collaborative unity is a highly effective but fragile
thing. One thoughtless lapse by a leader can break down that unity and
send the message that despite what has been decided, anything goes. A
breach of unity makes it many times harder to get people back into the
collaboration room.
Middle managers and team leaders need to bring outliers, team members
who go outside the agreed tools, back into the fold not with a big stick
but with explanations as to why the decisions to use various tools were
made, and where they can go for help using the tools if that’s the reason
they sought an alternative. Investing time with breakaways is a powerful
way to create champions.

Targeting your technical support efforts
Earlier I alluded to the idea of a ‘What to use when’ Group being a good
way to discover where there might be a weakness in tool training, or a
need for targeted intervention.
When people use a WUW Group to whinge about tools – and they
will! – when they’re highly exasperated about something, we should treat
it as a white flag. Their way of saying ‘I give up! I’m only continuing to
use this tool because I have to.’ Not a good message for others to see.
Sure, a colleague might come to their rescue, but posts like that do chip
away at people’s confidence about tools and decisions.
I’m a believer in the rule of thumb that says for every one person posting
about an issue, another twenty will have the same problem but won’t
speak up. So it’s probably an indicator of a deeper problem.
When your Community Manager sees a naysayer post like that,
when the white flag goes up, make sure they respond to it and then
investigate whether it’s something that might warrant a targeted training
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intervention. Ask the question out loud, or contact the original poster. Or
both. Whatever provides an insight into the cause.
Think of naysayer posts in a WUW Group as an opportunity to fine tune
your technical support effort.

The role of traditional Help Desks
Peer support. Internal crowd support. Self-help. There are many
descriptors that people apply to a healthy WUW Group. All of them imply
a reduced dependence on a traditional, centralised technical support
function, aka a Help Desk.
If your organisation has a Help Desk function, have them monitor WUW
discussions for the kinds of naysayer posts I mentioned above and
contribute where they can. For every issue they resolve, many others
will see the question and also see the answer*. This is viral knowledge
distribution in action. It improves people’s general awareness and
knowledge of the tools and increases their trust in the much newer idea
of support from peers, colleagues there in the trenches with you, rather
than an arm’s length support person.

Light touch governance
There are two areas where traditional governance, albeit light touch, may
be necessary.
i. Proliferation of Groups
It’s very easy to create a Group on a collaboration platform. Highly
useful Groups will be created, and at some point closed, as part of the
collaboration touchpoint discussion we had in the earlier chapter on
aligning tools to business functions.
But there is a well-documented down side to Groups – proliferation.
Overlapping Groups, duplicate Groups, past-their-use-by-date Groups. Yet
another source of confusion. Even with effective guidance on when and
why to create (and close) a Group, proliferation can still occur.
There is no soft way to say this: Groups must be managed. Lightly
managed, yes. But managed nonetheless.
This does not mean putting a strict, heavy-handed process around
Group creation and approvals (though I have seen examples where this
has become necessary). It means that someone – Community Manager
springs to mind, did you need another reason to recruit one? – needs to
monitor Group creation and Group closure/archiving.

#5

* It’s not necessary for Help
Desk staff to conspicuously
identify as such in WUW
discussions. In fact, there’s
an argument that says it’s
better to not display it at
all, since people might
fall back into dependency
behaviours and start
directing all their questions
to anyone with Help Desk
in their title.
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We’ve seen examples
of entire collaboration
initiatives that have
unravelled and needed
to be rebooted, at
significant cost to
the organisation,
solely because of the
unchecked, rampant
proliferation of
Groups.

Daily reports can be run on both of these functions. Group creation
is simply a number – how many Groups were created today? – while
Group closure is slightly more complex. Voluntary closures are few and
far between, sadly, so you will have to rely on back end reporting data
to list Groups that haven’t been touched for, say, six months or so. The
actual time frame for archiving or deleting will vary depending on the
organisation and the nature of the Groups in question.
Back end reporting, including auto-emailing Group owners whose Groups
haven’t been touched for a given time, goes part of the way. But a
Community Manager who understands the organisation, its structure and its
dynamics enough to be able to spot duplicate or overlapping Groups, is still
the best way to rein in and rationalise the inevitable profusion of Groups.
ii. Administration controls
Many enterprise I.T. systems (ERP, Project Management, CRM) now offer
social collaboration features as part of their offering, either baked in or
tacked on. The objective is to generate discussions around the relevant
system and its content in a way that is more integrated than with tools
from other social collaboration vendors.
While this tight integration might sound attractive from an I.T. perspective,
from a process worker’s point of view it adds yet another level of
complexity to the collaboration topography. Another tool, a further source
of tool proliferation, another nudge towards Digital Workplace Chaos.
Adding a further degree of difficulty to your collaboration design. That’s
before we talk about the increased fragmentation of user statistics and
the difficulty of compiling them into meaningful information.
After checking with the relevant teams and system owners, it can be
prudent to turn these ‘extras’ off in order to keep conversations within
your current toolset. What you might sacrifice in terms of interoperability
you gain by maintaining focus and clarity around the existing tools.
For an example of how one team dealt with it, refer back to the section
above headed Localised guidance – catering for exceptions.

5.3 Who is involved
Senior leadership
Their role in this design element comes down to whoever
is accountable for, or owns, collaboration within the
organisation. The one or more collaboration stakeholders.
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This single or multi-headed role can take different forms and
guises, depending on the organisation. As a single role it might
be called Collaboration Manager, Digital Workplace Manager,
possibly even Chief Knowledge Officer or Innovation Manager. It’s
a business role, not to be confused with the technical owner of the
collaboration platform (I.T.).
The primary activity of this role or stakeholder group is to pull
together the owners of key processes and/or business activities
specifically for the purpose of developing a high level Starter’s
Guide, then signing it off as a formal, agreed document.
Although on the surface the document seems like a fairly
innocuous and straight forward collection of statements, it
contains a key set of underlying messages and is crucial in setting
the tone. Everything else flows from it. It needs to be thought
through and properly designed.

Community Manager
The Community Manager role is fundamental to the creation
and ongoing curation of the central ‘What to use when’
Group, ensuring that no question is ever left dangling. A
dangling question tells others that there is no point going
there for answers, undermining confidence and trust. If peer
responses to questions dry up, the Community Manager must
direct the questions to the relevant manager or stakeholder for an
answer.
On the flip side, the Community Manager should be the first to
spot areas that require better guidance and come up with tactics

#5

to address any gaps. Or to recommend a training intervention.
Usually that means engaging with process owners/team leaders,
I.T. support, or taking the lead themselves.
They will also be the hand of light touch governance around
Group proliferation.

Middle managers and team leaders
As described above, middle managers and team
leaders need to take ownership of guidance where it
counts, at the collaboration coalface.
Their prime accountabilities are the co-facilitation of tool choice
negotiations, and then proactively modelling good behaviours
when using them.
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Information Technology team
Although the tactics mentioned above are businessoriented, I.T. representatives should be sprinkled
through all of them. Not to lead, but to understand
the collaboration context, what the business needs, how they
go about their processes, where the roadblocks are and – most
importantly – where attention should be paid to additional guidance.
Conversely, they should always be on tap as a resource for detailed
knowledge of the tools, or for targeted training. Collaboration
suites are becoming more and more complex, and are rarely as
intuitive as consumer social platforms.

5.4 What it looks like when it’s working
Staff no longer have uncertainty around which tools to use, or frustration
at disconnects between themselves and the teams they have to
collaborate with to do their jobs.
More time is spent focusing on business tasks and less on tool
choice dilemmas.

TIME

Tool
dilemmas

Focus
on my job!

Co-workers discuss the use of appropriate tools within the ‘What
to use when’ Groups rather than complain amongst themselves in
corridors or over lunch.

New starters understand quickly what the tool norms of the organisation
are, and what tools have been agreed on for the process or project they
are joining.

5.5 Ongoing maintenance required to sustain it
We’ve already spoken about the Community Manager’s role in curating
‘What to use when’ Groups to ensure that they are the first place people
go whenever there is any tool choice uncertainty.
Tool training should be constantly adjusted and tweaked in response to
WUW discussions and Community Manager input, always with a theme
of understanding the business need first.
As toolsets change or new tools are rolled out, mini-negotiations
between middle managers and team leaders may need to take place
across processes to ensure that guidance is always up to date. Operating
Charters, if adopted, may need to be updated and the updates circulated.
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Chapter 13

Taking collaboration to the
next level – Active collaboration
• Why it’s important
• How to do it
• Who is involved
• What it looks like when it’s working
• Ongoing maintenance required to sustain it

6.1 Why it’s important

In the modern era

In an earlier chapter we talked about two different modes of
collaboration: Passive and Active.

it’s not enough to
consume knowledge.
We must improve and

Passive collaboration
Passive collaboration is the name we give to collaboration aimed at
getting the right information to the right people at the right time. To pull
knowledge from our people networks to help us complete tasks faster
and more effectively.
It focuses on connecting knowledge receivers with
knowledge holders. The basic use case is to cast a question
out into the organisation in the expectation of reeling in an
answer. It’s primary purpose is to improve productivity.

build on it.

I have a question...

I have an answer...

This mode of collaboration is the default in many of today’s
organisations. Which is fine when we work in a predictable environment,
when things don’t change much. Passive collaboration is very good at
supporting existing work practices, drawing out people’s expertise, striving
for something called best practice – code for ‘the smoothest way of doing
what we’ve always done’.

#6

It is predicated on the notion that an organisation has a finite pool of tacit
and explicit knowledge which anyone anywhere should be able to quickly
tap into in order to be more productive, to achieve best practice.

Active collaboration
In the modern era, disruption and high speed evolution are becoming the
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commercial norm. To stay in the game, we need more than just access to
expertise. We need ways to generate novel thinking.
Active collaboration is how we do it. With good Active collaboration
behaviours, we can create, extend and enhance knowledge for the larger
ambition of keeping the organisation moving forward, rather than the
more narrow one of completing our job task. It provides us with the ability
to navigate complex work scenarios where there might not be a best
practice, where no one actually knows the answers. It allows problems
to be approached from entirely different angles and viewpoints, which in
turn might trigger solutions we didn’t know we knew.

This is what I'm trying to
achieve. Looking for input
to take it further.

It encourages raw ideas or insights to be cast into our
enterprise social networks and reach others anywhere in
the organisation who might benefit from or contribute to
them, sparking fresh thinking that takes those ideas in new,
serendipitous directions. Opening the door to innovation.

The aim of Active collaboration is to build the organisation’s knowledge,
not just tap into it.
The good news is, no new technology is required. We already have the
tools to do it.
Organisations who take collaboration to the next level, who strive to
embed Active collaboration as the default way of working, will have a
significant advantage over those whose vision for collaboration stops at
Passive collaboration.
Passive and Active collaboration are not mutually exclusive, they are two sides
of the same coin.
For example, I might access important knowledge from my people network to
do my job, and then share a link to an article I read last night to a Group whose

6.2 How to do it
Let’s start with an example of Active collaboration at its best.

* en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Terence_Tao

Terence Tao is a highly recognised Australian mathematics
prodigy. Amongst other accomplishments, Terence was a co-recipient of
the 2006 Fields Medal (roughly equivalent to a Nobel Prize) and the 2014
Breakthrough Prize in Mathematics. You can read more about him in
Wikipedia*. He is a genuine mathematics innovator.
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members I know would benefit. Passive and Active collaboration side by side.

In a New York Times profile piece published on 26 July, 2015*, Terence
was described by colleagues in these terms:
Learns from others
Prolific blogger
Celebrates the work of others, shares favourite tricks, documents his
progress and delights at any corrections that follow in the comments
Organises cooperative online efforts to work on problems
Always communicating, always connecting what he is doing with
what other people are doing.

Although the focus was on Terence the innovator, these traits describe an
exemplary, high performing Active collaborator.
You might not have a workforce of Terence Taos, but each of your people
has something to contribute.
In this section we’ll talk about helping your teams utilise the existing
capabilities of your collaboration tools in ways that will improve their
collaborative behaviours – just by thinking differently about how they use
them.

Writing posts
Reshaping the question
When posting a question we often think narrowly. I.e. we assume
we know where the answer lies and we just need help getting there.
Seeking a solution within our existing work practices, looking for the
shortest way to get the job done.

Can someone show me how to...?

#6

But if we want to tap into peoples’ ideas, not just a static pool of
knowledge, and open the door to something we might not have
thought of, we might shape the question to look more like this:

This is the problem we're solving. This
is my current thinking.
What's right with it and what's wrong
with it? What's missing?
How can it be improved?

* www.nytimes.
com/2015/07/26/magazine/
the-singular-mind-of-terrytao.html
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A different way to ask a question, one that invites people to add their
own perspective to an idea or problem.
It takes ten more seconds to write, and sends two powerful messages.
It says, ‘I’m trying to stretch a boundary’, and ‘I’m ready to listen’. As
we discussed earlier, listening is just as important as speaking when it
comes to conversations and collaboration.
Think about the ripple effect. A good post can influence others to
start reshaping their own posts through simple behaviour modelling.
Community Managers and team leaders can help this along by
highlighting examples which have borne fruit and reflecting them
back into the community.
This is a very small yet paradoxically very big change for teams. As a
middle manager or team leader, cajole your people, pester them, stay
on their case until posting in this way becomes the norm. It isn’t just
about changing a few words, it’s about getting people’s heads around
a whole different way of accruing knowledge across the organisation.
It moves the default mindset from ‘I’ll shut up and do the minimum’
to ‘It’s OK to look for the best result possible, so I’ll ask for ideas’.
Think about where you post
Encourage people to think beyond the usual suspects – their default
Groups, the collaboration touchpoints they interact with daily as part
of their role. Suggest they go wider, think about who else might throw
a less predictable perspective on the problem or the idea.
There is a balancing act, however. Go wider, yes, but avoid the
scattergun approach of posting to an organisation-wide feed. People
quickly abandon organisation-wide feeds when they feel they’re being
swamped with non-relevant posts. So while you should encourage
your people to post more widely, have them reflect a moment on
who the natural target is for the topic. One person who can help
in this is the Community Manager, who is likely to have a deeper
understanding than most of who’s who in the organisation.
It’s good to go wide, but equally important to be a champion of nonproliferation.
The @mention
@mentioning relevant people in posts is one of the more powerful
Active collaboration techniques people have at their fingertips.
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Though like all powerful weapons, it needs to be used with restraint
and not abused.

@

An @mention shoots a post towards a target. It
makes it visible across boundaries. It alerts colleagues in different
business areas (via an email with a link to the conversation) to a topic
or problem they might bring a fresh perspective to.
Be diligent, though. When @mentioning someone, we
should ask: will they be genuinely interested, or will they
consider it spam? What aspects of their knowledge are
we hoping to tap into? There’s that fine line again – we
want to reach out as far and wide as we can, but
we also have a shared responsibility not to clog up
collaboration channels and alerts with digital junk mail.

An @mention is a
simple and easy way
to invite outsiders, and
outside knowledge,
into a conversation.

Tagging
Tagging in the consumer/social media world can be cavalier and not
of much practical benefit. In a work context, adding a clearly defined
topic-based hashtag (e.g. #projectXYZinsights, #whatcheesesmeoff,
#futureofrobotics) to a post can extend the reach of ideas and bring
others into the conversation.* When someone clicks on the hashtag,
they will see a list of all other posts containing the same hashtag,
pulling them together into a loosely-defined grab-bag of information
around that topic…assuming of course that other posters writing on
that topic have thought to include the same hashtag.

Adding comments
In the non-workplace world, comments on posts are typically
exclamations, random opinions, agreement, disagreement, usually
friendly, occasionally vitriolic. The long tail of the post rather than a bona
fide conversation in itself.
In the workplace, it’s very different. Comments are the conversation.
They can include constructive feedback, confirmation of an approach,
questioning an approach, offering a small piece of the puzzle or a
left-field suggestion, even just @mentioning someone else with related
expertise who can join the discussion. All of these represent an expansion
on the original post, adding knowledge and depth to it.
It’s important that your people understand the value of this. It’s one of the
more powerful tools in the Active collaboration toolset.

* Some software
solutions – the
Sideways6 innovation
management
platform springs
to mind – harness
hashtags in more
focused ways,
building them
into their core
functionality above
and beyond simple
collections of posts.

#6
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Liking
Liking a post or comment is good, it provides positive feedback to the
contributor and can draw attention to it. It’s similar to a nod in an
analogue conversation.
Quick tips to build
commenting skills
1. Whenever possible,
add knowledge to the
original post. Even just
filling a knowledge
gap.
2. If you can’t
contribute, @mention
someone who might.
3. Add any similar or
related knowledge
which might help the
discussion.
4. Frame a post as
a question. Threads
initiated with a
question invite more
participation.

But it can also make people lazy. Yes, lazy. As in, ‘I’ve done my bit,
I’ve Liked it’. Liking can actually stop a conversation in its tracks. A
post that gets two hundred Likes but three contributions is not going to
grow an organisation’s intellectual capital.
Impress upon your team the importance of taking a moment after
hitting the Like button to also consider how they might add their own
knowledge to the conversation via a comment.

Following
Following is a poorly utilised feature of enterprise social collaboration
platforms. Most of the time staff do little more than follow their senior
managers to keep up with any ground shifts that might affect them. We
rarely follow influencers.
I sometimes think of influencers as human knowledge detectors. Free
thinkers who find and collect knowledge around certain topics and share
it. It doesn’t matter where they sit in the organisation, an innovation
specialist or forklift driver. When you come across a post by one of these
people and find it interesting or even inspiring, do four things:
• Like the post.
• Comment on it by adding your own perspective and/or any practical
organisational implications that spring to mind.
• Think of anyone else who might benefit from the post and @mention
them.
• Go to the poster’s profile and click the Follow button.

Clicking the Follow button does two things. It increases the poster’s
audience by one – you – and it keeps you provided with a drip-feed of
relevant outside thinking, one of the main goals of Active collaboration.
And it affirms to the poster that people are interested in the topics they’re
passionate about.

Blogs: give them a collaborative purpose
If you or your people read something outside the workplace which
you think could be useful inside it, the first thought is usually to start
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a conversation in an appropriate Group. Or you could post to the
organisation-wide feed, if you’re certain it’s of sufficient general interest.
Or you could publish a blog.
A blog post has some advantages over a normal post in these situations.
Personal blogs usually live in a single, central location, typically attached
to your profile. It won’t automagically appear everywhere, so it needs
to be shared, but this is as simple as posting a link with a teaser into
any (relevant) conversation across the organisation. A blog can lend
more gravitas to a post because it stands as a well thought out, properly
structured piece.
Blog writing is a skill that can be learned – short and concise pieces (ten
paragraphs, maximum) rather than long and rambling, one main point
or theme per post, tell a story, bring in a personal perspective, write
conversationally rather than densely.
But even when done well, blogging can be underwhelming as a
collaboration tool. There is very little collaborative energy in a
standard blog post, no matter how well written it is. Interesting,
sure, but unlikely to trigger the conversation that every blog
author hopes it will. Which is why blogging remains one of the
least utilised features of a social collaboration platform.
The secret to energising blogs is to give them a sharper purpose.
Change the way they’re perceived in the organisation.

What if...
Wha
if.. t
.

Typically blogs are seen as low value, giving people an outlet to write
about something which, realistically, they can be fairly certain very few
colleagues will look at. Some senior leaders use blogs to write opinion
pieces, others use them as a staff communications tool which, technically
at least, allows people to make comments and engage in a dialogue
about the topic being presented…though in our experience, people rarely
do, given the dominant voice of the blogger.
One way we can give blogs a sharper focus is to co-opt them as a vehicle
for Active collaboration.

#6

As a senior leader or middle manager, you can position blogs as the
place to break moulds, a place to question standard thinking. Most
workers have absolutely no idea what they can or should blog about,
so encouraging them to use blogs as the place for new or different
thinking – or even just to showcase things that aren’t working, and
why – gives them a clear line of sight. A purpose for writing something,
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backed by the freedom of the SAFE token and Collaboration Constitution.
A fear-free, judgement-free zone.

Adding a work context
in a comment on
someone else’s post
or blog significantly
improves its
knowledge quality and
value.

Analogue
collaboration

Voices, faces

Digital
collaboration
t's
see wha
need to ess. The
Folks, wewith the proc y. I've
broken s not happ notes. Take
customer' the CSS's me with
uploadedget back to out and
a look, let's work this
ideas,
fix it.

Keyboard, screen
Figure 22. Keyboards and
screens replace voices and
facial expressions.

* Refer back to the earlier
chapter, Collaborating in
the analogue domain.

It takes time and some curation (as opposed to moderation), so don’t
expect an instantaneous mass take-up. But those who start blogging this
way – as well as those who join the conversation via comments – will have
just started their journey as Active collaborators.
In addition to practical tips on length, tone, etc. encourage people to tell
stories, to convey how they feel about what they’re sharing and add a
strong personal perspective. Suggest that they first share their ideas with
colleagues, in person, and then write about those conversations and who
was involved in them. Telling the story of how an idea evolved is highly
engaging. People-oriented posts are always more compelling, not just for
readers but also for the writer. Suggest a video blog (vlog) instead of a
written one. Suggest that they present it as a group rather than just one
person.
Your Community Manager can play a role by reflecting particularly
innovative blog pieces back to the broader workforce via high traffic areas
like the intranet home page.
As a senior leader you should occasionally comment as a listener. Each
comment you make reinforces the message that the senior management
team fully support the value of blogs as a place for rattling the cage.
Perceived differently, blogs can be a hub of Active collaboration. A
powerful engine for challenging current practices and pushing out new
thinking. A place to encourage and develop thought leadership.

Active collaboration: Analogue v Digital
In the analogue meeting room, where teams are in situ and people speak
with voices and faces rather than keyboards and screens, behaviours
like the ones we’ve just talked about can be coaxed out with little more
than good team leadership. Encouraging staff to be open and candid, to
acknowledge one another’s contributions (‘like’), to comment, tell stories,
table articles and ideas, suggest guest speakers…this is what happens in
a (good) analogue meeting.* In this environment, the leap from Passive to
Active collaboration is not a huge one.
In the digital domain, it’s a much bigger jump because we lose most of the
face and voice contact – the building blocks of trust and openness (Figure
22). And we’re not very good at replacing that with text. We very easily fall
back into simple and limited questions and answers – Passive collaboration.
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On the flip side, the digital world gives us an exponentially greater reach
across an organisation and opportunity for collaboration.

Circling back to the
analogue domain

So we need to leverage the latter while avoiding the former, i.e. falling
back to Passive collaboration as our default behaviour. As I hope we’ve
demonstrated, there are many small but effective ways to bridge the
analogue/digital divide and build good Active collaboration behaviours
that will grow knowledge and introduce new thinking.

To put the icing on the

Giving Active collaboration the attention it deserves will make your digital
tools many times more useful and effective than a collaboration design
that stops at Passive collaboration.

or video hook-ups to

6.3 Who is involved

up as a result of the

Active collaboration
cake, circle back to the
analogue world. Use
face-to-face meetings
talk as a group about
topics or ideas which
have been picked
Active collaboration

Senior leadership
There are not many chapters in this book that don’t involve
senior leadership in some way. Here, it’s important that they
promote the blogging channel as a place for new thinking,
and occasionally @mention someone themselves in a blog
post comment.

Middle managers and team leaders

of others. Be open to
inviting those others
into a team meeting
in person or via video
to elaborate on their
thoughts.

Middle managers and team leaders should lead
by example and find ways to reinforce Active
collaboration behaviours at every opportunity.
It’s important they stress the value of following
and blogging as a means of keeping a steady trickle of outside
thinking coming into their teams.
Another way they can do this is to regularly include influencers
in team discussions. The friendly IT person, the guru from
marketing, that sales person who has great insights into customer
interactions. Having these influencers sharing, contributing
and generally being visible helps create an environment that
enriches and encourages Active collaboration. Not to mention
helping to break down the organisational walls that we all want

#6

social collaboration to break down. Team leaders should be on a
constant look-out to uncover influencers and invite them in.

Community Manager
This is core to the Community Manager role. They
understand the concept and value of Active collaboration
and keep a weather eye on how it’s reflected in
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collaborative communities. Specifically, how people are posting,
commenting, @mentioning, etc.
They reflect back success stories generated by their Active
collaboration champions, and maintain strong relationships with
them so that they continue to model the behaviours and influence
others.
Community Managers can develop a community around these
Active collaboration champions, pulling together the Terence Taos
in your organisation.
Through their monitoring, and because of their unique overview
of the organisation, they can also chip into any open discussion
and with an @mention bring others from different business areas
into a relevant conversation.
Regular social network analysis, and strategic tweaking or
hands-on management, should be on the Community Manager›s
checklist, using any of the following methods:
• Observation
• Out of the box platform stats
• If available, sophisticated social network analysis tools

Human Resources team
HR policy-makers, along with senior managers,
have the power to loosen the reins (within limits)
on the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) of middle
managers and individuals. This means recognising,
not penalising them, for the work they and their teams do in
fostering and participating in new conversations which are not
necessarily directly related to their day-to-day deliverables.
This is a big step, but a lot is at stake. The greatest risk to Active
collaboration is teams never moving out of task mode – ‘I refuse
to think about anything not related to my specific task’ – because
they believe that Active collaboration behaviours are not
recognised as having any value when it counts.

Process Owners
Process owners don’t have any actions as such, but It’s
important that they and their teams listen to and engage
in conversations which might have positive benefits for
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their process flows, even if not immediately evident. How
other teams solve workflow problems, putting out their own
challenges to staff for improvements, inviting contributions
from others.
Organisations are powered by processes and process workflows, so
it’s very much in the interests of process owners for their teams to
be at the forefront of good Active collaboration behaviours.

Internal Communications and Marketing
Internal communications play an important role in
helping to shape the messages coming from senior
leadership around Active collaboration and what it
means to the organisation. This includes the value of
adopting blogs as a way to surface new thinking.
They can also help guide and mentor senior leaders in how to
‘walk the talk’, i.e. become good Active collaborators themselves.

6.4 What it looks like when its working
It’s easier to see when it’s not working. A trawl through conversations
(or a more formal social network analysis) will show a plethora of short,
transactional conversations all aimed at solving immediate problems to
get a job done. Conversations that quickly tail off once the question is
answered.
When people are actively collaborating, that same trawl will reveal a
higher number of longer conversations and threads involving people
outside the organisational area of the original post. Conversations are
likely to be longer, with higher value comments which will potentially
lead to an outcome not anticipated by the original poster. Social network
analysis will reveal new connections that are less predictable and could
indicate potential innovation hot spots.
Blogs become a sort of ideas hothouse area, a place for genuine thought
leadership, rather than a place for senior managers to write updates on
the current commercial landscape or organisational strategy.
In idea capture systems we see the rise of ideas
which are the product of multiple individuals, a
result of relationships generated through mature
Active collaboration.

#6

One of the aims of Active collaboration
is to keep outside thinking at the
centre of every interaction.
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As a blueprint for Active collaboration in action, there is no
better example than that of Terence Tao, above.

Ex
am
pl
e

Example

Substitute a challenge you’re facing in your business unit
for his breakthrough mathematical work. Look back through the list of
qualities that made him an exemplary Active collaborator. Apply them to
that business challenge using the collaboration tools you and your team
have at your disposal.

6.5 Ongoing maintenance required to sustain it
Behaviour modelling is the most powerful way to embed Active
collaboration habits. Middle managers and team leaders must
continuously lead by example and conspicuously support champion Active
collaborators.
Occasional demonstrations of good Active collaboration behaviours
by senior leaders is also powerful. A comment here, a Like there, an @
mention. It doesn’t have to be often, even just once a day. Every time they
do, they are making a statement that they’re on the journey with us.
Community Manager scorecard
Whether it’s their full or part-time role, any Community Manager can
create a scorecard around the Active collaboration behaviours discussed
above. It’s as simple as listing each of the behaviours in one column, then
scoring the community’s performance from 0 through 10, where 0=Not
happening and 10=Extremely good, in another.
It’s never going to be an exact science, but can be used for reporting back
to stakeholders. Run the scorecard every few months or so alongside any
initiatives or programs aimed at improving those behaviours. Then feed
it back to community stakeholders and team leaders. Internal campaigns
and initiatives can then be created or adjusted accordingly.
This scorecard is similar but separate from the measures we talk about in
the next chapter, element #7. It is tailored specifically for monitoring the
levels of Active collaboration.
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Chapter 14

Manage ongoing progress
– make your design sustainable
• Why it’s important
• How to do it
• Who is involved
• What it looks like when it’s working
• Ongoing maintenance required to sustain it

7.1 Why it’s so important
“How do we measure success?”
“How can we tell if our culture is improving and our people are becoming
more collaborative over time?”
“How do we know whether our design is producing long term,
sustainable collaboration and isn’t just a one-shot injection of energy?”
These are all fair questions, and we need to have answers for them. One
thing is certain: a collaboration culture isn’t something that magically selfperpetuates once the design elements have all been ticked off. Behaviours
that we’ve worked hard to instil can very easily lapse if we take our eyes
off the ball.
Historically there have been two approaches to quantify the ongoing
success of knowledge management and collaboration initiatives:
1. Work efficiencies. People take less time on common workflow
tasks, like seeking answers to questions, authoring or approving
documents, completing process steps. Average out the hours saved
per person, multiply it by their wages per hour, and presto, we have
the potential savings to the organisation.
2. Stats. Our social collaboration platform stats show us that more and
more people are using the system. People are collaborating. Box
ticked. All good.

#7

Measuring work efficiencies has always been dubious at best. Who’s
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to say that the time saved will be effectively spent elsewhere? It’s rare
for a collaboration business case to be given a green light on this basis,
even though it does still surface occasionally in conversations about
collaboration metrics. Even assuming it has some merit, at best it would
only cover Passive collaboration, the transacting of knowledge. It can’t
and doesn’t measure the embedding of good all-round collaborative
behaviours.
Let’s focus on the second one. During one particular engagement, we
looked at the activity report of a collaboration platform. The data, pulled
from the system’s standard reporting system, showed that over 90% of
staff were regularly logging into the platform and using it. (It had been
deployed as the intranet, so no shocks there.) The stats happily showed
that documents were being uploaded, people were posting, and the
number of Groups was growing steadily.
Then we interviewed a number of staff from different parts of the
organisation. The interviews told a very different story. They told the story
of people confused about using the tools. Not sure exactly where to place
documents so just putting them somewhere, anywhere. Not sure why or
when they should be posting and commenting but doing so because they
were expected to. (In one case, because their manager was factoring raw
post numbers into the team’s performance reviews.) Group proliferation
was already an issue. Multiple overlapping Groups were being created
because there was no guidance around ascertaining if a similar Group
already existed. People would join each one, just in case.
Yes, people were using the tools, but very ineffectively. They were
frustrated by the lack of guidance, what to use when. In short, a textbook
case of Digital Workplace Chaos. All the while, the raw stats were giving
the thumbs up.
Stats tell us about activity, but not the quality of that activity or the
behaviours or intentions that are driving it* – and, ultimately, the value of
all this effort to the organisation. These things require human judgement.

* There are statistical
packages available now
that apply analytics and
even sentiment analysis to
the basic stats provided by
platform vendors. See the
section below, Advanced
statistical solutions.

Our task in this chapter is to apply human judgement and derive measures
for collaborative behaviours. Not by measuring every single behaviour that
we’ve covered in this book, but enough to track the overall health of our
collaboration design and expose any glaring gaps or weaknesses, which
we can then target with the right tactics.
Are people buying into collaboration through everyday actions? Do staff
feel safe participating? Are our leaders leading? Are we reducing tool
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confusion? These are the indicators of behavioural change, something
that activity statistics can’t easily tell us.

Sustainable change
Sustainability. Making our collaboration design stick. This is the holy grail
of any collaboration program, and the end game of what we cover in this
chapter.
The cycle of measuring and monitoring collaborative behaviours, looking
for dips and peaks and remediating them, is what makes
ship
Leader
collaboration vibrant and ongoing. It enables us to work on
the dips, build on the peaks, and absorb organisational stresses
such as structural changes and process re-engineering.
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This section on measurement should not be an afterthought, a nice-tohave, an ‘if we have time’ activity. While the other chapters cover the
framework of a collaboration design, this is the section you will keep
returning to in order to maintain continuity, momentum and purpose.

7.2 How to do it
Throughout this book we’ve identified sets of behaviours across a number
of roles which collectively give us the foundation for a well-rounded and
well-grounded collaboration design.
In this section we’ll bring together a condensed, rolled-up version of these
behaviours and turn them into a simple-to-use tool called a Collaboration
Diagnostic. When run regularly, it shows us whether the behaviours we’re
trying to embed are really sticking or not, and gives us clear direction on
where we need to focus our efforts for those that aren’t.
At a very high level, the measurement cycle runs this way:
1.

Prepare the diagnostic: a set of aspirational statements, in plain
language, embodying the behaviours we want to embed;

2.

Run the diagnostic regularly across a team, a project, a process
or other well defined but smallish work area;

3.

At the middle management and team leader level, hold
Discussion and Action (D&A) sessions at regular intervals, using
the diagnostics to identify problem areas. Then collectively
devise short-to-medium-term tactics to address them;

4.

Document the tactics in a short term Remediation Program Of

#7

Work (RPOW): what tactics will be actioned, and when.
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Collaboration Diagnostic cycle
Baseline

Diagnostic

Reset baseline

Diagnostic

Discussion & Action
(D&A) session
RPOW

Discussion & Action
(D&A) session

Remediation
Program Of Work (RPOW)

RPOW

Every 12-18 months
Adjust strategy accordingly

Remediation
Program Of Work (RPOW)

Every 4-6 months

Figure 23. The full
Collaboration Diagnostic
cycle

Figure 23 shows the full Collaboration Diagnostic cycle. To fully
understand it, we’ll work through the four steps above.

STEP 1: Prepare the diagnostic
The diagnostic is no more than a series of simple, plain-language
statements that distil all the great collaborative behaviours we’ve covered
in the book into a summary list. We then rate each one.

Here’s an example of one we’ve used at Innosis:

Ex
am
pl
e

Trying to include every individual behaviour across all the design elements
would be impractical. What we need from the Collaboration Diagnostic is
sufficient insight into how the behaviours are generally tracking without
the exercise becoming too onerous.

• Senior leaders regularly reinforce the message that
they want a more open, conversation-based way of working – and
walk the talk
EXERCISE
Go back to the
previous chapters
and identify which of
these statements come
from which design
elements.
TIP: A statement in
the diagnostic can
reference more than
one design element.

• Staff have a clear understanding of why collaboration is so important
for success
• Staff feel safe posting and commenting, even if what they say is
negative
• Senior leaders use social channels with a ‘light touch’, listening and
once in a while engaging positively
• By default, leaders allow their staff time to connect or work with
others outside their immediate team or process on topics not
specifically work-related
• Teams are actively encouraged to bring outside thinking into their
circles, or contribute expertise to others
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• Staff always feel they have an avenue for sorting through any tool
confusion

It’s a set which over the years we’ve settled on as containing the most
important indicators of a robust collaborative culture. You can fine-tune
the statements to fit your organisation. These questions are not about
what gets done (productivity), they’re about how it gets done – the allimportant behaviours.
Avoid the temptation to keep adding more, or making the statements
more detailed, trying to cover off all the variations. To be effective, the
diagnostic needs to be short, easy to understand and not very timeconsuming. A snapshot of current collaborative behaviours.

* A scale of zero to 10
is too granular (tends to
produce scores grouped
around the middle), while
a scale of zero to five isn’t
granular enough. We’ve
found a scale of zero to
seven to be the most
effective.

Rating the statements
To rate the statements, we apply this ultra-simple test to each one:

How well are we doing at this?
Score your answer between zero and seven. A score of zero means ‘we
don’t do it at all’, while a rating of seven* means it’s become the status
quo in the team.
Figure 24 shows what a diagnostic based on the above statements looks like.
Just a simple, old-school form. You might want to provide a hard copy of
the form so people, including yourself, can fill it in on a table away from

Figure 24. The
Collaboration
Diagnostic – detail

Collaboration Diagnostic
Date :

Score (0=no t at all, 7=the s tatus quo)

B ehaviou r

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Senior leaders regularly reinforce the message that they want a more open,
conversation-based way of working – and walk the talk
Staff have a clear understanding of why collaboration is so important for success
Staff feel safe posting and commenting, even if the message is negative
Senior leaders use social channels with a ‘light touch’, listening and once in a while
engaging positively
By default, leaders allow their staff time to connect or work with others outside their
immediate team or process on topics not specifically work-related
Teams are actively encouraged to bring outside thinking into their circles, or contribute
expertise to others

#7

Staff always feel they have an avenue for sorting through any tool confusion
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a computer screen. This allows for reflection, something that’s becoming
less of a commodity in the ‘always on’ digital workplace. Room to think
about what the behaviours represent, to remind ourselves of our vision
for collaboration. It’s likely to make the results less hurried and more
thoughtful.

STEP 2: Run the diagnostic
The footprint of the diagnostic is important. It should be run at the team
and workgroup levels, levels at which the most accurate judgements of
the statements can be made.
With one exception, which we talk about below, an attempt to run it
more broadly across the organisation in the hope of producing a single,
cross-organisational result is unlikely to succeed. Collaboration maturity
can vary wildly between business areas that have little in common, so a
one-size-fits-all response will be less effective. Diagnostics should be run
and processed at a more localised level.
The question of who completes the diagnostic isn’t always straight
forward.
It should always include local team and workgroup leaders, those who live
and breathe the culture within their teams and can make quick, reliable
judgements about it. To be effective and authentic, the judgement has to
be made from inside the collaboration room, not outside looking in. I.e.
‘How well are we doing?’, as opposed to ‘How well are they doing?’.
Should staff members also be asked to take the diagnostic and rate
the statements? On the plus side, candid opinions from staff about the
behaviours they see around them can be very insightful. The down side is
that asking them to rate behaviours too often can create survey fatigue,
or even annoyance.
There is no one answer as to who should take the diagnostic, it can vary
between organisations, or even business areas. The important thing is that
they take place.

Timing
The diagnostics should be run no more than six months apart, preferably
about every four. Quick snapshots of your collaboration culture. Time-wise
it’s low impact, so it shouldn’t be difficult to slot into people’s calendars.
Stretching it out into an annual event allows stagnation to set in between
diagnostics, making it much more difficult to address problems later. A
stitch in time. Proverbs become proverbs for good reason.
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Before you start: establish a baseline
This is the exception we talked about above.
Before you begin running local Collaboration Diagnostics, run the
diagnostic as a one-off organisation-wide survey.

Baseline

Aside from its role in the diagnostic, it gives a highly valuable insight into
the current collaboration culture across your organisation. A state of the
nation, as it were. Its value here, though, is to establish a general baseline
for subsequent Collaboration Diagnostics run in localised business areas.
A high value reference point to measure your local results against those of
the organisation overall.
Every twelve months or so, consider re-running the same baseline survey.
This will reset the baseline, as well as highlight any areas of unusually
stubborn resistance to behavioural change that might prompt a higher
level review of the overall collaboration strategy.
A natural owner for the baseline survey is the HR team, who manage
employee engagement surveys. The baseline diagnostic is a good fit
with those surveys and can be synchronised with them to reduce survey
fatigue.

STEP 3: Hold Discussion and Action (D&A) sessions
This is arguably the most vital step in the process, the secret sauce of the
Collaboration Diagnostic, and one that is all too often skipped.
What’s a Discussion and Action session? A Collaboration Diagnostic will
be of little value if the results go no further that someone’s desk or hard
drive. They need to be evaluated and then actioned (Figure 25). Just like
any other business measurement activity.
The purpose of a Discussion and Action session is to pull together
those who run Collaboration Diagnostics (team leaders and workgroup
managers) so they can
share and cross-reference results;
learn from one another;
understand collaboration trends in the organisation;
develop tactics to address the low-rating collaboration
behaviours – collaboratively.

#7

How this works is flexible. In some organisations, the diagnostics are
highly co-ordinated, with D&A sessions scheduled each time one is run.
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In other organisations this isn’t always possible. Here the sessions might
occur asynchronously as ongoing, rolling discussions. As diagnostic
results are posted, members can comment, offer suggestions, and – most
importantly – organise meetings to decide and schedule remediation
tactics.
D&A sessions are not tech-intensive. It can be as simple as creating a Group
which includes others responsible for Collaboration Diagnostics in different
work areas. Diagnostic results can be posted for discussion and action.
Or schedule face-to-face or video meetings to look at the diagnostics,
how they’re trending, what patterns are emerging, what some quick wins
might be.

Diagnostic

The bottom line is, don’t overlook or bypass the
discussion and action part of the process. The D&A
step. Think of it as ‘DNA’. Fine tuning the DNA of
your collaboration culture.

D&A session

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

It’s that important. Making sure the diagnostic
outcomes are evaluated and actioned is the reason
the diagnostics are run.

Fine-tuning the DNA
Figure 25. Actioning the
Diagnostic results.

What happens in a (good) D&A session:
diagnostic results are tabled; patterns, peaks, and troughs are
identified
tactics to address them are agreed
resources and knowledge are shared
the collaborative culture between the participants is deepened – don’t
underestimate this valuable by-product of the sessions (Figure 26)

Figure 26. Collaborating in
a D&A session.

"That low-scoring
behaviour needs attention."
"We can combine forces on
the first one."
"We're going backwards
on this one..."
"I have some ideas for
addressing the last one."
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Done well, D&A sessions can be the difference between
a sharp rise in collaboration behaviours and the far
lesser outcome of incremental change.

We often assume the arena of collaboration
is individuals and small teams. It’s easy to
forget or ignore the larger arena, where

Determining tactics to address low-rating
behaviours

one business area might collaborate with

For each low-rating behaviour – and even the better
scoring ones – tactics can be developed to improve
the rating.

issues. D&A sessions exemplify this.

In practice, this is as simple as asking common sense
questions around each one. The questions hark back
to the many ways we’ve seen in previous chapters
that can lift particular behaviours.

other business areas across common, shared
Collaborating to solve issues raised
in Collaboration Diagnostics, sharing
knowledge and insights across boundaries,
is a measure of an organisation’s ability to
collaborate in the larger arena.

For example:
If senior leaders are not playing their part, who can we leverage to
influence them? Who are our champions or influencers amongst senior
leadership? Every leadership team has members who ‘get it’. What part
does/should the internal communications team play in this? Are senior
leaders comfortable with the technology and participating? What can
we do to change this?
If people are still not feeling safe posting, commenting or @mentioning,
what initiative can we create specifically to overcome those fears? A high
level internal campaign around a token, or mentoring for senior leaders
to promote ‘trickle down leadership’? Or both? What can we do to
encourage naysayers?
If managers are still uncomfortable about their people ‘wasting’ time
using the collaboration platform, how well have we educated middle
managers and leaders about Active collaboration? Who can we bring
in as guest speakers from other organisations or business areas to talk
about ways they changed that perception? Are our Key Performance
Indicators aligned with our collaboration objectives?
If staff are still struggling with tool confusion, do we need to reinvigorate
the ‘What to use when’ Group? Do we need to make more of
champions? Do we need to expose success stories in high traffic areas
like the Intranet home page?

To create remediation tactics, look at each low-scoring behaviour and
relate it back to one or more design elements. Find and adapt tactics from
those elements to address the low ratings.

#7
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STEP 4 : Create a Remediation Program Of Work (RPOW)
The Remediation Program Of Work (Figure 27) is what pops out at the
end of each diagnostic cycle. A formalised, documented list of the tactics
that have been decided in the D&A sessions – what the tactics are, when
they will be implemented, and by who. A simple tactical plan, at a local
or business area level, for keeping your people collaborating and your
collaboration design on track.
An RPOW is a short-to-medium-term strategy document, identifying and
addressing areas of immediate concern that surface in the diagnostics. It is
an adjunct to, not a substitute for, a longer term collaboration strategy.

Summing up

Figure 27. Example of an
RPOW.

Running regular Collaboration Diagnostics will help your collaboration
design stick, setting up a process of ongoing, iterative maintenance and
improvement. Fine tuning the DNA of your collaboration culture. It’s the
‘quiet achiever’ element of your collaboration design.
It also sets the scene for innovation, which we’ll explore in the closing

RPOW

Senior leaders regularly reinforce the
message that they want a more open,
conversation-based way of working – and
walk the talk.

Staff feel safe posting and commenting,
even if the message is negative.

Target score
Current score

Behaviours to lift

2

3

4

4

Program span : July-October

Tactics

2

3

01 July-14 July

A.W.
B.T.

Schedule one-on-one tech
familiarisation sessions with leadership
team.

18 July-29 July

A.W.
B.T.
G.S.

Set up Leadership Team private Group,
Director to announce.

30 July-06 Aug

G.S.

Internal marketing campaign - SAFE
token for all teams. Give home page slot
for best pics and videos.

15 Sept-07 Oct

G.S.
B.T.

01 Oct-18 Oct

A.S.

01 Oct-08 Oct

B.T.

One week intensive review and update of
WUW site - product development threads
and content.
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Who

Develop a timetable with comms team
to present comms plan to Leadership
team.

Collaborate with Intranet mgmt team to
devise promotional strategy and coresourcing.

Staff always feel they have an avenue for
sorting through any tool confusion.

When

chapter. Innovation-specific initiatives will achieve the best possible results
when they’re layered on top of a robust, self-sustaining collaboration culture.

Working with what you can and can’t control
Before you sound the charge, take a moment to remember that while this
approach helps us identify poor collaborative behaviours and create tactics
to remediate them, we’re unlikely to be in a position to solve everything
all at once.
To make real progress, you should keep in
mind the following:

Priority 1

Start small and prioritise the behaviours

What I can control

that are within your capacity to effect

Priority 2
What I can influence

change
Work within your circles of influence and
control
Don’t lose sleep over the things that are
clearly outside your ability to control or
influence. Work on what you can change,

What I can't control or influence

not what you want to change.

Advanced statistical solutions
Recently we’ve seen the emergence of advanced statistical solutions in the
marketplace which apply deep analysis, interpretation and visualisation to
Enterprise Social Network statistics. For example, the solution from market
leader SWOOP Analytics gives insights and interpretations far beyond
what the basic stats from collaboration platforms can ever provide.
These are a valuable adjunct to any social collaboration platform. They can
expose good (and bad) patterns of activity, apply sentiment analysis and
draw some theoretical conclusions based on behavioural archetypes.
We highly recommend looking at these. They can highlight strengths
and weaknesses in your collaboration design. They give you a further
opportunity to look at where you can target the tactics outlined in this
book.
They are, though, diagnostics of a different kind. No amount of statistical
analysis of platform activity can measure human traits and intangibles like
trust, safety, and leadership. This is what the Collaboration Diagnostic, in
its hand-crafted old-school way, is designed to do.

#7
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7.3 Who is involved
Senior leadership
In the chapter on Guidance we talked about a senior
collaboration stakeholder role. This same person, or
stakeholder group, is the natural owner of the statements
used in the Collaboration Diagnostic and should ensure they
take into account the aims and values of the organisation vis a vis
collaboration.
Their role is not just to approve them, but to ensure they’re
regularly reviewed in light of organisational evolution and
culture change. They should also play a role in convening and/
or supporting the Discussion and Action sessions which evaluate
and action the results of diagnostics. This might include oversight
of setting up and monitoring the Groups in which those D&A
conversations take place.
In the absence of a senior collaboration stakeholder, the endto-end diagnostic activity should be delegated outside the
organisation. Really? Why not delegate to the I.T. department?
With all due respect to our friends in I.T., this is not a set of
questions that I.T. should be drafting. The job of I.T.is to gather
input for technology solutions. The function of the diagnostic is
to put the technology to one side and focus solely on behavioural
dynamics. They are very different things.
A secondary role played by senior leaders in this design element
is to ensure that the diagnostics, and the peer-to-peer Discussion
and Action sessions that follow them, continue to take place. They
should push for Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) around the
latter, something we touched on above.
They should review the results of each diagnostic and be apprised
of what the agreed remediation tactics are. The evolution and
measurement of a collaboration culture is not a set-and-forget
activity. It should be seen as vital to an organisation’s success, and
reviewed regularly by senior leaders just as they would any other
critically important function.

Middle managers and team leaders
Assessing the behaviours and charting progress
is one of their two primary tasks in this element.
They live in the culture, in the collaborative
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environment, and are in the best position to evaluate it.
Their second primary task is active participation in the Discussion
and Action sessions, sharing and reviewing their results with
peers. These conversations will draw out peaks and troughs in
collaboration behaviours, which in turn will generate the tactics to
work on each.

Community Manager
It’s important that the Community Manager monitors the
diagnostics and the conversations that occur around them. As
the key hands-on collaboration person in the organisation,
they are likely to be a part of any tactical initiatives that fall
out of the Discussion and Action conversations.

Human Resources team
We explored this briefly when talking about granting
permission to collaborate, as well as the chapter on
Active Collaboration. HR is in a position to set KPIs
for middle managers and team leaders so that they include
recognition for time allocated to collaboration-focused activities.
Potentially across all seven elements of your collaboration design.
It’s important here that the diagnostic ratings (scores) aren’t
linked directly to anyone’s Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
This may sound counter-intuitive, but it removes the temptation
for anyone to inflate the results to look good. Instead, put KPIs
around participation in the Discussion and Action conversations.
These peer-to-peer discussions should normalise any artificially
high results and are the most important part of the Collaboration
Diagnostic process.
HR are the natural owner of the baseline diagnostic, as a broad
measure of the organisation’s collaborative maturity. It makes
sense the HR team should incorporate the baseline diagnostic
survey into their ongoing employee engagement surveys.

Process owners
Process owners in particular should take an active interest in
the ongoing diagnostics and Discussion and Action sessions,
since it has significant ramifications for the successful delivery
of their processes. Diagnostics can shine a light on weaknesses

#7

and anomalies that occur in those processes and provide an
opportunity for process owners to remediate them.
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Internal Communications and Marketing
It’s always a good idea to share survey results,
to keep employees in the loop. The baseline
diagnostic presents an opportunity to talk about
collaborative behaviours, to let people know where
the organisation sits in relation to other organisations, and where
the areas for improvement are. It’s an opportunity to push the
key messages around collaboration: its value to the organisation,
that everyone has permission to collaborate, that it’s how the
leadership team now works, and so on.
Burying the results of the diagnostics will produce corridor
conversations and feed the naysayers.

7.4 What it looks like when it’s working
Both the annual and interim diagnostics become a part of the operations
cycle for all business areas.
Within each broad business area, an ongoing strategy is in place around
the diagnostics to quickly pick up any behavioural dips and initiate
targeted culture change programs to remediate them.
All of the critical behaviours required for well-rounded, well-grounded
collaboration show a gradual uplift, to the point where good collaborative
behaviours become the norm for different areas of the organisation.
Ratings begin to sit regularly in the top half of the 0-7 scale*.
Workgroups who embody these behaviours start to outweigh the pockets
of those who don’t (but who are being coached).
Projects and processes flow more freely and more positively as typical
hurdles like poor communication, voices not heard, bureaucratic
boundaries and narrow thinking are whittled away by the steady
improvement of collaborative behaviours across the board, both from
team members and senior leaders.

7.5 Ongoing maintenance required to sustain it
* This is an indicator of
a burgeoning innovation
culture. Refer to the
later chapter The link to
innovation, in particular
the section headed ‘The
Innovation Sweet Spot’.

Sustainability for this crucial design element hinges on the continued
momentum of our prime movers, the middle managers and team leaders,
who run the diagnostics and the all-important peer-to-peer Discussion
and Action conversations that follow.
As a safeguard against a fall-off in momentum, KPIs should be assigned
specifically for the D&A conversations, as described above.
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Collaboration Diagnostics are not rocket science, nor should the
continued running of them be time-consuming. Just a few simple steps
that can provide your collaboration design with its most sought-after
asset – sustainability.

#7
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Chapter 15

Circling back to the
collaboration blockers to
develop strategies and
tactics
A

s much as we’d all love to build a nice, clean collaboration
environment from the ground up applying all seven of the collaboration
design elements, the reality is that most of us are handed an existing
situation with all sorts of complex and pressing issues we need to address
right now.
Such as collaboration blockers. The things that stop people collaborating.
We asked a question about this in a very early chapter: what is preventing
you, and the people in your organisation, from collaborating effectively?
We’ve come a long way since that early chapter, so let’s use the
knowledge we’ve acquired to develop some tactics to apply to those
blockers. To begin to dismantle them.
Blockers can seem very intimidating, even overwhelming. Big, sprawling,
multi-dimensional challenges that leave us wondering where we can even
start. In this chapter, we’ll look at how to break down those blockers into
component parts, and then methodically apply tactics to address each
one.
Our framework for doing this will be the seven #elements of good
collaboration design, as laid out in this book.
The steps are relatively straight forward:
Identify the blockers (which we’ve done);
Define the scope. This means looking at each blocker to see which
of the collaboration design elements it touches. Which elements
might have a bearing on the problem. Which ones contain
contributing factors;
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For each element that is touched, look at possible tactics that will
address that facet of the problem;
Using the circles of control and influence approach from the last
chapter, focus only on those tactics we can control or influence.

Here’s an example of a common blocker, borrowed from the previous
chapter.

Managers feel their people are wasting time using the
collaboration platform for non-work conversations

#1 Granting permission to collaborate
People are already collaborating, so this is
unlikely to have a bearing on the problem.

#2 Vision
This may contribute to the blocker if the
vision for collaboration is limited to Passive
collaboration, a purely transactional mode of
sharing knowledge, since anything outside of
that will be seen as unproductive. It’s a view
we need to change.

#3 Get people talking
This element has a major bearing on the
problem. Refer back to section 3.2: ‘What
looks like trivial chatter might not be’. One of
the ways we break down hierarchies and status
boundaries is non-work conversations.

#4 Aligning with work
This one has a tangential but important
bearing on the problem. Our collaboration
touchpoints may include one or more people
we’ve developed a connection with outside
of our project or process – via a sporting or
child care social group, for example. Non-work

Ex
am
pl
e

First, we’ll define the scope. Meaning, identify which of the design
elements the blocker touches. In this example it’s the ones marked in
yellow, with the reasoning for each one.
conversations give us access to
potentially high value knowledge
when we might need it. Our managers need
to understand how this contributes to the
effectiveness of our processes.

#5 Guidance
This one is also outside the scope and will have
little influence on the problem.

#6 Taking it to the next level with
Active collaboration
This element is central to the problem, since
Active collaboration uses conversations as
the primary vehicle for growing knowledge,
creating new solutions, and evolving our work
practices. It relies on relationships, relationships
that may well have been formed via ‘trivial’,
non-work conversations. We need to focus on
this element.

#7 Manage ongoing progress
This one will only come into play if as a result
of a baseline diagnostic, this particular blocker
shows up as a generic weakness across the
organisation. For now we’ll leave it.
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Now we’ve identified the scope of the blocker, we can look at each of
the relevant design elements (the ones the problem touches) to develop
tactics that will begin to break it down.
For example, we may need to request senior managers take their line
managers through a visioning exercise (element #2) so they understand
that the vision for collaboration is broader than just transacting
knowledge. This is a high priority tactic, since success here will reduce
the general need for education around the business value of non-work
conversations.
From element #3, we see that conversations serve three important
functions outside simple knowledge transactions – review the chapter
titled Get people talking, section 3.2. Depending on how we go with
the visioning exercise above, we may need to develop an alternative
tactic to remind managers of these three functions. For example, we
might request that senior leaders include an agenda item for their middle
managers as part of a monthly briefing, as an awareness raising exercise.
Or, at the other end of the scale, we might work with the Learning and
Development team to create a module specifically on that topic. There will
be other approaches in between those two extremes. Think creatively.
Element #4 may not seem relevant on the surface, but relationships
developed outside a project or process in a non-work social Group can
become collaboration touchpoints. For example, in talking to someone
in a different business area about pets we might find out that they have
deep knowledge of a topic that’s important to our process. Our non-work
conversation may well evolve into a work conversation and potential
touchpoint.
Much of our tactical focus, though, will be on element #6. To start to
really chip away at our blocker, we need to take the relevant managers
on a journey which makes them aware of the difference between Passive
and Active collaboration, how Active collaboration is vision-driven, and
the value we should place on all conversations. Workshops on Active
collaboration practices, coaching in team communication skills, bringing
in outside stories of how non-work conversations have led to business
breakthroughs, all of these come into play as possible tactics that will start
to break down the blocker.
If we have access to the HR team, we might also discuss modifying Key
Performance Indicators to reward rather than penalise people for time spent
using the collaboration platform for Active collaboration conversations.
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We might work with the internal communications team to have some
great Active collaboration stories published in high traffic areas, or the
creation of information packs for team leaders and middle managers that
help them adjust to the change and to place more trust in their teams
having those conversations.
Ensure that at least one of your tactics includes a reference to the
Collaboration Constitution and the values embedded in it. In particular,
the final statement of the Constitution. Refer back to the chapter
Granting permission to collaborate, in particular the section titled ‘Game
changer: The Collaboration Constitution’.
In short, there are many avenues within an organisation to develop tactics
– based around the seven elements – to erode your collaboration blockers.
Figure 28 shows another very simple and common example, in a more
concise layout.

BLOCKER :
Step

Figure 28. Breaking down
a blocker into a set of clear
tactics.

There is no co-ordination across product teams, so people use
different tools and are not collaborating.

A Review the design elements.
Which ones does our blocker touch?

#4 Aligning with work
Issue: Lack of collaboration touchpoints, i.e. an
analysis of who needs to collaborate with who
and what knowledge needs to be processed
between them. This means the teams are
working in isolation. Once these are better
understood, some tool negotiations and
alignment can take place.

Step

B Some tactics, within our control, that we
might employ to remediate the issues

Work with senior process owners to initiate one-off
workshops where middle managers and team leaders
can be introduced to the notion of collaboration
touchpoints.
Publish further information and materials to be made
available on relevant intranet sites.
Help teams create Groups to discuss and identify their
touchpoints, and a central place to share them.
Reinforce initial work with follow-up messages from
leadership.

#5 Guidance
Issue: The problem suggests a lack of
collaborative leadership being shown by middle
managers and team leaders to negotiate and
give guidance on the best tools to use in
different scenarios.
Issue: The confusion suggests there is no
monitored ’What to use when’ Group, where
questions around tools can be raised openly and
staff have confidence that they will be answered.

Senior process owners to initiate conversations
between all teams involved in product development
with the aim of arriving at an agreed guidance for tool
use across common processes.
Gv
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There is no collaboration blocker that can’t be broken down in this way.

What we can control and influence
Going back to what we touched on in the previous chapter, we need to
now ask: what can I, in my particular role, control or influence?
Write down an honest answer and focus your energies on those areas.
Things you can directly control should be at the very top of your list, your
highest priority, a way to gain initial traction. Then tackle those areas you
can influence.
The universe won’t shift overnight, and you don’t want it to. Good
behaviours take time to embed. Breaking down blockers is a methodical,
step by step process.

Developing an organisational collaboration strategy
We can use this same process to generate a longer term collaboration
strategy for a broader business area, or even the entire organisation. Once
again, the steps are simple and straight forward.
Evaluate each design element against the goals of the business area/
organisation. How will it help us achieve those goals?

Figure 29. Using the
design elements to
create a strategy.

Prioritise. Decide which design element, or elements, will help us towards
those goals right now. Today. Permission to collaborate? A vision for
collaboration? Pursuing Active collaboration? Look for the greatest
immediate need.

Year 1
Focus areas

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 2
Q4

Granting permission
Vision
Get people talking
Aligning with work
Guidance
Active collaboration
Measuring progress
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Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Then ask, which will be most important in six months? In twelve months?
In two years?
From that, sketch out a forward planning timeline (Figure 29) which
shows when each of the design elements should be ‘rolled out’, or
become a strong business focus for your organisation. Some may overlap,
or occur in parallel.
Once you’ve sketched out the timeline, review each design element
and devise tactics, starting with suggestions in this book, to elevate the
behaviours covered in each element. Add each tactic to the timeline.
Working through these steps will produce a clearly defined, time-tabled
collaboration strategy underpinned by an equally clear set of tactics,
whose end game is achieving your organisation’s business goals and
vision.
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Chapter 16

The link to innovation

Andrew Pope and I chose the name Innosis for our consultancy because
it represents what we believe is the integral link between collaboration
and innovation.
• Inn(ovation)
• (Symbi)osis – the reliance of two entities on one another for their
mutual well-being

The two are connected at the hip. Establish a robust collaborative culture,
and innovation – the intersection of people, ideas and new thinking – will
begin to spontaneously occur.
If you’re in the collaboration game, you have already, by default, started
the innovation journey.
In an earlier chapter, I mentioned a term coined by John Bessant, Professor
of Innovation at Exeter University in a blog post from 2016, where he
referred to conversations as the ‘fuzzy front end’ of innovation*.
In that post he looked back at the
coffee houses of the 16th and 17th
Ideation
Innovation
centuries in which people from a
Idea capture
process...
variety of disciplines gathered and
vigorously discussed the challenges
of the day. ‘A place,’ he says in the
post, ‘where the normal rules of
society governed by status and economic position were left aside and
people could meet and explore new possibilities on an equal footing.’ A
place, he continues, where we bump into things, we feel our way, we
explore problems, we probe and learn.

Innovation

* Refer to the chapter
Vision – the reason
we do it.

The connection between collaboration and innovation couldn’t be simpler.
They both start at the same place: conversations. Conversations that
break down walls, status and structures.
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Too often in the digital workplace we think of innovation as starting with
an ideas portal. We build a page and ask people to submit ideas. The
ideas are then commented on, voted on, and if they pass certain criteria,
are fed into an approvals process.
This rarely produces innovation. Just as it did in the 16th and 17th
century analogue world, innovation begins with conversations that
bump, probe and explore ideas. People talking. Across boundaries, across
domains, across disciplines. It begins with free-flowing connections and
relationships, where a half-formed idea meets its other half; where a
problem meets an insight; where outside inputs lift conversations out of
constrained thinking into free air; where expertise meets experience meets
insights, oblivious to boundaries.
From these intersections and connections we derive the two essential
ingredients of innovation:
Serendipitous discovery

It might sound like
a paradox to say
that we can plan for
serendipity, but it isn’t.
Actually, it’s essential.
Spontaneous events
are far more likely to
occur if we create the

Exponential improvement

conditions for them.

Conversations, virtual and face-to-face, are fundamental to building the
relationships and trust that enable these intersections and connections to
occur.
No new technology required. Just a change in perspective (Figure 30).

FROM

Collaboration creates
just these conditions.

Figure 30. Changing the
perspective.

TO

"We want you to innovate!"

Foster communities

Innovation as a work task

Build connections as part of
our everyday work

Ideas as a work outcome

Business relationships as
a work outcome

Submit individual ideas
to a database
IDEA

Ideas emerge naturally from
Groups, innovation campaigns,
hackathons etc.

S
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Think of your collaboration tools as your innovation engine
Here are three things to help you connect your collaboration design with
innovation.
1. Start to think of your collaboration tools not just as tools for
collaborating, but as your innovation engine. Again, no new technology
involved, just a mind-shift. Leaders can push out the message that the
end game of great collaboration is to become more innovative. We
touched on this in design element #2, Vision, but our point here is that
the vocabulary of collaboration can be adjusted so that it sounds more
like the language of innovation.
A simple shift like this places a higher value on collaboration tools. Instead
of thinking of them as just another mechanism to get a job done, people
begin to understand that posting insights and developing relationships
has a higher purpose – to help the organisation innovate, a purpose that
everyone can understand. It sends the message that even the smallest
process or project innovation is valued.
2. Consider adding innovation as a component of your local collaboration
vision. Something like, ‘We collaborate to <your local goal>, and to
maximise our ability to innovate collectively’.
3. Consider changing the name of your Community Manager to
Innovation Manager. Same job, different name. In the same way we can
shift people’s perception of collaboration tools by thinking of them as an
innovation engine, we can change our perspective on the Community
Manager role by linking it to the well-recognised and highly important
activity of innovation.

The Innovation Sweet Spot
At Innosis we have a name for when a collaboration ecosystem is
sufficiently mature to begin producing spontaneous innovation. We call it
the Innovation Sweet Spot. Where all of your organisation’s collaborative
behaviours are trending in the upper half of the spectrum.
Figure 31. The Innovation
Sweet Spot.
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Innovation

This is the point at which robust, borderless conversations and the
everyday intersection of disparate ideas and fresh thinking, in an
environment of openness and honesty, begin to naturally produce
innovation, as shown in Figure 31.
At this point, innovation-specific initiatives can gain real, long term
traction. In a low collaboration environment, innovation initiatives
can quickly fall away once the consultants have left the building and
people revert to old behaviours. In a healthy collaboration environment,
innovation activities land on fertile ground and are more easily integrated
into the way people now work.
In short, establishing a robust collaborative culture is the first step towards
a genuinely sustainable innovation culture.
To reach the Innovation Sweet Spot requires no additional technology
spend. Just good collaborative behaviours of the type we’ve discussed in
this book.

Innovation starts with a buzz, not with a bang
Collaboration and innovation are not two separate species, mutually
exclusive. They both start in the same place – the buzz of conversations.
In building a strong collaborative culture, you are already laying the
foundation for an equally strong innovation culture. At Innosis, our
innovation work always focuses, initially, on setting the right collaborative
conditions based on the design elements described in this book.

’Everyone you
ever meet knows
something you don’t.’
– Bill Nye, Science Guy

Then, and only then, we look at innovative-specific tactics to layer over
the top of it.
Let me reiterate: if you’re in the collaboration game, you’re already in the
innovation game.
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Chapter 17

Wrapping up

Over the course of this book we’ve covered large swathes of territory.
We asked you to think deeply about your collaboration blockers
and ask some telling questions. We’ve taken the microscope to
collaboration and observed that it has two very distinct faces, that
it’s not just a single activity that can be magically turned on by kitting
people out with new tools.
We’ve provided a framework designed to break down the monolithic
challenge of collaboration into grip-sized elements, putting you in control
of your collaboration outcome.
We’ve looked in detail at the part played by those in key organisational
roles, including senior leaders.
We hope the journey has convinced you that collaboration can be
designed and built. That collaboration blockers can be overcome by
applying the Collaboration Designer framework and using it to dismantle
the blockers, brick by brick.

The road ahead
This is a good time to reflect on your short term goals versus your longer
term goals. The book is designed to be there at your side for both.
In the short term – fixing an immediate problem, beginning the complex
task of building collaborative behaviours, putting the basics in place – the
book serves as a dip in/dip out resource, a guide to what you can do right
now to start making inroads.
Over the longer term, we hope you keep the book on hand as an endto-end blueprint for delivering the robust collaboration capability every
organisation needs in order to perform at its best in the modern world.
Come back to it often, use it as reference point for the peaks and troughs
that will inevitably occur over time. Remind yourself of the many levers
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you can pull in order to keep your collaboration culture as highly tuned
and functioning as it can possibly be.
Our greatest hope is that as you journey towards that end, you’ll be
able to say with full confidence that collaboration is your most valuable
business tool.
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Appendix 1
An example of a
Collaboration Constitution

The Collaboration Constitution should be thought of as a set of
guarantees and protections that give people the confidence to collaborate
freely, without inhibition. Focus on statements that will do the most to
reduce people’s fear of collaborating.

Collaboration Constitution

encourages all employees using

to have a voice in accordance with the following values:

1. Everyone’s opinion has equal value
When working in the open, everyone’s opinion has the same value.
We all have our own experiences, skills, insights and judgements that
are as important as the next person’s, no matter their role.

2. Criticism of a business activity is how we improve
If we accept unquestioningly what we always do, we will never
change. Change is essential if we want the best from ourselves and
the best for our customers. To change, as well as needing the best
ideas, we also need to know what doesn’t work, even if it hurts a
little.

3. What we learn, find useful or thought provoking is not
idle chatter, it needs to be shared
Much of human discovery comes from serendipity: seemingly
unconnected things coming together. Sharing what we’ve learned,
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what we’re up to, who we’re talking to, isn’t idle chatter. It’s a bigger
risk to stay quiet than it is to make a noise.

4. No matter how crazy an idea might be, give it a chance to
be heard
That idea that popped up, the one that common sense said you
should forget about? Get it out there. Give that half-formed crazy
thought a chance to land in the right place. If you keep it under
wraps, we’ll never know.

5. Everything we do is open to change
All of us must work towards the future. When you see an opportunity
for change, let everyone hear it.

6. Connections drive the relationships that power our
organisation
Our enterprise collaboration tools and platforms give us the ability
to connect with colleagues across borders, across organisational
boundaries. Forging new connections through common interests or
work challenges; strengthening existing relationships; these are a part
of everyone’s day to day role.
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Appendix 2
The Active/Passive
collaboration matrix

As we’ve pointed out in several places, the journey from Passive to Active
collaboration is not linear. You don’t necessarily have to develop Passive
collaboration to a certain point before you can start developing Active
collaboration behaviours (though we strongly recommend this as a
strategic approach).
Here is a snapshot of how the two interrelate. Underlying every
collaboration initiative should be the stretch goal of reaching the quadrant
in the top right corner.

Active collaboration

New solutions, building knowledge

HIGH

A
Injection of new thinking

High potential for innovation
Strong cross-functional
colleague networks
Uncontrolled
new practices

Fluid responses to change
B

Creation and adoption of new practices
A

Low operating speed
Compartmentalised workflows
"The way we've always
done things around here"

LOW

Increased productivity
Faster knowledge-flows
Finding expertise

Passive collaboration
Getting a job done
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B

HIGH

Appendix 3
Who does what, listed by role

Throughout the seven design elements chapters, in the ‘Who is involved’
sections, we tagged certain roles with specific actions which, collectively,
will deliver an end-to-end collaboration design. What follows is a
compilation of those activities, grouped according role.
The roles we’ve identified are those we’ve found to be relatively common
across the organisations we’ve worked with. They may have different
names within your organisation, and possibly different ambits of authority.
What’s important here, though, are not the specifics of the roles but the
actions that need to be undertaken in order to deliver the best possible
version of your collaboration design.
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Overview
Senior leadership

Community Manager
Middle managers / Team leaders
Process owners
Internal Comms & Marketing
Human Resources team
Information Technology team
Key :

Primary role

Secondary role

Supporting role
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Key

Senior leadership

Vision

Guidance

Set a broad, high level
vision for collaboration
and its importance to
the organisation.

Senior collaboration
stakeholder(s): facilitate the
creation of the Starter's
Guide and sign off on it.

Get people talking

Active collaboration

Demonstrate 'trickle down leadership'
(light touch participation).
Focus on listening, contribute positively.
Put aside time to occasionally participate
in conversations.
Actively sponsor collaborative events like
YamJams and hackathons.

Grant permission to collaborate
Learn! Take the time to understand the deep
value of a highly collaborative, networked
organisation. Become an advocate rather than a
reluctant starter. Advocates always want to open
the door for others.
Be the source of initial communications - setting
the context, outlining the importance.
Demonstrate through action: set up a private
Group for their own use, announced widely.

Promote the blogging channel
as a place to surface new
thinking.
Occasionally interact with
blog posts, @mention a senior
colleague.

Measure progress
Senior collaboration stakeholder(s): approve
the diagnostic statements, review when and if
necessary.
Review progress of culture change as indicated
by the rolled up diagnostics no less than every
six months and be prepared to renew
collaboration messaging if necessary (value of
collaboration to the organisation, permission to
collaborate, it's how the leadership team now
works, etc).
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Primary role
Secondary role
Supporting role

Key

Community Manager

Vision

Primary role
Secondary role
Supporting role

Measure progress

Highlight successes
achieved by teams
which are directly
attributable to their
vision for collaboration.

Monitor ongoing
diagnostics and Discussion
and Action (D&A)
conversations, looking for
opportunities to address
gaps and weaknesses.

Align with work
Grant permission to collaborate
Constantly monitor and report on
conversational activity. Not just
participation rates, but also the quality
and breadth of interactions.
Reflect collaboration successes and
examples back into the community, to
help stimulate trust and confidence.

Whether full time Community
Manager or process-specific
Community Manager,
establish tool discussion
Group(s) and monitor the
topics and themes of the
discussions.
Within the Group(s), ensure
that all queries and posts are
responded to and resolved in
some way.

Get people talking
Monitor conversations across broad
stretches of the organisation.
Look for ways like @mentioning to bring
low- or non-contributors into
conversations.
Prompt cross-boundary connections which
contributors might not have seen
themselves.
Regularly engage with senior leaders,
whether to prompt more participation or
to compliment them on their efforts.

Guidance

Active collaboration
Use their organisational knowledge and
community overview to plug relevant
influencers or experts into open conversations.
Reflect back to the community any success
stories resulting from great Active
collaboration behaviours.
Report on the level of Active collaboration
behaviours across their communities. Use a
Community Manager scorecard if it helps.
Input into strategies and tactics designed to
elevate Active collaboration behaviours and
techniques.

Create the top level 'What to use when' Group.
Play a major role in building and collecting content for the Group.
Ensure no question or post in the 'What to use when' Group is left dangling.
Monitor the Group to spot areas of weak guidance and engage with relevant
parties to address them. Alert training teams to areas of need.
Manage proliferation of Groups by engaging with Group owners to address
overlaps and rationalise where appropriate.
Leverage tool champions, those who know how best to use the tools in a
business context and can act as part-time support.
Create, and encourage the creation of, short videos on good practice.
Engage with I.T. to evaluate turning off the collaboration-specific add-ons built
into enterprise systems like ERP, CRM, and Project Management.
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Key

Primary role
Secondary role
Supporting role

Middle managers & team leaders
Vision

Measure progress

Lead the vision-setting
exercise with their teams,
ensuring broad
involvement.
Revisit the vision
periodically, or when an
organisational restructure
occurs.

Grant permission to collaborate
Actively reiterate and reinforce the
messaging from senior leaders about
the importance of collaboration.
Talk with their people about the
Collaboration Constitution.
Make 'permission to collaborate' real at
the local level.
Ensure the SpeakUp! token is adopted.

Run the diagnostic - rate
the team or workgroup's
collaborative behaviours.

Align with work

Fully engage in the D&A
conversations that follow,
sharing the results.

Organise and lead collaboration
touchpoint discussions, keeping
their team members involved.
Engage with I.T. to have a
representative involved (as an
advisor) in the final tool
selection step.
Participate in any tool selection
negotiations that fall out of it.
Actively contribute to
conversations in the processspecific Group set up by the
process owner.

Input into, and action, any
tactical changes prompted
by the results.

Active collaboration
Lead by example, demonstrate good
Active collaboration behaviours when
using the tools.
Promote those behaviours and
techniques within their teams.
Stimulate new and enriched thinking by
bringing influencers into team
conversations.

Model good collaboration behaviours.

Guidance

Get people talking
Recognise the contribution of naysayers.
Model the tone for digital conversations.
Provide some latitude for relationship
building outside people's immediate tasks.
Bring in experts to extend and diversify
conversations.

Facilitate discussions and negotiations around
local guidance, and formally issue the results.
Issue or endorse an Operating Charter if
needed.
Allow local tool champions the flexibility to
participate in the 'What to use when' Group,
advising and answering questions.
Recognising those champions.
Model the use of the suggested tools.
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Key

Process owner(s)
Align with work

Primary role
Secondary role
Supporting role

Measure progress

Have oversight of the collaboration
touchpoint exercises.

Monitor ongoing
diagnostics and
Discussion and Action
(D&A) conversations
and any course
corrections that come
from them.

Adjust process settings if the touchpoints
reveal anomalies when compared to the
formally-documented process.
Ensure the collaboration touchpoints are
reviewed at appropriate intervals.
Ensure a Community Manager role is
established to create and facilitate a tool
choice discussion Group and generally
monitor conversation topics and themes.
Invite an I.T. representative to participate in
the process-specific Group as technical
advisor on tool selection.

Active collaboration
Push the development of good Active
collaboration behaviours in their teams.
Organisations are powered by efficient
processes and process flows, process
teams need to be at the forefront of
Active collaboration behaviours.

Internal Communications and Marketing

Grant permission to collaborate
Shape the communications coming from
senior leadership during rollout or
reinforcement, setting the tone and
conveying a clear message of leadership
buy-in and participation.
Devise promotional activities around
distribution of the SpeakUp! token.

Active collaboration
Shape the communications
coming from senior leaders
relating to blogging
Assist senior leaders with
maintaining good Active
collaboration behaviours.

Measure progress
Broadly communicate
significant uplifts in
collaboration
behaviours, with
supporting, positive
comments from senior
leaders.
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Key

Human Resources team

Primary role
Secondary role
Supporting role

Active collaboration

Grant permission to collaborate

Adjust KPIs of individuals to recognise
collaboration contributions outside of
their immediate tasks, to give Active
collaboration an appreciable value.

Adjust KPIs of middle managers and
team leaders to include
accountabilities for time allocated to
collaboration-focused activities.

Measure progress

Get people talking

Include baseline collaboration diagnostic
in with an upcoming global employee
survey (e.g. annual Employee
Engagement Review).

Ensure senior leaders are sufficiently mentored
in the use of digital collaboration tools in order
to participate as good listeners and effective
contributors.

Ensure that KPIs for middle managers
and team leaders include their work on
regular collaboration diagnostics, e.g.
Discussion & Action sessions.

Ensure senior leaders are sufficiently coached in
the different behaviours required for the digital
domain as opposed to the analogue domain.

Information Technology team
Align with work
Have a representative act as advisor at the
last step of tool selection, after all the
touchpoints have been documented.

Guidance

Low-key participation in process-specific
Groups as technical platform owner and
advisor.
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Guide, advise, and wherever possible be
involved in local guidance discussions.
Investigate, with the Community Manager or
process owners, the prospect of turning off
the collaboration-specific add-ons built into
enterprise systems like ERP, CRM, and
Project Management.

Appendix 4
Community Manager,
the role you have to have

Many times in this book we’ve touched on a role we call Community
Manager*. Let’s talk about it in more detail.
‘What if we don’t have one?’
This is one of the first questions we get when we start an engagement.
The answer is simple. Someone, somewhere, has to do those things
a Community Manager would normally do. The further removed that
person is from the skillset of a Community Manager, the lower the
traction and impact your collaboration design will have. Things will be
skipped, half-done, done incorrectly, done without the insights that a
proper upskilling would bring.
The Community Manager is the glue that holds a collaboration design
together. It’s a pivotal role in the digital workplace, which has ‘community’
as one of its central themes and offers enormous potential for connecting
people, bringing them together, forming communities and building
relationships.
The role itself isn’t new. Once upon a time, back in the early 2000s,
Communities of Practice would often include a Community Administrator,
a part-time role whose description often included terms like ‘gardener’ and
‘nurturer’. This gives an insight into the fundamental nature of that role.
Fast forward to today. Collaboration is now viewed as an important strand
of any organisation’s DNA. People rely more and more on collaboration
tools as a means of connecting and moving knowledge around, though at
the same time struggle with them. Today’s Community Manager role is a
magnitude larger and more important than it ever has been. It touches all
of our seven design elements.
So let’s meet our very busy Community Manager, the role which sits at the
epicentre of our collaboration design, and gain some insights into what it
involves.

* In some organisations the
role might have a name
like Adoption Specialist
or simply Collaboration
Manager. The job
description and parameters
are typically very similar.
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In Figure 32, we’ve broken the role down into a series of everyday tasks.
A day in the life of a Community Manager. You can use this as the basis
of a job description. It doesn’t include non-specific but equally important
relationship-building tasks like liaising with parallel internal channels like
intranet and internal communications teams.
It’s a long list that requires a skillset to match. Training for Community
Managers is widely available and should be investigated. It represents a
tiny investment in terms of the value it brings to your organisation.
The role of Community Manager should not be viewed as a nice-to-have.
Medium and large organisations serious about collaboration need a fullyfledged Community Manager role, with a well-defined scope and clearly
understood accountabilities based around the above tasks.
As a final thought, in situations where a full time Community Manager
role isn’t feasible, or even if it is, we often suggest to organisations
that they federate the role. That is, create ‘deputies’ in various business
areas who have a part-time, light weight responsibility for community
management. This reflects and respects the distributed nature of social
collaboration platforms, and allows for today’s more flexible organisational
structures. Social collaboration doesn’t always require central oversight.
These deputies can become a very vibrant and conspicuous community in
themselves and should be encouraged and supported. They contribute a
significant amount of positive energy to a collaboration design, constantly
modelling good behaviours and becoming emblematic of its success.

General guidelines on the need for a Community Manager role
• Under 50 employees: a specific role isn’t generally required, though many
Community Manager tasks still need to be attended to by someone.
• 50-500 employees: approximately one half of an existing full time role.
• 500+ employees: Full time role, or equivalent (see comment on federated
deputies, below). Lack of an active, visible Community Manager role will
significantly inhibit the success of your collaboration design.
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Community Manager
•  Spend some time monitoring posts to

to business teams about the value of

understand what’s important or trending.

knowledge sharing, help them understand

To stay in touch with the ‘vibe’. This is

collaboration touchpoints.

not as trite as it sounds. An experienced
mechanic will hear the subtle differences
between a healthy engine and one that
needs work.

to avoid Group proliferation. Follow up
with relevant Group owners.

certain individuals join key Groups or

•  Republish significant posts

super-contributors. They are an important

•  Make sure support-type discussion threads
are pre-populated with guides and existing

important discussions.

findability of knowledge.

•  Connect with, encourage and pamper

appreciated, recognise them publicly.

organisation and key influencers to suggest

tags in order to improve

and by commenting on others. Don’t

ingredient of success. Show them they are

•  Use their broad knowledge of the

posts. Add, remove, amend

the community with their own posts
underestimate the value of this!

•  Monitor overlap between Groups in order

•  Monitor how people tag

•  Add personality and a human ‘tone’ to

help documentation where appropriate

A day in the
life

to keep them close to the

and relevant.
•  Undertake constant pulse checks
on the usage and value of the
community. Run surveys, garner
opinions, record success stories.
•  Create reports on all available

surface.

qualitative and quantitative aspects

•  Broker knowledge, i.e. ensure questions
and posts end up in front of the right

of usage for upward reporting.
•  Liaise often with senior management and

people.

gain their trust. Understand what they

•  Post community-based announcements

need in terms of reporting and updates.

and news, including public recognition of

Give positive feedback to those who

useful posts, highlighting any upcoming

demonstrate great ‘trickle down leadership’

new features of the collaboration platform,

behaviours.

refreshing people’s knowledge of the
existing ones – all with the ultimate goal
of lifting and evolving Active collaboration
behaviours.

•  Be available as a resource for senior
management in the use of the tools. Ensure
they understand how important their role
is in its success. Most importantly, keep

•  Promote usage of collaboration tools

reminding them that conversational tools

via traditional communications channels

are far more than just another internal

where possible. Get invited to talk

communications channel.
Figure 32: A day in the life of a Community Manager
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are being rolled out daily, yet they are struggling to deliver on the promise of
seamless cross-organisational collaboration. Poor adoption. Confusion. Change
stress. Uncertainty. These are just some of the challenges that come with the
proliferation of social collaboration tools and their expansive feature sets.
To find answers we need to look past the tools. We need to understand that tools
don’t switch on collaboration, people do. We need to change the conversation
from ‘collaboration tools’ to collaborative people.
Based on fifteen years’ hands on experience, Designing Collaboration sets out
a framework of seven elements designed to evolve and build the behaviours

Designing Collaboration

Collaboration is being talked about everywhere. Social collaboration tools

necessary for people to become great collaborators in the digital workplace.

occurs when the tools are used by collaborative people.
Designing Collaboration puts people and collaborative behaviours back at the
centre of the discussion, where they should be.

‘Designing Collaboration should be on the bookshelf of every
professional where information is a competitive advantage.’
Vanessa DiMauro, CEO, Leader Networks

‘Alister and Andrew present clear methods and models to
upgrade your organization to the digital age.’
Mike Fraietta, Product Manager – Collaboration, BNY Mellon
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